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CHAPTER "X 
xmtowasion 
l^e enperlmntBl nuclear physics today possessaa 
fiumoiEOus types o€ <letectors &>r n u d ^ r ra<3iatlons and dbax^ed 
pQirticlao* Each one of them hee its o%m n^rits and aemerits* 
Xn £act# fx> singia detector suits a l l the needs of an 
experinmntalist* h certain pxoblem tnay be tacMed in a better 
ii^ y ^ one than hy the other and in many probleaia vqxIous 
detectors play coi^pliinentary soles. 
iSuring the early days of radioactivity* photoqriBPhie 
Plates and aold^leaf electroscopes have been extensively used 
as detectors by Beoqperel, aut^er^ord and Curies* Stiotographic 
plates* of course, need very oarefUl handling and dark xooin 
processing* For individual counting of oc-particles* CrooHes 
u s e d fluof^pc^t ans screens ^diich produce tiny visible flashes 
or scintillations ^en o(-particles fa l l upon theio* Sbr 
p-particles* electron sensitive barium platinocyanide (Bal?t(a^) 
screens have been developed. SU.ne sulphide screens c&n be used 
Ibr the counting of cx-pertides in the presence of -particles 
and f-rays. This was actually done in the epoch-caaking 
experiments of Oeiger and Marsden on the large angle scattering 
of c3(-partioles# inspite of being vety laborious and time 
consuming process* 
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XJetectora llhe , 
oountec^ were euoeessively deirelop€»d idlth the advancemetit 
o€ high v&cuum taehnlqjuies and electeonic vsivee* tn these 
#etectocB the dhexged particles Xose their ^exgiee by 
ionissing the gas f i l led in the c ^ n ^ r and |>jeo<ltice ionissation 
current which is detected* UsJ^g scalers and pulse analyssers* 
individual counting of a-particles in the presence o£ 
^•particles and i s possible. 
'Zhe nost widely used single particle detector is the 
Qeiqex^liailer counter which is a h i ^ l y sensitive impKOv^ ment 
<i3ne in 1928, ot the counter £irst described by autherSord 
and Geiger in 1908. Xt uaially consists o£ a very thin wire 
stretched along the axis of a gzounded hollow cylinder containing 
a gasf with high voltage applied to the wire, h diaxged 
particle passing through the counter pjcoduces ioniasation and due 
I 
to 'Ifewnsand avalanche* the ionization current becoR^s large 
and pxodticcs a potential difference of about 5 volts across the 
megohm resistance connected to the central wire. This ^ I tage 
is ttiTf»lified by linear aimplifier and is used to operate an 
autotaatic counter* Ooincidence and anticoincidence circuits 
have be<m very successfiilly used in various miclear physics 
and cosmic ray cs^erinents. IChe O.M. counters are extremely 
sensitive to a l l &>nns of ionising radiations and always 
register considerable background counts due to oosiaic rays and 
stray traces of radioactivity, these counters have been made in 
various slses betweon 1 cm* 100 cm to suit d i f f e r ^ t ^Gc^iicemmtB 
in nuclear physics end cx>aniic ray studies £br over half a 
eentuiy an<3 ©till continue to be an iugjortant nuclear detector 
although they retiuire sophisticated electzonic circuits and 
constant high Msltages ^ r their operation. 
tSilson in 1912 Revised his cloud cheiriber vhich could take 
instantaneous |^t»>giniiphs o£ nucl^r events sudii as iiassage o£ 
charged particles thxough it and mke t^eir paths visible. A 
c^eged particle \ihile passing through the cloud chancer 
pj^duces ions along its path yhtich on es^nsion in the chainber 
serve as condensation centres ior the super saturated vapour* 
in an ifl$>isoved design o£ cloud chandsers (counter controlled 
cloud chaidoera) • the mtry of the charged particle Itaelt 
actuates the esQ^nsion device in the chaniber and the camera* 
and thus the path of the particle gets automatically recorded* 
l^e expansion type c^nl>er has t^a lindtation o£ a short 
sensitive time* The evolution of continuously sensitive 
diffusion chamber by Xongsdrof in 1936 was a considerable step 
forward* 'Xhe cloud chancer haft been very precious instzuiaent 
in the Studs? of art i f icial transoutation end high ^ergy nuclear 
interactions* Zngjortant events like the discover^f of positcons 
etc* hava been photographed in cloud chambers. The cloud 
chai!ft>©r# however* is a amibersome piece of apparatus to transport 
and oaintaini i t is often poesibie to use mclear enulsions 
in its place* 
With the development o£ photonultiplier tubes in 194S* 
the interest in scintillation countegfa was revived* Transparent 
inozganie ana organic ceystals have been &>und i^ich give of£ 
vexy faint light as a result of electric excitation of their 
nolecules an ionizing particle passes by thenw <£hi8 
^ in t light fa l l s upon the pl^tocathode of phototmltiplier 
tube« and a est sea de of elect sons gives an electrical sivnal at 
the output of the multiplier tul»« itiese pulses of curr^t 
are reoorded and counted electronically. Bar i-caye« Ne£ ( f l ) 
cnystals are used, Bar /3<-particles plastics like polystyrene 
in^rignated vrith anthracene are used and for o(.-particles thin 
layer of 2nS deposited on the photoimiltiplier or on a plastic 
surface is oomnDnly used* £br heavy particles a scintillator 
is 10Q% efficient and « resolution of about 4% i s easily 
obtained with caesium iodide Soic a»perticles of energy 5 MeV* 
l^ese detectors have infact revolutionised the field of 
j-speotzosoopy during last t-m decades. All photonultipliers 
are to a greater or leas d^ree sensitive to magnetic fields 
and nust normally b* heavily screened with icon or mi «> metal 
i f imgnetic fields are liKely to be present. Sbr successful 
operation of scintillation detectors a very care^ l screening 
fi!ora stray light is also essential. 
itoel<Bar ewBAlflionp were developed by Sbwell end 
OcQhialinl in 1947 m a tool to register cliatged particle 
tracks in them. These enulsions consist o£ gelatin with 
silver bmtJtilSe in special proportions. A charged particle 
imssing through a layer of emulsion placed in its path 
activates the silver hxofoide grains to fbrixi a * latent iimge* 
^ i c ^ is developed by special chemical treatnsnt into pare 
silver grains and fiorens the final photographic iirege called 
the trac^ 'Zheee tradics are observed under optical loicrDsoopes 
using high magnifications* Nuclear eimlsion plates being 
very light as ooRVpared to cloud chatters* ionissation chaisbers 
and counters have served very well the need of cosioic ray 
research When flovn to greater altitudes in balloons. 1!hey 
have becai mxy useful in the study of high energy nuclear 
interactions in the OeV region* special nuclear enulsions are 
also available fer carrying out auto-alpha radiography with them* 
The draiMback with nuclear enulsion plates is that they retpire 
a special dark mom processing and very careful handling before 
development* fading of trades in vacuum chancers i s also a 
p£Obl«Hn with nuclear emulsions* 
One of the largest and costliest type of particle 
detectors is the |bubblc fhaynb^ -^ designed by Olaser in 1953* 
l^is i s especially suited for studying the high energy nuclear 
interactions produced at large accelerating machines* Zn t^e 
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bubble chamber* a suitable liquid is leapt in a 'super heated* 
state just be&>re bailing, thm liquid m j be a Hy4m<mrboii 
liJte p«ataiMi or in nost elaborate equiimieiit* liquid h^deogen* 
the passage of a charged particle sets o f f the creation o£ 
a chain of small bubbles due to local charges and loc^l hcmting 
proceed by it* l^is Barms a track m i^dh is i^otographed* 
Although the bubble chaisbers have pmved to be a boon to the 
high CHiezgy nuclear physicists* t h ^ can't be afforded by a l l 
laboratories becaus* of their eKpensiveness and the requirement 
of big refrigerating plants and very special heat isolations* 
i ^ the r <^tector used currently in high energy nuclear 
physics is the si»irk chawiber f i rst used in the present fiom 
T.Cranshaw and J*de Beer in England in ldS7* Zn this 
detector* small sparlcs are produced along the trajectory of the 
ionising particle between a set of plates across ii^ich high 
voltages are applied. The main thing is that the vt^ltage is 
applied only i^ eaa a counter telescope indicates the passage of 
the desired charged particle through it* Within less than a 
microsecond after the passage of the particle* about 10*000u>lt8 
mist be applied to the plat^es in order to give the spairic* The 
spark chaieber is thus s^s i t ive only fbr a vexy short perjtod 
when the desired particle is present* and is mt likely that 
any otiier undesirad particles wi l l be recorded to conBise the 
dsta. spark chainbers provide the good tinae reiK>lution given by 
eXeetxonlc detectors endi oocdstine i t witJ) the accucate location 
lo apacm given bjf tJhie detectors that j^ xovidie a picture o£ the 
particle track* fhe nain dissdvemtcge o£ this a^tparattis is 
its inability to reveal the detail® of the events occuirrtng 
inside the metal plates which pmvide no at o£ the atopping 
material inside the chati^er. 
Since 1961 aolid*state ionization chania^ ers or the 
so-called pen^ .ca:;>ndttctor detectr|i^ have proved to be very 
useful counters fi>r charged particles. Zn practice the 
resolution of o(-particle gzoups of about 8 MeV has been 
brought to about 0.3% inihich is better than the value obtained 
vith the best gridded ionis»tion chaisber. Zn these detectors 
a thin layer of gold is deposited on tilie tuo surfaces of a 
%fafer of silicon and the t w conducting surfaces are connected 
to a 1*29 volt battery and an axE^lifier. A. charged particle 
entering the detector produces free * holes* and electrons 
fonoing a current pulse vrtiiai is then simplified and counted* 
The oovojptkct construction of the semi*a>n<Skactor detectors allows 
esqperimental arrangeraents to be made with detectors in accurate 
geometrical relation to the target or source of particles. A 
vesy high counting rate nay be mintained vdth these detectors* 
QSbday when the results and pzomises of nuclear physics 
ihow an accelerating trend the development of relatively sins>le 
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tjfpe o£ deteetore vit^ versatile ais^licability is e matter 
of g r ^ t inipartance* The aiscoveiry o£ the eo-CEtlled Dielectric 
Trade Sietectors* in 1962 hy ^rice end nelker is one o£ sudti 
developments end edds even new surprises to the detection 
techni<|ae« Isoth in the low es wall ee in high 4^ergy nucleer 
physics. ISteee detectoro* in£act« ooieiblne in theroseXvee the 
piopertiee of tcedc reoording detectors like nuclear enulaione« 
cloud dhuaesl^ ersf etc* together with the ooti\£»ctness and single 
particle counting ability o£ the semiconductor detector without 
r^iuiring special dark room treatisents or eof^isti^ted 
electmnic ecpipm^ts* 
Peif years ago a tracik in a solid \«es a yes or no 
proposition but i t i s a oan^letely different story now. iSie 
work on track etchii^ started by Price^ Walker and Fleischer 
has been renerkebly successful and already in certain cases 
* 
the dielectric track detectors have caught up with nuclear 
enulsions and 8<imdconductor detectors. 
The principle o€ detection by these detectors is based 
on the fact that the dielectric materials like glassev, micas 
end plastics get damaged along the trajectory of the c^rged 
particle passing through them and the damaged part dissolves 
* Zn scientific literature these detectors have appeared by 
nany different names viz.« *solid~stBte tirack detector', *Solid 
tcack recorder*, * Damage track recorder,* 'Plastic detector'* 
'Mica detector*, *gless detector*, *bole detector*, 'Visual solid 
detector* etc. 
faster in m appzopriate etching soiution than the bulk 
material, causing conical etch pits or in certain casee 
narrow conical channels called the * traces** i^en etched 
under mitable conditions* these tracks get enlarged to sizes 
coiqparal9le to the wave«-leng$h of visible light whece upon 
they start scattering the light and become visible under 
optical micmscopes at ordinary magnifications 200 x - 1000 JC. 
Historicall]^ a nucl^r trac^ in a dielectric solid 
nay be said to have b e ^ £irst discovered who 
reported in i9S8 that the fission fseginents passing through a 
a thick saniple o£ lithium fluoride C£*iP) caused tracks i^ich 
could be observed, after suitable etching, under an optical 
microscope. In 1959 Silk and Bames^ ' using an electron 
micr0800pe« observed linear tracks in faicae which were heavily 
irradiated hy fission fragnmts. They found that the diffraction 
contrast i!!Bges of these tracks had diameters ci; 100 However* 
in the ttdca that tht^ used* the tracks faded. Xn subsequent 
three years many other workers ' observed tracks of heavy 
charged particles in films of various materials and fiound a 
critical dep^dence of the appearance of these traedcs* on the 
thickness and the structure of the film. 
A systematic etu<^ in this f ie ld was* however* started by 
Price and ^Iker^^®*"^^* ^ in the beginning of nineteen sixtees 
tried to stabilise of *fix* the tcadcs and make them more readily 
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^s i b l e . In i962 they reported^^^^ that th« flselon fragBsant 
tcacks in iniea oouid be seen under optical tniczosoope i f i t 
<Mere etche43 in hydmfluoric acid £6r a longer tiiae* Using 
thesir etching techniques they ehowea^^^^ that mica vae good 
for trecJc registration only those particles which had 
atomic naitiber greater than 30. Their 0ub8eq^ent investigations 
showed that track registration lay etching ms a general 
phenomenon observable in a variety of aielectrics like glassli;^^ 
high poljTKi&rs (plastics) and minerals^ pcovided one 
could find e euitsble etching reagent and used proper et<^ing 
conditions* tt is found that the sensitivities of these solids 
vary widely and the nost sensitive ones reveal the tracks of 
(X-particles^^^^ and dcaitetons^^®^ under suitabl* conditions* 
the dielectric trac^ detectors have laany useful features 
over other conventional det^tors* sosie of which are emimarated 
below. 
(i> they ere vecy sinple to construct and convenient to use, 
( i i ) ^oy are vei^ cheap and can be obtained in vecy small as well 
as very large sisses* Very small detectors can be used for 
measuring particle fluxes in very inconvenient locations and can 
record on a loicxoscopic scale« ^ r y large plastic detector 
sheets can be used to recocd very rare particle events sucSi as 
1 per aa^ per day as found in the cosmic rays* 
( i i i ) Solids being robust* do not req^ire very careful handling. 
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(iv) UnXikm p3iotographic plates or nuclear eimlsionB they 
are Insensitive to light* l^eir developnsnt or etcbiintg 
technique i s ver;^  rapid end 8iinp].e« end they do not require 
any dark Eoom treatrasnt* 
(v) fhey ere threshold detectors and this pxoperty cBtn-he 
very use£Ully utilised! for esmit^le glasses* R)ioa» inlnecalSf 
'iiostaphQH* and *MelineK* plastics record the traces of 
fission fragmants aJ)d not those of the (X-particles and thus 
these materials can be used to study fission reactions without 
being distuii^ed hy large flux of lighter particles or x»rays« 
^-rays and electxons to i^iicdi they are insensitive. 
(vi) A perimnent record of i^rticle tracks i s obtained in 
them end can be l e f t or stored for vety long tiioe unatt^ded 
to under servece envizomnental conditions like high teftiperature^ 
pressure* humidity* radiation background end es^reine mechanical 
(191 vibratioRsi 
(v i i ) Ihey c»n withstand without fading or fogging enomous 
doses of particles the damage density CP.Z. or ssh* see sec* 2.5 
Chap.XZ) caused by which is less than the critical value required 
by the material for track ibnnation* 
(v i i i ) We can use either light* n^diuro or hcmvy target elements 
either enfbedded into the detec1»3r itself or placed adjacent to 
a detector of lower threshold. 
(ix) these ^tectore aleo poesess the charge an^ aneeg^ ^ 
^scciffitnatioa pxopertles, 'She resolution ms high Z particles 
obtained with plastic detectore has recently been reported 
to be better than that with nuclear emlsiona* 
(x> Blectron mLcioseaope can be uaed to study nuclear 
interactions in imry thin detectors wil^ high spatial and 
t i ^ resolution* Eapid electronic scanning tecllimlcpes can also 
be used with these detectors* 
The basic disad^mntage with dielectric tcacic detectors* 
however* l ies in the fact t^iat only a part o£ the total length 
of the particle trajectocy can be seen and tJne part that has 
been etched o££ can not be reoo^red (see fig.4 and c«£« Sq*ZZ*lK 
Mso veey accuzate <^ei?gy deterMnation is s t i l l not possible 
with these detectors. 
Based on the above features o£ the dielectric track 
detectors an exponentially increasing nuniber of their 
applications have been mde* ever since tihe days of their 
discovery* in nuclear physies* geophysics* cosmic ray physics* 
solar and lunar j^ysics* biomedical tedhnoJU»gy* environmental 
research and microanalysis at various laboratories of 
international repute liHe BxoolChaveii* LRL* i^ JU, CSRN* wmh, 
Cieneral Gilectrics* 7ZFH* BhRC» etc* 
Their aj^lication in nuclear physics can be isentioned as a 
tool to s tu^ fission and spallation r e a c t i o n s } ^ ® ' t o r 
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life-tirae me&mr&mnts of heavy unstable nuclelj 
fior caoerolc ray studies for the study of ternary fission}®^*®^^ 
(57—65) 
£or neut£on detection and neutron flux measurement* and as 
neutxon dosimeters; fbr the detection of light nuclei and 
the stxi^ of nuclear reactions producing lighter paeticlea« " 
for fnicxoanalysis i . e . , for finding the concmtration and (84—87) 
microscopic distribution of elttments such as plutonium, 'radium 
and > radon (using alpha emitting properties), uranium and thorium 
(using fissionable propertieisDf^^^^^^and lithium ai»a boron (using 
(n/x) rea^ions) • Indeed one of the most striking developments 
has been the progress of cosmic ray particle identification^ 
by means of these detectors. In geophysics these detectors have 
been used for dating of minerals and archaeological substances 
using fission and fossi l registered 
* 
in them. In biomedical tedinology, the techniqixe of forming 
fine holes of near atomic dimensions as suggested by Fleischer 
et al^^^^* has been used to maJce selectively etched fine sieves 
in thin mica and plasUc sheets for the f i ltration of cancer 
blood cellsi^^^^ 
fhe less known but more exciting fact about the utilissation 
of these detectors is that they have alrea<S^ touched the space 
research programme, viz,, the spacecraft of Gemini VZ provided 
with plastic track detectors for registration of heavy ions 
during i t s flighti^^^* I t has recently been reported that the moon 
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brought to earth by astsoimuts ar@ being essaxolnieid 
by ufiing the track etch roethoasJ 
Although eiqploited very fast in nuclear aolences and 
geophysice* the dielectric track detectors especially the 
plastice are sure to play s t i l l iraportsnt sole in years 
to coma, !£he plastic detectors have so Car mostly been used 
£E>r the trade r^i8traiy.on o£ fission fiBgtnents or h^vy 
chasged particles. Investigations of the pxoblems involving 
the detection o£ light charged particles with plastics s t i l l 
retnains en open field for research* Many new applications 
have yet to be made using their various advantageous features 
over other conventional detectors* 
I t vas td.th this view in inind that the prei^nt work on 
plastic track detector was taken up. Zt was aimed at to study 
the various available plastics from the point of view of 
detection of light nuclear particles particularly the alpha-
particles by observing the etching kinetics of alpha-particle 
tracks in them as a function of various parameters* and making 
new applications of the plastics viz., for alpha radiography^^^^^ 
and fbr the measuremf»its of the angular distribution of various 
cx-groups emitted in the ) ^Mg nuclear reaction 
at very low bonflaarding energies « 6S0-S40 keV* Because of 
very low reaction cmss-sections at these energies iw had been 
available fer this ceaetion below B^ » 1»2 fteV using any other 
detectoir* 
Various eai^rintents carriea out to £iilfil the above aimgt« 
and their results are described in the subeeguent dtiapters o£ 
this thesis* ^ £ew aspects of the requirements £or revealing 
the al|9ha-particle traces in plastics has also been theoretically 
investigated in J^pendix Z using an experiinantally observed 
exponential relationship Hot the variation o£ etch rate along 
the particle trajectory. The results o£ thase theoretical 
investigations^^^^^ will b© vejcy useSutl for carcying out alpha 
radioginaphy with plastic track detect©rsj 
C H A P T E R - I I 
Titfu::^  FOBmTioti MBcmwisr^ s ANP tiSTHOPs OF Tmoi uymjhTiont 
Xt hes been noticed by a l l users of dielectric track 
detectors that certain particles pxodaee tradks in m certain 
solid i^ i le others do notf others may pzodace tmdtes in another 
solid and so on. thus for example ve found that o(*jMBrticle 
t ra<^ ^ r e registered in cellulose nitrate^ cellulose acetate 
and polycarbonate plastics but not in polyethylene plastics 
like Helinex* itostaphan. Mylar and Terphan etc.» however, 
fission fragmeint and recoil nuclei tracks were registered in 
these plastics as well. Mica also registered the traces of 
fission fji^gments and not those of lighter particles. 
Sbr a proper utilization of these detectors i t is 
necessary to establish as to "which particle wil l fbnn observable 
tracks and in ^ i c h detector material* Different persons have 
used different loodels of track fbmation for eicplaining the 
threshold dvacacteristics of these detectors* In order to 
appreciate these« we wi l l f i rst describe in this chapter the 
various known features of the dielectric detectors including t^ ie 
methods of track visualissation and track evaluation especially 
in plastics end then present a critical review of the various 
existing criteria for track registration. 
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2.2 t .^iaio^B p Q ^ c k 
By. electron. 
Under certeia cirmmstancee i t i s |)08sit»Ie to directly 
ol9eerv@ the txacke of dhazge^ S particles in these detectors 
ueing an electron roicroeoope (see Fig* i) bat the method 
suffers with a number of dra^^acics* viss,* very thin filma 
( < 3000 in thicteness) have to be meployeS, high trac^ 
density is needed, observed tracks are vezy ssiill» traces o£ 
Election micrograph of unetched fission 
fragment tracks in a thin (<3900 A*0«> 
cellulose nitrate plastic. I^ie apeciioaxi 
containing atoms of 235^ ^ g subjected 
to a high flux of thermsl neutrons. 
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only vexy heavy chaz^ed psrtleles can h& Bom, over ana abov« 
the electjcon micxoscopefi are not present in ordinary research 
laboratories* a matter o£ fact# electron ioicrosoopy i s a 
power£ttX tool fiat etoidying structural details on a near atomic 
scale end not finding out rare events such as the passage 
o£ speci£ie4 charged particle on a gren<S scale* 
fiy selective cdieyRioal etching 
Under this inethod the detector taaterial containirg damage 
trai ls i s inamarsed in a suitable chendcal solution* 1!ho8e 
danage tcei ls ii^ich intersect the mtrface get preferentially 
dissolved in the etcdting solution ooc^red to tl»3 bulX material. 
Although the init ia l damage tra i ls are only^ i^sSO A.U* or less in 
diameter* prolonged chendcml etching hroadims the hollov c^nnels 
to such dimensions that they become easily visible under optical 
fflici»scopes using ordinary nmgnifications (200 X •> 1000 X)* 
QiA* Kbung^^^ %m» the f i rst to use the chemical etching 
tedinique &»r revealing the fission fragment etch pits in thltSt 
saniples of lithium fluoride* He regarded the danage trai ls in lAV 
to be similar to dislocations and afgued that the free energy in 
the dainaged region should be higher than that in the undamaged 
foaterial and accordingly that region sl^uld be more z^ct ive to 
a suitable chemical reagent and should get preferentially etched 
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ooni>«r@d to the fcuISc i^teriel . 1!hus« using a mlxtiiire of 
concentrated HF« glacial acetic acia and £erric £ltM3rlde« he 
wae able to observe the fi»ar^ee etcdi pits at the entering 
places o£ fleeion fragments into the crystal. 
In 1962 Price and Walker used hydrofluoric add to etdht 
the Cieslon feagtoent tracks in Subsequently they shoved 
that the trades could be revealed in tteny dielectric naterlals 
Including minera ls }g lasses^^^^ and polyroersi^®^ 
Choosing the beet etching (Solution and optine^l etching 
condition has largely been a matter of t r ia l and error and is, 
there&>ref as mich an art as science* Soioe guidelines nay* 
however, be obtained frois liable X. Xt i s seen that easily 
att«<0ced minerals sucti as rolca and biotite can be etched ij) 
conooA adds at xoont tenperature, more resistant i^nerals such 
as the feldsimrs require strong bases and high teiti»erature# and 
Zircon responds to ^x>sphorio acid heated to more than 450 degrees 
centigrade. Hany plastics on the other hand can be etdhied if«ith 
such osddissers as house hold blea<^. Xt is, however, advisable 
that the res^rch vorkers using these detectors find their own 
optimal eta^ing conditions £or their ntaterlals. As a result of 
many enipirical esiperiments (not described in this thesis) vm 
have also ciiscovered eKsme new etchants opr three kind of 
plastics (see Chap*XXX), 
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i 
BmmQ Qoumrxom loa fissioij piSAsnsHT 'sb^i^iu 
mm w i c w . BmrncTRXG track ijstbctoss 
Materiel Etc^ant 
tetiip* 
ig BteMng tine 
Mbite mm 19S 4 loin 
^sorthite mm 210 30 lain 
APQtlte litiOg 23 10-30 Mil 
KOH 229 1 min 
tQ% Ha 23 10-30 see 
Berite 100 3 tour 
BejcyX mm ISO 9 iiQlUr 
Biotite 4Q% HF 23 3-20 see 
Bcoo^itiB KaOH 200 « sam 
Sitowito KOB 210 15 niiii 
IQ% KCl 23 1 miR 
collttlose nitirete 6 11 mm 23 2-4 hour 
cel.lul.oe« acetate 6 m !7aOii 70 12 c>in 
CalXuIoee acetobutyrata 6 » i^ aOB 70 12 min 
OtUtioc^ioi^R 43% HF 23 
Chlorite 48I& HF 23 mi mm 
idopside iCOH 210 IS tnin 
Bnstetite ^OH 19S IS min 
Fluorite 23 10 inin 
Garnet mm 150 2 hour 
Olasses 10-4814 HF 23 1 eec- 30 iniii 
S% HF 23 3-10 see 
Halite ethanol •ag/lit re 23 30 see 
HBpalT t imiy^tms) 
Hgcix 
6 n »a(M 70 8 lain 
Byperethene liaOH 200 3-10 min 
l4>cnblen<le 4851 HF 23-60 5-60 eec 
lAbcadorite mu 210 IS min 
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Table Z a>ntlnue(3 . . . 
Material Etchant Etching 
teiRD.<»C 
Etching time 
Lepidbllte 48!^  HF 23 3 - ^ sec 
Lexan polycarbonate 6 N £taOE 70 8 mln 
Margerlte AS% HF 23 2 ndn 
Mlcmcllne 48% BF 23 1-10 sec 
Mlc^s 48% HF 23 3 sec- 40 mln 
msoovlte jalca 48% RF 20 33 laln 
tta-Ca glass 48% HF 23 3 sec 
Olivine KOB 220 8 Rdn 
Orthoclaee 48% HF 23 10 sec 
Permlue 48^ BF 23 5 ndn 
phlogopite 48% HF 20 1 mln 
phosphate glass 49^ HF 23 30 mln 
Plgeonlte mu 210 15 mln 
Polycacbonatea 
Hakro£bl« Lexan 
6 ii NaOH 70 8 mln 
Jblyethylene terephthalates 
l^lar* Terphan#lfostaphan, 
Mellnex 
KOH 60 30 mln 
l^lyosiyine thy lane mmmm-^mimmm 
Pyroxene KOH 220 1 mln 
Quartz KOH 210 10 mln 
spodumene 48% HF 23 24 hour 
Talc 48% HF 23 IS mln 
Thorite 85% HjPO^ 250 1 ndn 
Topaz KOH 150 100 mln 
Toremlte 10% HCl 23 10 mln 
Iburmallne KOH 220 20 mln 
Tridlrolte KOH 220 20 mln 
Vfhltlockite 70% mo^ 23 10 sec 
Zircon 83% HjPO^ 450 1 mln 
^ Bydrogjalnone-Msphenol-iWiaophthalic terephthalate 
tiotei Given etchants without concentration imsan concentrated acquous 
solution* 
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ition of trac^ hpltov bv c^erolcaX etching 
Ihe tracks aeveloped in various dielectric tnatGrlals 
tsitofv %9ld0 variation in thelT forms such as r@gular 
qsriindricel chenneXs* conical hollows* slmllow recesses etc, 
(see fig.2« 3*6 and 33). 
."s 
• 1* 
c.r 
• V 
/» X 
h. 
• < 
Fig. 2. Optical micrographs of etched tradt: forms in 
different dielectric materiales for fission 
fragments (a) to (g)« and for oc-particles 
(h) to melectric n»terialsi "itoJcrofol-E" 
plastic (a} t cellulose nitrate plastic (b) , (h) * 
( i ) i "l^lar* plastic (c)f •Kostaphan" plastic 
(d)y Muscovite mica (e)y aoft glass ( f ) « (g)f 
and cellulose acetate plastic "Cel l l t -t " tj)^ 
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unumal t m ^ fiarms c^n b® obtained in sabstances o£ 
eniaotxopie features* ihe final shape o£ the traek hollow 
mttrnd by cheiaical etching i s influenced by mmemus factors 
such Q® the direction of entrance of the perticle intso the 
detector surface* the nature and crystal orientation of the 
^b8tance# the content* e£>ncentration and tenpsreture of 
t l l 8 119) 
the ettiiing reagent; * 'the presence of iRpurity in the 
etchant, etching tirae etc* some generel characteristics of 
trade hollow inay« however* be understood for detector 
substance having isotropic features such as plastics and 
glasses* 
Fig* 3. Optical micrographs of etched trac^ of 
heavy cosmic ray particle stopping in 
the cellulose nitrate plastic, iw the 
etching has not yet reached the end«(B) 
!£he etching has been carried out be^nd 
the point «diere the particle came to 
rest* 
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^ e (3«ve2Dpnent of dhacged partlale €mcke by 
chemleQl etdilng is in principle similar to o£ cherdc^X 
etching of aislocetiohs in crystals. Sbr the fonnation o£ 
track hollow i t ie essential that the rate of chemical 
etching along the trade, r^. be greater than that fiir the 
IntlH neterial* Zn other M^orSs the so->c»lled track etch ratio 
( r ^ r^ ) fas St be greater than unity ( r ^ r g > l ) « 2his catio 
r^r^g ie an iiqportant parameter to denote the degree of 
prefes^t ia l etching alon^ the perticle traiectory* 
I t hae practically been found that the etidiable tracks 
appear only fxom tlwt point onwards in the detector niaterial 
Inhere the damage density exceeds a critical value required by 
the materiel (Sec. 2*S(iii}), me to the eidstence of the 
critical daiRiage density determinii^ the etchable tcack 
develos»Aent ability, out of a priraary track range R# only a 
part in length l0< R can be developed. Zf the particle f^ters 
the detector surface noonally, t^e citing up of the loaterial 
along the track appears only after the etidiing of (J*^!^) pajct 
of the range from the surface. 
Observing the developntsnt pxocess from that point ^ m 
the developable end of the trajectory section is positioned 
exactly on the detector surface (Fig*4}, the foUondng eetab> 
lishroants may be laade* 
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Etching solution 
a> 
K few stages of cheialcal etching o f a 
perfcieXe tJCBck in a d i e l e c t r i c tra*^ 
detector o£ isotJEopic f ix tures etched 
£xota the irradiated surface* 2t i s 
assumed that the preferential etdiing 
elojog the track in this case has 
started just from the eur£Eice« At the 
instance shown in (d) tha track has been 
et<^ed t i l l the end o f the particle ' s 
range in the t^tector material. 
At the f i r s t step in the fiocvdng o£ track hollov« £e>r 
a tima t^ l^/r^t the condition r^ fi>r etching i s valid 
end during this tiros the track length of v i l l be etched a l l 
along but ^ layer of thieSmeas of ^ ^ ^ also be resoved 
ficom the datector mirface during the satne time* As i s 
to s « « from Fig*4 (d) * finally a hollov channel of maxiRum 
length l^, given by 
1 _ 1 ( i i - l ) 
and with seiQi-asne angle 0 given 
wi l l b<3 iormed, ^ e r e i is the angle of entrance ^or the glancing 
angle)of the particle measured from the detractor surfiice as shown 
in Fig.4ta). 
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tihe etching is contimm^, the vertex o£ the conical, 
tjcack x^ tmaine sherp until i t reaches the point vhere the 
IMsrticie has coine to reetr further etching eaases tiMs counting 
up o£ the eppex o£ the cone isee and B), Zn the case 
the particic has oi%>iS6e43 the ^aitire thicJoiess o£ the 
detector substance, track etd^ing proceeds from both the sides 
resultingr in tMO collinear cones. the etching is allowed 
to continue long enough the tvo cones tmy meet (see Fig«5) 
and imke a €ine hole in the ^tector sheet (sudnt holes of atomic 
dimensions have been used by S.B. seal^^^^^ to f i l ter cancer 
blood cel ls ) . 
Fig*9. Optical micrograph showing that the tracK 
etching proceeded firora both the sides in the 
case of a heavy cosroic ray particle that 
passed through the entire thickness of the 
plastic sheet, the etching Mmm stopped just 
^^n the two cones were about to tneet* 
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M l t^e latent txacdis which intersect the detector 
fiuriaoB may not« in a l l cases* torm etchable tEBcka beoauae 
in or^er to pzoduee an etdiable track a charged particle 
m»t proaace a damage density greater than a certain critical 
value-characteristic of the material <see sec*2«s i i i i ) ) * 
ihere is also a geoiaetrical limitation £6r getting 
observable trades in these detectors. Acesording to this 
condition* tracks of those particles %ihich ^ t e r t l » detector 
stxriBce at a glancing angle less than a critical angle giire»i 
by i^ m sin*^^ (r^/r^)* can not be o^erved* fiar in those cases 
the sviriace dissolves more qpic^ly than the tjc^cks develop* 
This can be obtained by patting 0/ in £q. (21-1) and 
calling i as i^* thus when 
1 - (rg/r^«sin • 0 
i^ « ( II -3) 
I t is* therefore, desirable to have the trade etdi 
ratio it^JCj^l as large as possible tx> eaalce even grazing particles 
detectable. 
As a consequence of the directional diarocteristics 
of these detectors their detection efficiency is not eqisal to 
unity« Zf the detection efficiency t>e defined by the ratio 
• * where N^^ and ^re the nmifl^ ers of particles emerging 
tKota en Asoticoplc point source pieced on the detector 
sur^c^ in solid angles 2 tt and ll detemdned by the ceriticaX 
englo for the detector respectively, we have 
Jo 
J dn 
cAi ^ tout c i ^ ~ svrv e-
2.7T 
and from equation (IX«>3) we have 
/ y StW©- — 
© = o 
' t 
ClI-4) 
Fcom above i t can be seen that mix^nous dharacteristics 
of these detectors depend upon the trac^ etch ratio 
The optifoal deteetit;^ cbaxecteristics are obviously obtained 
ti^ en r - , » r^. in the ideal case ^ m r® — , fjponi T 0 rg 
equation iXX-3} <we sea that i 0 and equation (xx«4) s^ws 
that the detection efficiency appjx>a<^eo unity. ^In the above 
diaokiasions i t has been assumed that x^ and r^ rexnain constant 
daring the vhole pzocess o£ etdhing but in actual practice i t 
i s found timt ^ i l e r^ reinains constant at a constaz^ 
tes^rature-increasing eaqponentially with rise of temperature* 
r^ increases es^nentially tovmrds the end o£ the particle's 
range in certain dielectric solidsJ^^'^^^ have Itound that 
in the case o£ the three plastics used by us the txectc etch rate 
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at any point o f tho pac t i c l « txajectory cen b« r«pr«setit«dl 
toy th« fbriwla^^"^' 
r (1) « r ^^^^ 
conical 
Because o f this fact the tracks will not b© ®3«actly/but will be 
liK© mxponmntiBl lMgl«®» hmvm photographeci suc^ cx-partlcle 
tirades ^ I c h are shown in Fig.6. l!ho ImplioBtions o f th is 
variation o f r^ has bean disctiased in J^»pendiK I ) . 
a ^ 
• * 
^ O t o t * % 
. - I I ® ® a* 0 « • a®0 50/ut. 
Fig. 6, Optical micirogcaplis o f oC-particla tiacJca in 
c a n i t y p las t i c irradiated in 2 7r -gaoroetry 
with source having a degrader f o i l to 
mvoi& the *tracX in tracks*, Sjgponential 
bugXe-like conical tracks oan be seen, lhair 
formation may be explained on the supposition 
that the track etch rate ry increase towards 
the end o f the par t i c l e t ra jec tory . 
-By precipitation or track decaoratfyfi 
^ t h e r poss ib i l i ty o f track ©Kploration la given by 
foriaing a substantial layer o f new phase along the doniaiii 
destioyed by the incident part ic le , whidi c»n be distinguished 
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opticellsr fieon the uttrxouiKSing isulH natoriaX* Child* end 
SlifitiuJ^^""^^^^ used « i i s raethoa fer d©c»r»tlng tmck& 
thxott^hout th« voXttioe o€ a single thiek ccyatal of silver 
dhloride using a coniaination of pulsed light end electric 
fields to svwep the {ihotoelectzons into the interior of the 
damaged pert of the ezystal. mltipronged events ficom 1#S cieV 
pzoton interactions* heayr oosntic ray priinBries and polonium 
o<-particle tracks have been observed this method. Although 
reletivistic pzotons and o-particles dp iM>t give developable 
tra<^s# relativistie c«li and o groups register with unit 
efficiency. 
application of this precipitation n^thod to dam rate 
the tracks in a glass doped with silver was reported in 1963 
by Sleisdier et al^^^^ using adCKiaate heat treatisient and 
electric field along the particle tsajectory but no Birther 
work has been done using this tecllniq^6• It i s interesting 
to note that the so-called *track-decoration* pxocess siisilar 
to thm one described above nay occur spontaneously in nature, 
in fact, in natuxal micas numerous track*like configurations 
consisting of grannular stzuctured strings ware foundwhich 
are supposed to originate atoii^ the particle trajectories of 
oosndc radiations in the geo->historic«l era after the fbmation 
of mica crystals, by the inparities that got into the track 
channels. 
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2* 3 Methods of 'JCradc Qpuntlna or Track EvaluatAon 
(a) By optical inlcooacaapes 
Ihe track hollows formed by dieiTdcal etching can be 
easily a>untea under optical microsoopes using ordinary 
magnifications (200 x - 1000 X). In case of nonaal or near 
nonaal incidence the micxoscope can be iocassed on the 
surface of the detector >^ere the intersection of the track 
hollow with the surface is seen as dark circular spot 
(see Fig«2( jH. l i t t l e defbcussing one can also look 
, into the depth of track hollow* Xn case of grazing incidence* 
the real track shape can also be sensed with the microscope 
by a l i t t l e defocassing from the surface (see Fig*3 and 6>. 
!£he real tracks can be easily distinguished from the 
bac^round scratches etc. in the detector. Track counting 
becomes nuch easier and quicker i f one uses a projection 
microscope (Fig.34)• By sucSi optical microscopes one can 
A e 
oount from a few tracfks per cm to a tnaximam of about 10 
trades per cc? with sufficient accuracy. At higher track 
densities the counting met!s>d becomes very tedious^ and is 
subject to large errorsy then one has to take recourse to 
other methods of track evaluation viz. reflectance or 
tcansmittance measur<mnents (see Sec. 2.3(e) ) . 
0 
Bv gas flow or ionic measurements 
In 1963 Fleischer et al^^®^ suggested that the number 
of tracks could be determined by physiral measurements such 
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Qs gaa flow or ionic penneaMXity thxougb the irradiated 
Bat«rial,« eiiminating the use o£ opti<»l miccosoopes &»r 
track a>unting* Bean et al^^^^ in 196S devised mcAt a 
raethod using an irradiated specimen o£ lakca as a barrier 
betweii^ tut) halves of a coll containing a HF solution* Hiey 
measured the conductivity as the fiinction of tine Sot 
several specinens and got repnadyiceable curves* JSowever« 
noty and Wallcer^ ®^^ could not get rcgpsoduceabie curves 
«ihile using irradiated plastics as tsarrier cather than mica* 
ic) 
Fleischer* Price and Walker^ ^ ^^ devised a method of 
counting low track; density in irradiated specimen <pickXy by 
naked eye* one mch case they applied an opaque coating 
of alu^niuro on one side of a plastic sheet having a thickness 
less than the ea^ected length of the particle traces* On 
etchlJig the plastic from the uncoated side in a hydroHide 
solution* tihie hydsoxide nade holes at the radiation daoaged 
places and attaclted the aluminium film* This attadc ^ s 
found to be very rapid and in e)K»rt time eadH mlctoscopic 
trade was found to be surrounded by a relatively larger, easily 
visible circular area from \^ich the aluminium had been ramved* 
This method is very good for counting vesy small trac^ 
density* Zf the track density exceeds about 100 traces per cm 
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one large hole in aXuminlum my overlap many simll holee, 
thus caueing great error. The mathod l8# however* very 
time consaioing in evaporating the aluminiuia film on the 
plaatie* 
Cioss and tonHOisino^^^^ developea an alternative 
isethod o£ detec^ng holes in thin films by piacii^ the £ilm 
against a nmrcflbrane f i l ter an^ forcing a solution of aye 
through the holes* ^ e ^ e spreaas out sidenrays in the 
filter* nseking spots that are large enough to be easily 
2 
visible* This nuatl^ d^ can be used upto 1000 tracks per eaC 
Another n^thod described recently by Blok et al^^^^ 
uses aianonia vapour penetratixm the holes to raake replica of 
the tra<^ pattern on a sensitised i^per. 
By j i f i ^ ^ 
fbr qiaick track counting a different approadi is to 
place the etched insulating film against a knife edge at 
high potentiall^^^'^^^^ As the knife edge passes each hole» 
a spark goes through the hole« enlarging i t and darkening 
the ara& a round i t so that i t is visible to the naked eye* 
Ihese sparks can be counted electronically but t^e density 
of the holes that can be counted in this rnanner is limited 
because of practical dif f iculties of resolving holes that are 
dose togetherf^^^^ 
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E@eently Csoss and fbmaasliio^^^^^ lemm reportflid the 
development o£ a similar tedmique bat fior autoraBtieally 
counting the etched holes in an irradiated thin filnt by 
ueing a sealer. Under thie method the etcihed insulating 
film is placed between a plane, high voltage electrode and 
a thin layer o£ aluminium. A spark passing through the 
film along a damage trade evapocates a larger hole ( '^0.1 mm 
in dian»Bter) in the thin aluminium electrode, h capacitor 
used in parallel <pcnc^es the spark. By the time the 
capacitor gets rec^rged, a second spark can not pass 
through the san^ hole because the path to the edge of the 
hole in the aluminium layer is too long. 'J!hm aptixfkt thereiore, 
passes trough another tole, jjumping from one hole to another 
until i t has passed thxough a l l the holes* i^en the dis<^rge 
8top«« To coisure that a second disdtiarge wi l l not pass 
throu#i the same hole* i t i s necessary to matdti the voltage 
and the capacitance to the thickness of the aluminium layer* 
the current pulses of the spark can be counted Toy a scaler. 
Ihe pattern of holes in the aluminium simultaneously provides 
a visible replica of the tcack pattern. Track densities from 
baedcground level to 3000 tracdcs per cm^ can be counted by this 
method and areas upto 100 cm^ are usually scanned in less 
than 10 seconds. 
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(©) Bv reflectance end tranemtttanee laeasmreroentes 
fbr higher tmdk density meaearements BecHer^ ®®^ In 
2.966 i^wed that in the case o£ fission ftagiaeait tracka In 
gias5# reflectance of light was a linear ftinction of trade 
densi^ upto 10® tracks per cm? «e also noticed that fior 
a given track density the reflectance increased linearly 
with etching tine upto a tnaximm at 2Q> i»inute £6r etching 
in 23^ NiaOH solution at after vhich i t decreased 
rapidly to an alnost constant snail \ralue at higher etching 
times. 
Similar measuraments for fission track densities in 
{134) 
glass and Lexan plastic were reported hy Schalte in 
1968 vIk} shovred that scattered l i ^ t fjcom tracks were 
linearly proportional to track density upto a point ^ ^ r e 
the tracks began to overlip. 
however* reported a different approach fbr 
measuring high track densities in glass and plastics* Be 
showed that l l ^ t transmission through glass and plastics is 
strongly dependent upon the tradk density and the etching time.We 
have investigated this problem in great detail for three 
different plastics nanraly cellulose nitrate* cellulose 
acetfite and polycarbonate (see Chap«V) for couiitliMi al]^a<» 
particle tracks in them and found that the optical density 
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(tcanslucency) ceus^ the oc-partlcles varies linearly 
with the etching time (or rei!x>ve<3 layer from single surface 
of the <SetectorK We have got different curves with tme^ 
deneities es Emzareeters. sirailer iiiic^r curves have also 
been fbund between optical density (tranelucenc^) and track 
density vith etching time as pasameters. these cur^s 
can be used for counting cx-particle t r a c^ fxota a tninimiis 
S 2 7 2 of 10 tra<^s per cm to 10 traces per cm* end will be 
useail fiar quantitative alpha radiographyf 
Since long i t has beiai toiown that the nucl^r particles 
din alter the stxuctiare of many substances and can heavily 
influmce their microscopic features* In the (^se of 
dielectric tracH detectors^ the local microscopic variation 
of the feature caused the incident particles in the 
structure of the material is utilized for the registration 
of these particles* 'Ihe local damage may be called as the 
•priraary* or * la tent* tra(dc. 
!4any theories have been put faeward to explain the 
mechanism of primary track formation« (see Sec* 2*5)* 'She f i r s t 
one i s the so-called "niertoal spike Model* of Bonfigliali 
et pjgjjpjge^ according to whicdi the dislocations 
in the detector solids are caused the local heating produced 
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the pasoaga o£ c^argred particles osuslng pbmtm 
change* tSDwever# e oet o£ det^ilea ea^etriments^^^^did not 
show definite oDrcGXationa beti^oen the eossitivltiea of 
the detector loaterieis end tetrtperature of pliasci chong^a entS 
tborelbre this theory toaa^ only to be a historiml 
spodlality. 
Hie atomle displacesientG due to direct oolliaion el00 
oen not be the c^usa of letaot tradic f^ masation^^^^^ bec3Ue« 
they play an irqportant cole only near the and of the particle 
tcajectocy. 
The 80-called 'Xoti-JB^losion ^iJce Ho<ael* pit 
by l?leiscaier# Frice and t^lker^^^®^ in 1963 si^peare to be a 
wociciiig theoey oonoordant with the esq^eriioentel results. Tb^ 
positively chested particle ^oiodcs electzofis out of the atoios 
in the c^ste l lattice* leavirig e nake of positive ions* 
These ions thereupon repel other violcontly to 
Qottlonib repulsive forces* distui^ing the regular lattios end 
thus causing lattice defects (see (Ute pmcess is 
slightly di f fermt in the case of noncrystalline polyiosrs 
such as plastics (see Hg.S) in ^ i c ^ the polyraer chains ere 
bzoken and new species which are hiQ^ly chemically reactive 
ere formed). 
- a s -
Based on this madhanisnv the ireqttlre»ients o£ latent 
track fe>«B»tlon ^ u i a be the fiallowis^i 
(a) 1S)e pressure Sue to Coulondb repulsive forces 
inside the ionised clmnnel mast be greater than that due 
to the coherent attractive £orees in the atosdc lattice* 
i£ in a substance having an average atomic distance *a* and 
dielectric constant * 6% the average ionization pKodticed be 
*n* unit charges* the presiwre due to the Ooulonb rejpulsive 
0 o 0 0 o o 
o o o o 0 o 
o o ® /© o o o 
0 0 © / © 0 o o 
0 o © o 0 o 
o o 0 0 0 o 
o o o o o o 
(a) 
Fig«7» Schematic diagram aho\7ing the tracli fonnation 
in a sinsile crystalline solid* (a) Ihe hemi'^  
chaxgedparticle hns ionised the atoms in the 
crystal lattice, (b) The Coulonib repulsion of 
the ions has separated and forced them into . 
the lattice thus fonaing a c^nnel or •ttacXS 
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&>rc0s (or electrostatic stress) toetweoo t ^ tm adjacent 
2 2 4 
lattice planes wi l l be n o / £ « , vihere 'e* is the charge 
o£ ^ e electzon* fhe pressvtre <Sae to the coherent 
attractive forces (or medianical t^msile strength) in the 
lattice is knovm^^ ^^ ^ to be B/10 where B is the Young's 
nodalue o£ the detector material. Bence the f i rst condition 
fibr the latent track formation according to this theory is 
that > 
or n 2 
S 
m 
> Bl&t 
10 
( II -5) 
f ig. 8. rrac^ formation in organic polymers. The 
charged particle ionises and excites the 
noleculesfbr^sikiRg the polymer chains* The 
chain csnds rarely reunite in the sasaa place 
but usually react vdth oa^gen or other 
dissolved gases in the polyinert fojming nemr 
species along the particle trajectory(sho%iO 
by f i l led circles) that are highly chemically 
rtsactlve. 
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OhviouBlVt the ahexper i s tha ineq^alitjr (ZI-S) 
reallxeS the higher is the degree o€ local deimge* ena so 
the eensitivities of these <3etector{s can be cheracterieed 
by a term R w O.iada^e"^, callefi the 'stress-retio% thus 
the sttbetancee having arnailer values o€ a i,e«* emXIer value 
of mechanical strength* dielectric constant and lattice 
distance^ should be nore sensitive. 
The calculated values Ibr this parameter are shown 
in l^ble 21 for soine topical dielectrie detectors* It is 
seen that the highest s^a i t iv i t ies have the polymers* 
decreasingly t ^ i»lca ^the inorganio glasses* and the detectors 
witiht l o ^ s t s^s i t iv i t ies are some kind of silicates in the 
group of hypersthene^olivine* Ihis conclusion is in ooi{y;>lete 
actiord vith the experimental experience}^^^^ 
(b) other condition for latent track foonation is 
that the positive ions praduced in the channel should not 
—13 
reconbine ndLthin 10 sec.* for appmxintatsaly so mch time is 
needed for the ions to be renoved fjeom the lattice points, 
this is realised only in those substances which have electron 
density less than 3.0^ per cubic centimetre. Because of this 
condition tracks can not be psodtoced in thic^ enetal sheets. 
In vezy thin instal films s tea^ tracks were observed^ ^ ^^ ^ because 
in them the density of free electzons was different than in the 
loass substance. Xn taetal films* the appearance of tracks dep^ids 
very critically upon the structure and thickness of the layer. 
tt^BhS-Xl 
OXSLlSCTftIC mT&CSOR M^TERIAI^ Ki OaOSR OF ISCM^yslNG 
Detector material 
with chemical 
con^aition 
Atomic 
number o f 
l ightest 
detectable 
par t i c l e * 
(ermr • 5050 
Etching aoXutl^n and 
etching conditions fior 
£is8ion fragxoants 
Olivine, MQFesiO^ U1 KOH, 220^C, 8 Min. 
S^rcon, ZrSiO^ 1.3 85% HjPO^, 2I0®C, 1 Win. 
Laboradorite^ 
i^poretiieno* 
20 
V%)o&s^ atm glass 
eaPjOgiXiwOjfSAijOjt 
Na-Ca gXaseCso^-XiiMi} 
67 Sio^ f iilfajO f HC^O i 
16 
i .2 
1.2 
0.4 
0.4 
i€OH,210®C, 15 mn» 
HaOH, 200®C, 10 Min. 
49% HP, 23Pc, 30 Min. 
48% 23®C, 3 sec. 
Orthoelaae* 72si02» 
4FaO 
uuarts ^ 
IS 
/yitbeir inieainusesointc 
mica) 
iRatash mica 
13 
0.4 
0.5 
4834 BF, 23**C, 10 Sec. 
KOH, 210*'C, 10 Min. 
0.06 48^ 2aPc« 1 Min. 
0.03 4836 HF, 23°C, 30 ltln« 
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Table 21 continued.. 
TABLE - I I 
UXEi^ ECTiUC SM'S&CmR mTEKIM^ m ORDEE OF 
SBmiTlVlTlEB 
Detector coaterial 
with chemical 
oon^sition 
Atomic 
number of 
l ightest 
detectable 
part ic le+ 
IE e a^e"^ 
(error • 50%) 
ltdhing solution and 
etching condition £or 
fission fragments 
Ralyethylene 
terephtalate 8 0.02 1034 £laOB« 70^0, 60 Min, 
IMxm polycarbonate 2 o.ooa 20% NaOH, 60®C, 30 Min. 
Cellulose acetate 
1 0.009 20% HaOH, 70®c, 12 Min. 
Cellulose nitrate 0.02 20% HaOH, S0®C, 15 Min. 
W l l » 3 
• ldght«8t detectable partlclc has bean designatea as the chai?ged 
ion ii^lch giv«8 the tirack In the respective detector substance of length 
at least «|aal to 1 fnlccon, 
Kotei- Given etc^ant without concentration means ooncenttated accpous 
solution* 
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(c) lb maintain oonstently the estabXist^^ dbmains 
deatmyed by the heavy charged jmrticle ( for the tcecKa 
essentially aire domains with high tole density)« the detector 
substance nuet have a low hole sability ( <0 .2 em, secTV 
volt cnC^). By this requiretimt in addition to the metal0« 
numezouB semicondtictors Ge« Si etc.) are also excluded 
ficom the l i s t of detector i»b8tances« 
id) ht Last i t i s worthwhile to assuiae that, using 
the KDst euccesefal i^thod o£ trecH revealing available today 
(the selective dbemical etciiing) tho develo|»able areas 
dest£ucted by incident particle imist be continuous to the 
atomic extent i .e.* along the traiectory of the particle 
there tatst be one ionization per atom plane crossed by the 
particlet i « e . , n But as the value of n depends upon the 
particle parameters ( i ts type and energy) and the ionisation 
energy of the detector substance* i t fiE>llows that these 
detectors should have different detection thresholds. 
Ooncrete calculations led to the results agreeing with 
experience ft>r the substances of the f i r s t three groups in 
'Table ZX. f&»wever* for plastics the tnodel only partially 
accounts fbr their low detection thresholds and so the presence 
of other type of defects svich as bursted poXytner chains* removed 
cdnemioal bonds* pro^cfcion of free radicals etc. RUSt be assuoMsd 
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sinuitaneouaX^* Zn f^e plastics such defects can be caused 
by the seoondaey elections or S-^ ^mys ioriglnetlng eloiig the 
ts^iectocy) which can produce places o£ chemical defects hy 
the enei^y lose of some electron voltsf 
By 
crit 
as tracJR reoiatration critegion 
theljc earlier vorks^^®'^^^ ^ t h dielectric track detectors Fleischer* Price and Walker wece led «sipirioBlly 
f 17) 
in 1964 to postulate a track registration criterion**" in 
solids. Acoordinf to this criterion only those particles 
wil l £bm tracks in a solid «$>ich have a total rate of ^ergy 
loss greater than a critical value ^ 
that material* ihis was considered to be the 
characteristic of the omterial. 
Thmy plotted the calculated values of (dE/dac) fytt 
different heavy ions (Ke» si# S, Cl, Ar) as a function of 
energy per nucleon of the particles upto 10 MeV per nucleon 
energy* On these curves they displayed their observed data for 
long tracks* partial tracks and no tracks as shown in Fig«.9 • 
Zt was found that in a l l the three naterials that they 
investigated* namely niscovite mica* laaran polycarbonate and 
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eeliuioae nitrate, there oxietea « thin band ef above 
K^ie^ the aetection s^sltivltj^ f^iitis unity and below i^idh i t imB 
zejx> Caee Fig»9, ft>r uiusoovit© mica). 
15 
10-
L = LONG TRACKS 
P= PARTIAL REGISTRATION 
N ' NO EFFECT 
3 4 5 6 7 
ENERGY/NUCLEON(MeVyomu) 
10 
fig. 9, Shows the «o tmdk registirettion 
criterion.the curSei^show the oalottiated total 
EBte enestgy lose d^dxt of various heav^ f 
iot}« in Rusoovite loiea ae « fiinction o£ energy 
per nuciflon o£ the ione. fhe bledk dbts ahow 
the c^iatretion behaviour in a<;tual e i ^ r i -
RMints. 
Pm ceo be seen fsora Fig«9pbeloir the upper dotted! bounds cy 
the trades begin to be iinperfectXy some titnes giving 
only doaXl dots instead o£ real tracdcs^ tAiereas below the lower 
dc»tted boundary no observable tracks are formed* In mica the 
transition region was reearicably ehaxp and t ^ detector 
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sensitivity dropiped firom 100 % to zezo within less than 
the defined and appeared to 
he independent o£ the enex^ gj^  and the type of iaombarding 
particles used. 
Hi© predicted that cellulose 
nitrate plastic used in their e^^rinients should toe able to 
reo»rd the traclts of relativistic ®®Fe ions tout their 
(4S) 
is»bseq^ent eigperin^ts with others including Indian scientists 
8ho%red in 1967 that this prediction nies incorrect. Horeover* 
the new low energy data collected Fleischer* Price* tiFallcer 
and Bihbard^^^^^ showed that tracks in a l l the three solids 
vrsre registered at energy loss rate below the predicted 
thresholds. 
Itoe dE/d!^  . of a particle is a measure of the total 
ionissation produced by that particle. At high velocities of 
the incident heavy particles* large fraction of total ds/dx 
results from high energy tcansfer electron collisions. ISiese 
high energy electzons produce ionization trai ls of their own* 
occur at considerable distance away from t)^ path of the 
primazy particle and h^ce contribute l i t t l e to the actual 
track flamotion, fbr this reason the total criterion 
can not adequately describe the spatial distribution of energy 
loss resulting fzom these secondary and tertiary energy transfer 
processes and is therefore inadequate to explain the observed 
behaviour. 
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SPik«i m^Ql Jor Yyaek ForwaUon 
Fleischer, m c e and itolker^^^^ in 1965 reported a 
eeini<|aaiiutetive model of tiack femation in eolide using 
f i rst principles. This nodel is csalled the *Xon-Siq^losion 
spike* model end has alreai^ been described in detail in 
S»Gm2»4t In t^iis Rodel they considered the foznietidn of 
cylindrical region o£ positive charge produced along the 
trajectory of the incident h^iiy particle due ta the ejection 
of elect»ons from this region by the prinaary particle. I f 
the Couloiift» r&pilsion of the positive ions is greater than 
the oohessive forces within the solid, lattice displacert^ts 
result producing large nuinber of in^rfections living high 
chemical reactivity aloi^ the trajectory of the particle* 
this sodel euccessfiilly explained the observations of 
track fionaation known t i l l then, accounted the inability 
of trmdc Sorniations by oonductors and semiconductors and 
arranged the minerals in their correct order of sensitivity, 
but applied to polyiners, the predictions made by this 
model were not in agreeRient with esiperiiaental results. The 
authors concluded that in the case of high polymers additional 
damage mechanism existed. 
Zt must be engphasized hepe however, that the ion 
e3Q;>lo8ion model of Fleischer, Price end lialker s t i l l remains 
the best approximation to describe the formation of heavy ion 
tracks in minerals* 
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( i l l ) i^/M c r i t ^ 
Zn 1967 Flelsdber et intcoduced a new, the 
s©-called 'Critical Pclmry atonlMtJj&n* (dJ/dx)^^^^^ criterion 
£or tiac3c reglfitiratloii* 'Sh f^ %rere led to this criterion lo^  
their •lon-eaq^losion spike* model}^^^^ according to the 
track formation depcsids upon the ions fioraed along the 
trajectory of the charged particle, Thesr argued that a sorae 
t ^ t different quantity thavit dS/dac c^uld determine the 
presenoa or absence of tracks and that i s ti^ie nuisiber of ions 
fiormed per unit distance along the particle trajectory, 
^coordii^j to this criterion an etchable track v i l l be fonmtd 
in a dielectric tasterial only if the IJjnear ion density 
pxoduced by the primary particle along the trajectory is greater 
than a critic&l value required by the material* or in other 
words a solid will record tracks i f the rate of priinary 
ionieation (P.I . ) or dJ/dx exceeds a critical rate C<SIJ/djii 
dbaracteristic o£ the iMEtterial. 
They calculated the value of primary jtoniasation dJ/dx §o>r 
different ions using the expression of Bethe^^^^^ given by 
vio fi^ / _ ' 
(U -6 ) 
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which gives the avej^age numbor of collisions per gm* crT^ 
that results in the ejection o£ election from an atom* Here 
^eff^® the effective chexge of the ioniaing particle* /3the 
ratio o€ its velocity to c»the velocity of light* m the r i s s s 
of elect £on« the ionization energy of the outer elect son 
of the material and cxis a constant depen<Sing upon the 
material. ISiey used the ei!ts>irlcal for the 
effective charge, a^f^® ^[l-exp ( - 1 2 5 d o w n to 
velocities O.aSxlO"^ in calculating the priroary ionissation 
curves for ions of atomic nunt^ er 2 to^SO» 
iZh^ plotted the values of <3J/<3x tor different ions 
(H*lie» C#0« lle«I«a*S,ci,Ar, Fe^ SSn) as a Sanction of particle 
velocity /3"V/c and also 6»iergy per nucleon (Hev/anu); on these 
curves t h ^ displayed their observed data Cold end new) for 
observation of 'tcacks* or 'no tirades*. I t was found that 
£or each solid i t was possible to choose a critical value of 
the prinary ioniaation above vhich tracks were 
formed and below i^ldn there inas no pre fer^t ia l etching of 
the trades. Ebr a ooiqparieon their displayed data on the 
^dS/dx) and (da/dx) curves for mica* Leacan polycaxbonate and 
cellulose nitrate are shown in Fig. 10,11 and 12 respectively. 
I t i s clearly seen that ^^ letter suited to 
ex^Mirimental results. 
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registration in laimi (a) (dl/dx) Qj-i^^criterioiii 
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Fig. 11. CJoiaperison of the critical total rate of energy 
lose (dl^dadcrit critical rate of prlmey 
ionimtioa (iJ/Sx^crit criteria fi>r tmck regis-
tration in Iieican polycaxtoonate plastics (a) 
criterion, (b) (dO/djc} c^4«.criterion* 
I t ia seen that the displayea datl letter f i t idtli 
the (dJ/dK>crit criterion* 
ENEBG-, / NXLEON lUtVI 
? 5 9 19 W 2S0 JOC iOQ zm. 
ENERGY / NUCLEOti (li»«VI 5 19 ffl S . ICQ. 2W 3«J 500 imZOOQ. 
• TRACKS 
= N0 TRACKS 
CRITICAL RATE FOR CLEAR NIXON-BAU)WIN „ , CELULOSE NITRATE 
3 4 5 " 6 " " 7 
VELOCITr, 0 = v/c 
Goaparlfion of crltl,*®! total mtB of 
etKizgS'lase (aB/<i3c) crit c r i t l ^ l cate 
of prSsmesr ionization criteria 
ic»r tmdt regi@t£«tion in cellulose nitrate 
pl«8tlci (a) ( d S / ^ c r i t criterion (b> 
( d a / ^ c r i t criterion. Xt i s seen t ^ t tho 
<3i8|»lay«d <lata bstter f i t with the CaJ/dx) 
criterion. 
2t i s i i^ r tant to not© that not aiJL ionicstion or bond 
breaking is included in eqtwtlon iXX«6). mecon^ ty 
ionization produced £ "-rays generally ocoirs to the sides of 
the main a r t i c l e trade and according to ion-es^losion spike 
mM.» i s genemlJLsf irrelevant to i ts Satssatipn. tiSile view 
is opposite to th« view o£ Ptohl et al^^^^and Benton et aif 
nfiidbi is that the low enexgy 6-cays play a t^tal sole in the 
ii^dianisia o£ trade Sbmtation in polymers. In fact the major 
alfference between the priit@cy ionissotion and the energy loss 
criteria is (iue to the increasing energy carried o f f by the 
ejecte^S elections at higher energies of the ionising particles* 
Fcom the ion-explosion spiHe nodel they e^ect that only 
nuinber and not the snergy of the renoved electxons is of 
icr>portance as long as the electrons receive emdugh energy to 
drive them out of the track region. 
^ e ^ i n objections to the czriticsil prlsery ioniszation 
criterion of Fleischer et el ere thus the &>llowing« 
ia) The values of ditnsnsionless constants of stopping 
materials as used Fleischer et al are strictly true for hydrogen 
eVj, ihus the absolute value of a^ re not 
Icnown (Note in fig,10#ll« and 12 that the scale of (dJ/dx) i s 
In arbitrary units) • 
(b) J^e effect of S -rays or high order of ionization has 
been neglected. 
(c) '^e value of Z^ m2 eV utiliaged by Fleischer et al fbr 
plasties appears to be inconsistent with the ion^esg^losion 
spiHe laechonisin which requires electron ejection fzom the track 
region. 'iSie energy of 2 eV nay be sufficient to break a dhemical 
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Ijona (mise l^e bound eleetBon to a higher mee^y stste) 
but in genecai i t in not sutfiicient to ionise the atom 
(renov® th« eleetzon and thus alter the charge equilibrium)* 
Ddr ionization a higher value of 9-lS eV i s needed^ 
the optical absorption laeasureronts indicate that Laai^ n is 
highly tcansparent to 2 eV j ^ t o n ( An6200 
Uv) ^ e i ^ . iM^-cgit 
a s - l S S ^ ^ ^ V m 
c y i t ^ r l o n ® 
m 1968 s.V. Benton proposed a new trade 
registration criterion £e>r plaatic track detectors. In this 
criterion called the 'Eestricted £:nergy loss* ( l ^ ) criterion, 
he took into account the secondecy ionization and excitations 
pcoduced by the low energy recoil electrons (low energy 8 <*rays}« 
His main aseuniision i s that the total energy deposited per 
unit txack volume (tracX dose) i^e incident chaxged particle 
detectoines the chemical reactivity o£ the latent tradfc 
region* 
Xt i s well known that the relativistic high energy chaxged 
particles produce S-rays with several MeV eneriOT along the 
particle trajectory and these S -cays tend to be scattered and 
thereto depisit this energy at a considerable distance front the 
path of the heavy ion. iVs the plastic detectors used in practice 
are often 100 niccDn thick aheets* Benton argues that the energetic 
S -eaya and most of their acaowmxxyiws energy are loot 
fxom tihe ^aetector and 00 this energy does not pley deciding 
zole in the piocesa of track foniiation meaning ther^y that 
the total £ate of energy Xoas (dS/die)o£ a charged particle 
can mt be used as criterion £ot trscic regietration. 
He uaed the following ea^ression for the rate of enexgy 
loss to distant collieions* i .e.* dtie to those resulting 
in the ejection of electrons of energy v less than soma 
pre-deterrnined value , as g i v ^ by Barkas^^^^^ and Yuan 
am. ^ o , , 
_ zn -n C Aeft-y >0 . 
UJ-c: CJo f^ ^ 
L ^ iJip' J 
( I M ) 
where, 
qI 
To m » the classical electron radius* 
mean excitation potential of the nnterial* 
c ^ ~ • tight binding shell correction* 
A 
6 w correction for the density effect* 
in m density of electrons in the stopping naterial* 
effective charge of the ionising particle* 
and evaluated the enexgy deposited in the vicinity of the 
track from distant collisions using this equation. He neglected 
the density effect correction because i t becomes ieiaortant only 
when the velocity of the particle exceeds about 0.07 
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The laeajQ excitation potential anfi the tight binding 
shell correction C/5B were calcalatedi according to the 
procedures outlined in Re£« 149 on penetration o£ dliazged 
partioXefi through neitter* In hia calculations ti»as treated 
as an ad jus tab le paxBiiieter. Zt i s ^ i n f a c t ^ t h i s enexgy o f the 
recoil electrons that delineates the boundai^ between those 
electzons which contribute and those whic^ do not contribute 
to the fionoation o£ the latent tracks. He found w^ « (l,OiO«2)x o -
lO^eV to give best results In agreement with experimental 
data for cellulose nitrate and polycarbonate plastics. He 
plotted the value of <dS/dx)^^ jq3 for a nuntoer oi ions (He, 
Li* C, Ot Ne, Ar# Fe etc.)* as a function of energy per nucleon 
and displayed on these theoretical curves £or cellulose nitrate 
and Lexan polycarbonate his own data^^^^ and the data of 
Fleischer et al^^^^^ in the form of f i l led and open circles 
and s<iaares (see Pig#13 and 14). Filled points indicate 
track registration while open points indicate a lack of 
registration. The circles correspond to his own and 
the sqiaares to the data of n.eischer et alf^^^^ Ab is obvious 
fxom these figures* for both the plastics used by him there 
exists a critical value of RSL above whic^ they register the 
tracks and below \^ich th<^ do not* Based on REL model, therefore* 
a particle will produce etc^able track over the extent of its 
range where for the raaterial. I t nust be noted here 
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threshold tmck registration 
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Fig#14. Eeotricted eneicgy ioes jrmte, (dE/dicl^ j^^ O^Uv ^^ 
function o£ energy per nucleon for a mtmet of 
heavy ions in Lexan polycarbonate Resindnaj • 69»5eV), 
fhreshold for trac^ registration is about 
3.3xlO^MBV/g. cac2 
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that y^iXe the criterion does not give the vala® ot 
absolute unite the mh cnterion gives the value 
of io absoXut© unite, 
Benton concludes that ion-explosion is not essentieX £br 
tmok foonation in polymers. t^iat is required is the pxoauction 
o£ Q sufficient nusiber dieneity of chendcally reactive 
species. ®heee species raay be formed by low enezgy 6 -rays* The 
distribation of these dhtetnically reactive species n<^r i^irticle 
trajectoiTr Is unlcnown. I t is reajs©nable to assuti«! that a 
miniitum concentration of thoss centres is needed in order to be 
able to develop a track through the cSiendcal etching techni<|tie* 
Cv) qy^^t^f^l Joni.^tipn. ^ergy 
a§ pyitey^a 
Ca) Kata and iCbbeUdi^^®^^ in 1968 took a new approacii to the 
problem of tracite fortnation in dielectric track detectors and 
proposed a new theory for track registration, They argued that 
as at higher energies the principal laode of energy loss is 
through ionization, the tracks are create^ through the deposition 
of energy of secondary electrons ( S-rays) in the inwiBdiate 
vicinity of the ion's path. Molecular fragments reciting from 
interaction of <S-rays with tiMi surrounding nediuia are more 
readily soluble in an etching solution than the parent 
nolecules. An etchable track is formed i f sufficient fragitiontation 
- S 8 ~ 
has occssstid oveir a su££ici^tXy laiicge diaroeter eo that the 
etc^ent can pass freely the aaneged tcail into the botjy 
of til® dielectric. Ihey proposed that etchatole track <3ainage 
results when a criUcal <aose ^^crit^®^ ioiiization eaergy is 
deposited by the seodnc^ry elections at a critical distance 
(ft j^p^ )^ from the ion*s jpath. "Bie distance is taken to be 
approxinrately as is appropriate £or the j^ssage o£ the 
etchant along the track and the di££usion of the reaction 
pzoducts back te^  Idise surface. 
They calculated^ the spatial distribution of ioni-
ssation energy in the vicinity of the path of the bontbarding 
ion by coKtoining tiie S»ray energy spectra and the range 
energy relation of these electrons* and then plotted these as 
a Junction of ion energy for different ions He, C, 0#£ie« 
Si# S« Fe. zr, lid. Eg, Fta) in mica, cellulose nitrate and 
liexwa polycarbonate, on these theoretical curves they 
displayed the date of Fleischer et and Benton^ 
(see ng» 15,16 and 17), in the form of f i l l ed ea<s open circles* 
sqiuares and hexagons, the circles represent the data of 
B e n t o n t h e sqiiares those of Fleischer et and the 
hexagons the overlapping of tlie tixo. The f i l led points indicate 
the track registcetion while the open points Indicate a lack of 
z^ietration. 
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In a l l the three casf^ a^ i t i s &>and that thera exiats 
a critical aoaa ^ ^ depoaite^ at a critical distanca 
fi%>ni the ion*8 path, above which the tracks are fi>nne<9 
and belov iirhidd they are not £oRaad« 
Although this criterion can aleo be fitted to most of 
the eaq;»eriisental data, i t is di f f icult to evaluate this 
approad) in detail beosuae the results strongly depend upon 
the validity o£ basic aseuR|>aion8i i i } that the contribution 
of the *priiiiBxy excitation* can be conpletely neglected. 
- e i -
( i i ) the exact Ibna of i^ ange enecgy reletions for electmne 
in the &V region ond ( i i i ) other asmnpslons in tho oalcalations 
as the fona of angular aistributioR of the ejected 
elect xons* 
Itennitt^ ^®^^ slTfialta*veo\i&ly ^^ In^epes^^ntiy tooX « 
ainiilar appzoach in 1968* to that of Itetz and Kobetich 
described in section 2,S(v) (aK Be, however^ did not aseusie 
a critical radius initial ly. He calculated the doses 
deposited within CTl^^^^^s of increasing radii and postulated 
that the etcJmble tracks ©re formed vhen absorbed dose exceeds 
a specific value within o cylinder of certain radius-
Hie calculations show that the dose fa l l s of f quidcly 
as a function of distance from the trajectoryr for exan^le for 
particles near the threshold of registration in cellulose 
nitrate the dose near the centre of the trajectoryCc 10 A.U.) 
is found to b« about 400 megnid but i t fa l l s to < 1 loegzad 
at a distance of rv lOO a«U, 
Ihe calculations of Monnin are currently being refined to 
include the electxon nuitiple scattering* t^e angle of emission 
of electrons* and a Monte Carlo method of sinulating the 
electron trajectories in the polymer. 
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Xt ie thus seen that a i l the itodels described in 
sections 2.S ( i i i ) « Civ) end (v) can f i t the data fairly 
veil pxovided that the adjustable pecBineters be optimLzed* 
for e8acE(pIe, the radial distance at %^ich the dose rate i s 
calculated in the Katz model* the isaxinmn i - ray ^ergy 
accepted in the Baton's ^^^^^rit ^ constant in 
the Bethe*s ionization loss equation in the Fleischer et al*s 
model. Kbwever» the critical total rate of 
energy loss Cd£/dad ^ ^^ ^^  nodel <^n under no condition f i t the 
observed data, 
is 
As there^a very big difference between the understanding 
of the radiation damage properties in plastics and those in 
oovalent csystals* i t may be eaipected that tMO different 
mechanisms of track formation exist one for rainecels and tim 
other for polymers* Sbr inorganic mineralsy the best theory 
at present that predicts* at least semiquantitatively« the 
observed track registration properties i s the * ion-explosion 
spike' model of Fleischer »t elf^^^^ 9br plastics (polymers) 
B«iit)on*s model can be considered at present to 
be most fitting to the esq^rimental results* However* the 
model i s s t i l l re<pired to be refined obtaining 
more track registration data particularly fbr heavy ions at 
high energies. 
C H A P i f i s a - i z x 
PIASTICS AftQ iSYCiilNQ COMP^ tTIOMS US&D 
3.1 ifiiiEsaisyaB 
In this chapter we give a brief deecrlptlon of the 
origin, chemical osnposltlon and physical properties o£ the 
three types of plastic materials naioeXy cellulose nltrate# 
cellulose acetate and polycarbonate used In the present 
Investigations. Viarlous etching solutions end concU-tlons 
aisGOvered as a result of many eniplrlcal experliaents (not 
described In this thesis) on o(>partlcle trac^ etching Iclnatlcs 
are also mentioned and the nieasured bulk etching diaracterlstlcs 
of the three plastics under these optlnal conditions are 
presented* At the end of the chapter Is also Included a brief 
\ 
description of the effect of radiation on polyioars and our 
observation of track etch rate enhancen^t by ultra violet 
Irradiation of damage trails In plastics* 
Cellulose 
Cellulose Is a naturally occurring carbohydra^ and 
Is found In cotton llnters. trfood pulps* f i l ter paper* potatoes* 
maize* reeds* straws* helm* linen* silk etc* Its en\plrlcal 
formla can be written as [C^liyOjtOH) ^  ] ^ or only as (C^Hj^Og)^. 
According to staudlnger the value of n varies from 250 to 5000 
for cellulose derived from various sources. The structural 
formtla of cellulose can be shown as given In ?lg,18. 
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Shovm the stzuctuxal fiormXa o:^ cellulose. 
Itiree hydsoxyl groups ere shown In each 
anhyazogluooee unit* itiese enhyamglucose 
units are joined hy ether linkages. Ihe 
long chain molecule may he ooreiposedi o£ as 
many es 3000 anhydxoglucose units. 
I t is thus seen that cellulose is a long linear 
polymer consisting o£ a large nunSaer o£ anhyaioglucose units 
Joined together with ether linlcages. The length of one 
anhydxogluoose unit is 5. IS A.U. The average nuie(ber of these 
unite may be in thoueenas for most native celluloses* and 
varies fxom 500 to 2500 for chemically purified celluloaesi^^^^ 
Cellulose occurs in fibrous form with specific gravity 
varying between 1.5 - 1.55 and refractive index of 1.599 along 
the fibre and 1.532 perpendicular to it . Oollulose fibres are 
considered to be made up of bundles of long molecules held 
almost parallel to each other by intermolecular secondary 
valence forces due to the highly polar hydroxyl groups. Hie 
configuration of electric f ield betwMii neighbouring diains is 
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oonaticlve to their jparallel orientation. X-ray raeaearemente 
show thst cellulose is 70% crystalline. 
Cellulose i s ini^luble in water and also in a l l ojrgenic 
solvents. I t has no iselting point an4 is <|i]iite resistant to 
therml degra<3etion. A cellulose containing less than SOO 
anhydjcoglucose units in a molecule, however* can be dissolved 
in 10% NaOH solution. 
Cellulose can be tmnsformecS into cellulose nitrate* 
cellulose acetate etc. an^ nay be naade into useful |>lastics 
by using appzopriate plasticizers* resins and pigments. 
\ 
3.3 ffe^lu^ope 
i^en cellutose reacts for about ten ndnutes in a 
centrii^ge fnachine with concentrated nitric acid in the 
presence of sulphuric acid as a catalyst and dehydrating 
agent* then thxough the spl i tt i i^ up of three inolecules of 
\mter* cellulose trinitrate i s formed according to the 
following nitration reaction 
(HjgSO )^ 
C g K y O g ( O H ) 3 • 3 H N O j > 3 • ^ 
in Which a l l the three hydroxy 1 ions are replaced by nitrate 
ions for ooirs>lete nitration, the presence of sulphuric acid 
al«> serves as a efwelling agent to allow the entry of nitrate 
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gcoupe end thus a££ect the degree of substitution of nitzogen 
content."" ' 
The 8t£UGtuc»l iomula of cellulose trinitxate is shown 
in Fig. 19* Zt0 en^irical fianrula can be written as 
NO, CHjNO, 
H / H \ I 0 -
0—I\no, h/H 
CH,NO, H NO, 
Fig, 19. Shows the structural formula o£ 
cellulose trinitrate* 
"She average nuniber of hyazo»^l groups replaced per 
anhydxogluoose unit determines tJte degree of substitution* 
In principle i t should be possible to replace a l l the three 
h^dsosiyl gxoups in a anhydmglucose unit by nitrates to give 
cellulose trinitrate, such a product having a degree of 
substitution 3 contains 14. nitrogen. Hie practical upper 
limit of substitution is 2.9 corresponding to a nitrogen 
content of i3.83t. By using a miscture of and 
cellulose nitrate with nitrogen content of 14»09%, and by 
methyl alcohol a cellulose nitrate with nitrogen content 14.12% 
can be obtained, in practice* however* oeliulose nitrate with 
nitrogen content of 11% is used in plastics* 12% in lacqjaers 
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and 13% in explosives. Cellulose dinitrate has a nlteogen 
content of ll«l%and the Rononitrate has 6*8^ <^lluioso 
nitrato with nitrogen content o£ less than 10^ is (pite 
insoluble end hence not use&l* Cellulotse nitrate is strongly 
andl ea^losively buzning material with a smell of coi^phor. 
physical psojpeirties of cellulose nitcate ace closely 
related to the forces between the laolecules and to the 
no 1 ecu la r length* 8)»i|Ni and sytonetry* The length of the 
polyiner aisin is specified by the nuniber of repeated units 
in the chain and is called the degree of polymerization 
degree of polyinerissation is related to the viscosity of 
the solution formed %Aien cellulose nitrate is dissolved in a 
given concentration in a particular solventf^®®^ 
Cellulose nitrate i s oonsiderably less crystalline 
than the parent cellulose as observed by x-re^ and electron 
diffraction experiments* The degree of crystallinity is iaund 
to depend upon Rieiny factors suc^ as the degree of nitration 
and the exact odndition and isanner of sanple preparation, 
CeHulose trinitzate is more crystalline than loss, nitrated 
cellulose but as the degree of nitration i s decreased towards 
the pure £orm the crystallinity again increases* Hhm state of 
crystallinity definitely affects the mechanical properties of 
the material* 
Celluioflo nitrate plaatic does not csontain only 
cellulose nitrate tint elso added modifiers such es plasticissers* 
resins and pl^ m@nt8 to dbenge the chemical and physical 
properties o£ the basic materiel suited £or commerical 
purposes* 
Ihe action of plasticizers is based on the fact that 
capable 
the^ contain groups^of dissolving particular polymer groups, 
^ e Vten der Waal*s £orces existing between the polyiner chains 
are neutraliaied or l^eakeatid by the polar bonds of the 
plastici^rs* fhe plasticizers also produce swellii^* thus 
relaaeing the secondary valence Ibrces and pennitting the 
flexing of long polymer chains an^ converting a hai:^ # brittle 
glass^lilta solid into a soft and more flexible tcaterial. 
Cellulose nitrate is i^^luble in ketones* esters* amides* 
nitcoparaffins and etherwethyl alcohol mixture^^^^^ i^ich 
ere csilled primary solvents, ihere is another group of liquids 
called the secondary on cosolvents sudi as ethyl* isopropyl 
or butyl alcohols ^ i c h alone do not dissolve cellulose nitrate 
but used in contoination vith primary solvents they inprove 
their dissolvltig ipcwer. In actual practice a proper 
coidoinatlon of prinary and secondary solvents is needed to get 
a uniform evaporation %ihile malcing a uniform plastic sheet, 
unfortunately various manufacturers Keep i t as their trade 
secret. 
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Some o£ the typical physical pxoperti^as of oelXuiosA 
nitrate plastic axe listed in Table ZZX. U57) 
T A B L E - I I I 
TtPlChL mYSlChL Pmk'EWildS OF PIASTXCZZEP 
CElMiWSE tilTmT& 
1. Specific g rav i s 1.35 * 1.60 
2. Refractive index {jt*^ 1.5 
3. lOiesml conductivity 
(Cal/sec. aa.oc ) 
(3.1 - 5,1) X 
(0.106- 0.32) X 10*® 4. £^ectri€»l resistivity 
((^ iRWcin) at ^ C , 
5, specific heat (Cal/gnu ®C) 0.34 - 0.38 
6« Softening point 70® - 90®C 
7. Effect of heat XJeooniiosition at 100-150®C 
8. Burning x»te Very high 
9. Effect of UV light i%lsoolouration and enibrittlement 
10. Bffect of water Slight swelling. 
"Che cellulose nitcete plastic sheets available in tc®^ 
were fisund to have many fobric^tion defects mic^ as baciegjcound 
pits and surface scxatdies vAiiich also etched preferentially as 
Goinpared to the bulk material and interfered with the dis-
critoination of actual tracks Ibrnisd due the desired irradiatioB. 
Zt vas ior this reason that we used in our experiioents the 
fy /OS W 2///93 uoj l^'r/U/ ^/l/v] <30 ^ ^ 
[g-fos u/ 7//I90 uoJ j^r^wyi^v] % 
«0 ^ 
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Ge].lyl08« nitrate plaetlc eheote obtained renisvlng the 
^anlsion fiDiQ the H^my iiltm tnatsuioieturea VSB 
Filmfiibrik* fb remove t ^ Gnulelon isom ite 
aurface, the x^my fllra was io hot water at S5®C or 
in dilute mon eolation. The cellulose oitcate plaetie £iXin 
00 ohtQine^ wao £Qiind to have e vory^  uQi£ona thietoese o£ 
al3iottt ISO i«Lesoi%8 aM <plte eimn on both the sides* 
Utim cellitl^se nitrate used in our eaiperisiente etched 
in au^DiaoB (6.2S K i .e . , 244 gn/litre) solution et 5S®c. A 
measures curve &>r the bulH etch rate of our cellulose nitrate 
Figk i see on the oppos i t e page > 
Fig* 20* 'ShB taeasured hulk etching characteristics of 
the three plastics in varioue etching 
eoltttione. Caee opposite page), 
which ahowQ the reiiDved layer fcoci single surface of the 
detector (Ah/2) in raicKons as a ainction o£ etching time* ihe 
reroDved layer %mm taettaured la^  fm^suring the thickness o£ the 
cellulose nitrate plastic sheet et a given place after 
successive etching using a carl aeiss optinieter (see Fig* 27) 
which ooDld directly* ateasure the thickness variation o£ 0«5 
laiccon vej^ accurately* Zt is seen that in the cellulose 
nitrate plastic used hy us the etching rate is, leeger in the 
beginning upto ahout S mtmites and than i t becomes staaller 
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but otsnstant* A plausible res son for t^ls ^ms the f^ossiblllty 
o£ tsxistence of a more sensitive layer o£ 1 nalcsoii thlclmesa 
on either side of the plastic sheet. To confiem this, the 
etching of the plastic was per£bnaed again at 3S^C and a 
similar tendency t^s found to exist. Figure 21 shows the 
resDVed layer from both the surfaces of the plastic as a 
function of etching time for our cellulose nitrate plastic at 
tm different ten^ratures (35^ and SS^C). In both thei^ 
c.zc/1/ng time m m/nute (for upper curve) 
o rnxsowsoeoToaoso too m 
» » 
a 
t2 
ft 
to 
9 
e 
7 
e 
I ^  
1 ^ 
2 
t 
0 
i Z 3 i, 5 S 
Etcfiing time m /tour (tower cvrve] 
Fig* 21. Measured bulk etch rate curves for our 
cellulose nitrate plastic detector at two 
different temperatures. The break in the 
curves at 2 micron shows that there is a 
layer of 1 micron thi<dcness on either side 
of the plastic which is more quickly 
dissolved in the et^iing solution than the 
rest of the material* 
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oiirves a hcmk ie fioimd at 2 cedeson renovciid layer fsom bott) 
the sidos of the plastic confirms our ooiicept of tho 
existence of a more eensltive l miczon thick layer on either 
si^e of our cellulose nitjrete plastic sheet peohably ueed 
for sensitising the K-ray film for Conpton electrons* 
I t ia clear from Fig* 21 that t ^ bulk etch cate r^ i s 
greater at SS®G t^n at 35®G* I t ie reported^ and also found 
us that rg increases eaqponentially with rise of temperature 
in a l l the cases of plastics* 
lb calculate the value of the reiDved layer from tl^ 
single surface of our cellulose nitrate plastic detector 
after a certain etching tinn greater than S minutes the 
iallowing fontula had to be used* 
A V a - I |g 
i^ere r^ is the bulk etch rate in microns per hourtin our 
case 4*5 micmns per hour)* t^ is the act»ial etdhing t im in 
minutes end Ah/2 is the removed layer feom single surface of 
the detector in tiRw t^* 
Ifhen a mixture of pure acetic acid and anhydcous acetic 
ocid reacts at low tei^rature %d.th cellulose in the presence 
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o£ a amall quiantity of sulphuric acld# zinc chloride or 
other acid salts as ctalysts* then thmugh the splitting 
of three nolecules o£ celXuloae triacetate with 
62.5% acetic acid a>n^ent corresponding to the &>rnul« 
l&gli^ Og fiormed* iSiis i s soluble in chlorofocnu 
"Ihe K^emical reaction may b« shoim as 
H3SO. 
CgHyOj (OH) J • 3 CHjOOOU • > CgB^OglCOCHj) ^  • 3 H^ O 
Because o£ its restricted solubility the triacetate 
(or primary acetate) is partly esterified. Under such cir-> 
cumstances the hydzosg l^ gzoup originally present in cellulose 
ere partly resubstituted and different acetates (like 
dicellulose acetate) are fbrmed with different acetic acid 
contents usually S4»55% ^ i c h are better soluble in acetone 
or in a mixture of acetone and alcohol. 'Zhese confiounds are 
called the seoondacy cellulose acetates* hydro cellulose or 
cellulose acetate soluble in acetone. OSiey are resistive 
against water, petrol* bensene, terpentine* ether etc.* but 
are SMOllen or get into solution liith alcohols and acetones, 
in concentrated HCl* £2^4 bases the oonypound deconposes. 
£he stjcuctural formila of cellulose triacetate is 
•ho^ m in the reaction ^bovn in fig* 32 where i t can be seen 
that the three hydroiiyl gmupa are replaced by acetate gxoups 
-74-
io-CB^ODK ^ iomtila o£ cellulose triacetate 
c®ii b© written a® • 
OH OH 
CHjOH 
Cellulose A c e t i c a a d 
0-CHj CO 
CH^-O-CHjCO 
Cellulose triacetate 
H,0 
Fig. 22. Showa the atiructural ^ocnsala o£ cellulose 
triacetate. 
Xn tca<3e cellulose acetate plasties ara avaijUtble in 
the iiafnee o£ Cellit* fUtrai^n. Tzolit-ia etc, 
The colluloae acetate plaatic used in the present 
inveetigations %(aa Celllt-T CCi^H^^o )^ raenufactiired t:^  VSB 
FiliQCtbrilc, 0Kl«0« Molfati, having a uniform thiacnesa of about 
97 RilcSDna. I t vbo jSound to be soluble in acetone* end alao 
in a isixture oi acetone tetrachloiride and alcohol. Acetone 
tetrachloride alone could not diseolv© Cellit>-t. Thia Cell it 
ma a mry clean plaatic and had pxacticslly no bac^gxDund 
traces* I t «ras also qguite imifona in thicJenesa a l l over. 
Becuaae o£ being v&sy clean and free £com backgmund tradca* 
i t nea uaed by ua for the atwdy of ^^Al id;^) ^^ Mg nuclear 
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ireaotloit ae described in diap* VX. 
Sotne of t h m t f p l t ^ l p h f o i c s & l pxopsrties of cellulose 
acetate plastics mre listed in l i^ le 
f A B L & ^IV 
TOPICAL wmszGhL wmp&miss OF FI^ ASTZCISSO 
cm,mwsB AQE'mi'E 
Specific gravity 1.27 - 1.38 
2. aefjcactive index {ju^ 1,47 - US l 
3. l!hennal conductivity C4.S - 8.7) X lO*"* 
(cal/sec. caw 
4. Slectrical resistivity 
(ohtiucro> at 30®a 
specific heat Ccsel/gnu 0.3 - 0.45 
e. SoftoQing point eo® -
7. Burning rate slow 
8. specific thickness for 100 2 raicxon thick Cellit»T 13.3 iBg/cRr 
getting black and laxige tmcX diameters &>r X-particles 
in Cellit>»T we tried tmny etching solutions* the f i r s t 
solution* say solution (A.), containing 24,4 gm MaOK * 100 inilli* 
l i t re %po# at SO**C etched the bulk lasterial of Cellit-T at a 
^ *Hypo* i s ^ e trade naioe of a stable detezgWit 
solution available in BUngacy for doiMistie meshing* on chemical 
analy^sis i t %ras found to be 0.72M solution of HaOCl i .e.* i t 
contained S3,6 gm MaOd/litre, 
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rate o£ 0«78 ralczon per hour (eee f ig . 20) but when used 
at 75^C the bulk etdi i:ate i«se found to b« 4»2S miexon per 
hour, fhis solution ma Sound to be <|ait« good for opticKii 
density measuremants because it did not leave any opacity on 
the plastic surface* In the i^orks described in Chap.V we 
used tOiis solution at 75^ C* 
Another etching solution £ar Cellit»T that wo used, 
say solution (B), contained 20 gm KaOH • 16 gm KOH ^^  4.5 gm KMnO^  
90 giQ E^o* When used at the bulk etch rate in this 
solution was found to be S*0 ndcrons per hour (See Pig.20K 
While using solution (B) i t was found that there reiiained a 
brown layer o£ HnOj sticking to the surface o£ the Cellit->T 
plastic. This layer osuld, however, be easily renoved by 
dipping the plastic in 20% B d aolutix>n for a £ew ndnutes 
and then waiting i t in flowing water. This solution was not 
used in the optical density raessureinents as i t l e f t a l i t t l e 
badcgipund opacity on the detector surface but i t was found 
to be a very good solution for ^sualizing the (X^iwrticle 
27 25 
tracks in the Al (d,o( ) '^ ''Mg maclear reaction (see Chap.vx) 
because i t eidiibited sevezal favourable features* vie. the 
tracks with increasing diameters were \N9ill countable blade 
circular pits which disappeared after gradual fading. Besides 
the differences in track diameters* this provided a farther 
Qilvantageous visual coalition « q l^cdc and reliable 
diseriiainatioa of the oo-gcoupa o£ different ei^tgies. I t 
ittiot be lacsrttioned heM that befbre tiee* aoXtttioii(B) imst be 
4 or S days old ii^ich is seeded to stabilize thia aolutioa. 
<£hle yi&B found to be a vez^ stable solution and could be 
used fyr nonths together practiasXiy itithout giving any change 
in the bulk etch rate* 
Another solution containing 13*3 gm MaOH 10.6 gm 
ICOR • 4*S gm K^O^ « 90 gm ii^ O* vtaa found to give nice blacic 
o<«particle teacicsat SO^c but in this solution the tracks 
became pale earlier than in solution {Bl This projperty can be 
used with advantage in counting very close oC-groupa emitted 
in a nuclear reaction* 
3.5 
Bslyt^rbonate plastics are oondensation polymers and 
are fbxtned when an alcohol reacts with carbonyl chloride 
(phosgene) according^ to the following reaction* 
2aoil • COClj ^ • 2 
% £orm a polymeric product* the alcohol (or phenol) mast 
€>£ course* be at least bifunctional* £blycarbonates are made 
by treating a variety of bifunctional alcohols and phenols such 
as Bisi^enol A with phosg^e or an alkyl or aryl carbonate* in 
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the presence of cauetlc aoda or an organic base (pyrl<91ne« 
qjtsatemaxir amoniiun a»iqpoii»d« etc.) as catalysta in the 
following d^exoical reaction 
n • n ooci. 
CB« 
o 
_ 1 II 
-O c - C -
CM, 
• 2 n HCl 
ihese pEodacts are diesters of oarbonic acid and 
contain the carbonate linkagei 
O 
- o — I — o -
The polycarbonates are colourlessf transparent solids* 
having varying degree of crystallinity and softening betaraen 
150^  and 300^c (Lexan). ihey are reported to have long gas 
permeabilities and good electrical and nmchanical properties* 
for exanple the heat distortion temperature of one product 
at 264 psi i s 140^C- exceeded only by phenolic reain. Further* 
their if(i»ac!t strength is reported to be unusually high. Although 
these polymers are attacted by allcalies* they are resistant to 
acids and strong oxidising agents* 
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polycarbonate plastic used in the present 
investigations was H a k x o o £ thickness about 200 microns* 
manufactured Stoudbenfabriken Bayer Leverkusen 
(Mest Oemnany). Xt i s dhemioally the polycacbonate of 44^  
dio3q^dlphenyl-22<-pcopane« l^e enpirical formala for this 
can be written as stcucturally it. can be 
represented as shown in Fig, 23, 
-<r-
T) 
Fig,23. shoi«s the structural fismula of polycarbonate 
Ihe actual sheet of Hakeofiol-B polycarbonate used by us 
2 
had on the average a specific thickness of 240 gn/m for an 
average thicdcness of 200 rnicmn • 10% • Ihe film was not the 
best as the thiciknesB varied a l i t t l e from place to place and 
in measuring the iMlk etch rate great care had to be taken to 
measur« the thickness at; the same place marking a place with 
a small circle on its surface. 
. 8 0 * 
aotrn of the typicsol physical |>oa»pQctles o£ IfeilCTO&tXofi 
plastic used in the present investigations are liste<ai in 
ISable V. 
T A B I, S « V 
TYPZCM. anrsxcia^ l^ l^iiOPERTIES OF PLMITICX£S& 
POIiYayiBOmTB'MRiCROJOI, 
u specific gravity 1.2 
2. Refractive index (/y 1.58 
3. Electrical resistivity 4 X lO^S 
(Ohuucin) at 30®c 
4. specific heat (Gal/gio. 0.28 
5. Softening point 215®-2S0®C 
e. sped tie thickness for the 240 gtt{/ti? 
200 toiczons thi(^ sheet 
a^r etching the oc-particle tracks in Makxofbl-S* a neir 
etching solution ims aisooverea by us as a result of many 
entpirical experiments* Earlier NaOH solution at 6CI^ C <Mas 
the best known solution for this purpoee but in i t the etch 
rates were very low and the o(>tracks did not remain d a ^ upto 
large diaioeters. Our nev solution contained IS gm KOB 68.SS 
milli l itres C2H5OK ^ milli l itres H^ O* and the etching m.» 
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perfiseiaed at SO^c, the bulk etch rate under these ooiMlitions 
%n0 to be U miceono/hour (see zt Is a vecy 
iftst etehitig saite<3 fi»r work* l^e bulk etch rate 
%fias* te»wever« found to vary in old solutions pzobably due to 
the evaporation o£ i ts alcohol content. Sbr this reason 
the jt&mved layer from the single surface of the detector 
i«as detemdned by direct measurements during the optical 
density %i9rk aud va^ not calculated from the curve given in 
Fig* 2K>« l^e only disadvantage found with this solution vas 
t h & t i f the plastic \ m e strained a l i t t l e due to hole -
making, bending etc** i t became brittle end broke into pieces 
in the solution, To avoid this, great care had to be taken 
not to strain the plastic at least near the irradiated parts. 
After removing from the solution and washing in flowing 
water, the plastic was found to beooms strong again. I t 
mist be pointed out here that 29% NaOB solution s t i l l remains 
the best solution for etching the fission fragment tracks in 
polycarbonate plastic. 
Effect of Raaiatlon on Itelvmera 
The subsequent events following the interaction of 
radiation with polymers can be ctironologically dividtd into 
three distinct per;U»ds (see Ref. 159). The f i rs t period belongs 
to the energy dissipation by the incident radiation and the 
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abeorptijon o£ this ^ecgy the polymer, tl^is period 
iaete for less thai* lO"^^ seoanas. In a aolid the energy 
abfioxptlon my take plac» in three different i«(aya« (a) lay 
electson dispXacement-ithiGh includes both excitation and 
ionissation* (b) by atomic diaplacements and (o) by 
genesBtion of impurity atoms as a result of a nuclear 
reaction. The probability of nuclear reactions is generally 
low in polyitiara and the energy transfer by this process 
iney be generally neglected. Bxcept at low velocities* 
the atomic displaceioents ere also neglegible so that the 
predoniinant mode of energy absorption in polymers is Ate to 
election displacemients. the manner in which the mergy is 
aivid^Qd beiareen ioniacation and excitation depends upon the 
type of particle* its velocity and the state of the absorbing 
medlurat 
7he second period involves tha transport and dissipation 
of the absorbed energy by the molecular motion as the thermal 
equilibrium within the i[»3lid is established, ^ i s period 
lasts for anyi«heee between to 10"® seconds. Here again 
there are three different ways of energy dissipation^ (a) energy 
can be emitted as luminescence^ (b) i t can be dissipated as 
heat and (c) energy can be stored as potential anergy in the 
form of chemically reactive specie®. The path followed depends 
strongly upon the structure of the molecules and the 
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envizDiuiwiital csonditions* Since th« poljrnexB not «a8liy 
lumlneeca* m n t o£ the abi^jc^ed eii«cgy goes Into beat or i s 
stored as the poto^tiel energy of reactive species. 
The third and final period is that of the establishment 
of dteiiical etpiiibriusw Here the potential energy stored in 
the focia of the chemically reactive species i s dissipated. 
JQLffusion processes and reaction rates extend in duration 
—Q from a laininum of about 10 second to nonths or years* 
Very l i t t l e is knoum about the imnSder* type or distri -
bution of the chemically reactive species that ere fiomied. 
Even less is luioim of the manner in i ^ i ^ these species react 
with each other or with the substances present in the fmitrix 
of the bulk fnatarial (sucOi as oxygen or water) • X t is 
this area of chemical equilibrium that is least satisfactorily 
known* 
In the studies of irradiated polyoMtrs i t has been 
reported th8t# in genex^l* the major reactions in polyiasrs 
depend primarily upon the total absorbed energy (dose) rather 
than on dose <ate« the type of radiation or its sources* Fast 
electrons* X-rays* -?-rays or mixed radiation from a reactor, 
including neutmnat a l l px»^ce approxiteately the same effect 
for a given dose* iBoi«ever« the resultant changes in chemical 
and physical structure of the polymer are very strongly 
dependent on the chemical structure of the original material. 
th« ph^fiicBl state of raaterlel during Irsadlatlon* as well 
the enviiioiiRteiital coi»31tioiis o£ the InraKiiation. 
In literatuiM ultra violet light and sparH dischacge 
have been recently^ reported^ to enhance the track 
etdi rate In the plastics. We have also found the track etch 
£ate enhancenmt in a plastic (Makrofbl-B) icraaiated by 
Argon ions* Pceliminaxy results have shoum that ultra violet 
exposure of an irradiated plastic gives tiliin and long tmcica 
at a can^pazatively shorter etching time than without 
ultra violet e^^sure (see Fig. 24). 
* , ' • ' ^ • , , . t 
I • I • . .. ' ^  -fOOyU ^ 
(a) (b) 
Fig.24« optical micrographs of (a) Argon ions tmcks 
in Mskro£ol-2 (without ultra violet exposure) 
etched in 20% ^ aOii solution at eO^C. l!he end 
of the particle range vas reached in 7 hours* 
(b) Argon ion tracks in Iftetkrolbl-B vmrn 
irradiated by ultra violet light for ten hours 
before etching in the same conditions, ^ e end 
of the particle range was reached in 1 hour. 
As the bulk etch rate re was not iaund to 
<^nge, an enhancement in the track etch rate 
r^ could be concluded. 
in other plastica different effects have been observed 
led us to believe that the track; etch rate enhancement 
may not be due to the effect of ultra violet light bat due 
to the reaction of osx>ne gas with damaged trails produced 
during ultra violet irradiation of air or during epark 
discharge* 
Son» preliRdnaxy oasone treatments have sho%ai considerable 
track etch rate mAmne&mnta* ^ r k is in progress to establish 
the real cause. 
Zn general* lOie irradiation of polymers pjcoduce either 
czoss-linking or sciseionj It is reported that 
cellulose nitrate undergoes scission at a relatively high rate* 
the scission reaction br€»ak8 the molecules into sinaller 
I 
fragmeoits* decreasing the molecular weighty increasing the 
solubility and lowering the softening point, scission is 
often accoinpanied by gas evolution. Ihis is particularly so 
for cellulose nitrate* where over 95% of evolved gas is 
hydxogen. The iRechanical properties of plastics axe also 
changed by scission. The shortened chains and the larger 
nunftjer of c^ain ands lead to a weakening or eRbrittleraant. 
free oatygen present in the matrix of ^ polymer is thought 
to play an in^KXt^nt role in the process of scission. Instead 
of reoond>ining with each other or some other portion of the 
polymer diain« thft broken chaliia nov ooinblne with oag^en 
to peoduee scission. 
toiynters oonteining high percentage o£ asoieatic 
rings for exaimpXe the polycarbonate resins* have been 
found to be resistant to r8<3iatton« those wit^ highly 
aliphatic structure are least resis^nti ^^ ^^  latere is also 
a general trend of polymers with largeot raoleaslar sisie 
to be no re susceptable to radiation daimge* arises 
£rom the fact that a sioaller uunsber of < ^ in scissions 
or cmss-links can change a laxge peTOentage of tha nolecules* 
Xn agceemant to these observations cellulose nitrate is 
found to be one of the most sensitive of a l l polymers to 
high ^ergy radiation. 
C H A P T E R - IV 
lamVOmTlOHS AKO MEI^ tfRBWSNTS 
In this chapter \m mention the sources uA«d for 
irradiation o£ the |>lafitics for various kinds of investigations 
described in this thesis. Methods o£ irradiation and measure-
ments will also be described briefly. Photographs of the 
instruments used for suc^ observations and measurements as 
described in this thesis wil l be given at proper places. 
WFff^ff PP f^^  
TChoriutn (C • C*) source - ihis source vias made 
in the Institute of Nuclear Research of the fiungarian Academg^  
of science* Debrecen (Hungary) in a iiahn type emanation vessel. 
Zt Is a short lived source having a ha l f - l i f e of about 1 lK>ur. 
I t gives 8.78 MeV a-perticles from !niC* (^ ^^Eto) and 6.05 MeV 
o(-particles £om The (^^^Bi). 
tb) OraniumC^^^) spurce - ihis source was obtained 
from the Isotope Institute of the Kbngarian Aoadeny of Sciences* 
Debrecen (a;ingary) and had a total mass of 4.18 hq of V^O^ 
deposited unlfiomdy on a circular area of 10 mn diameter on a 
metal disc. The source had a thin covering fo i l of Melinex 
2 plastic <0.1 
ns/cm } on for protection. The activity of the 
source was 5.3 x 10^ disintegrations per minute. Its ha l f - l i fe 
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is X 3.0 and th« tnaxiftitin energy ot o(-|»article0 
ooolno this soutrco is 4*18 HeV. 
f^ tW-MH^W, 1, ..eQMm- Jt yms oleo ol»fc©l«i«d 
firoBi Xgotope XastitMta o£ the Hangaritiii Aca^ esn^ o£ 
Seieneest Debreceii (Bungac^f) and had an activity of 2*83x10^ 
disintagcations per minuta. Xte hal^l.i£a is 24360 yaars* 
l9 )o mxiiaim anaxgy o f the cx-particias coining £ j e o p i this s o o x t : ® 
is S.iS ^V . 
AraariciamC^^ f^iia) aourca - iSjis source <AMR23) leae 
obtained £mm the Hadio<^eiaicai Centre^ Amarshan (England) and 
had an activity of 1,93 x 10^ disintegrations per ndnute • Z% 
as tnaasured by 2n proportional counter. The hal£*li£e of th;te 
source is 458 years end the nBxiimim energy of (^-particles 
condng from this source ie S»49 !<9eV* Dhis source vms made ^ 
vacuum evaporation fs6t}K>d on a laatal disc and had an active 
area of 7 mo diaiseter. Zt was £ound to he the laost uniiform 
aource used in our experiiaants as observed by nnlcing al|^a-
radiograms (see rig,2$) in plastics and making micxoscopie 
observations of the etched o^-tracic* 
(• ) curiuitti^ ^^cm) source - this source with a half*li£a 
of 18* 1 years had an activity of 10^ disintegrations per minute. 
The mixinum energy of cx^particXes coMng from this source is 
5.8 HsV. Hie source was made by dropping method (see Pig.2S) 
and nas &>und to be spontaneously fissionable, i^ hen oc^senaitive 
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plastlc was placed In perfect contract with this source 
for a few oaya bath clear alpha tracks and spontaneoue 
fission tracks were seen after etching. Fission tracks 
could be very easily distinguished from the alpha tracks 
because of their larrje sizes and blackness. 
tbr B comparison of these sources a photograph of 
their alpha-radiograms made in various plastics is given 
in Pig. 25. (Fbr making the alpha-radiograms the plastic 
r-^f tr 
Fig,25. Photograph of the alpha-radiograms of five 
different alpha-sources made in three different 
type of plastic track detectors. 
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detectors were irra<Siated In perfect contact with the 
source keeping a 12 m th4«5k Melinex <3egirader fo i l in 
between the source anS the detectors, lite use of the 
<legra<3er foi l was found to reduce the etching time end 
also to avoid the * trade in tracks* in the plastic 
detectors)* 
£br getting the fission fragment tracks* fissionable 
materials like uranium and thorium in contact with the 
plastic detectors wore bombarded with the 14 HeV neutrons* 
The irradiation of the plastics with Argon ions %dfas made 
at the heavy ion cyclotron of the Joint Institute for 
ciuclear aeeearch, JDUBtiA (soviet union), 
g^^dg.ffl^ ^yirydjatjlop ^n^ fi^t^jiog 
<a) ft 
Before making alpha-radiographic s^dies i t was found 
essantial to select a vezy uniform part of the active surface 
239 
of the ^-source, this was done f i rst of a l l for the 
source irradiating a cellulose nitrate plastic sheet in 
ooR$>lete contact with i t for 16 houz^-oare being taken not 
to displace the plastic otoring this time- ai»l then i t was 
etched for about 30 minutes by hanging i t through a hole by 
iwKans of a plastic covered copper wire in a test tube containing 
209& £laOH solution placed in an Ultra-Thermostat and maintained 
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at ( n g . 26) • After thle the plastic i«as ifashed in 
flowing «iater and a r i ^ under t u m s r a m *Xn£rasec* 37S watt 
laiqe»« I t that ther« developed a surface mp of 
the active surfaoi of the fi^ source on the etched plastic 
as seen by naked eye« the difference in opacity as seen 
toy naked ^ e in the different parts of the alpha-auto radiogram 
so obtained shoved the noiiHunijBormity of the surface 
deposition of the thin source, i t ymm thus possible to 
select an uniform part of the surface of the source. 
fbrtunetely thece existed a fairly good uniformity in the 
219 
central part of our Bx source* as sc»en by naked eye 
(see n.g» 25}• 13iis vms confirmed by a microscopic 
obseration of the etched tracks in Cellit-T plastic. The 
source then was covered with a thick aluminium cover having 
a central 2 mm diameter hole thus allowing the oC-particles 
coming only through this hole to be effective far the 
plastic sheets irradiated with i t . Hie energy of the 
^-particles from the source thus obtained was then measured 
in 2 7r •geometry using a surface barrier type silicon detector 
in conjunction with a TMC 400 channel analyser. I t was found 
that there did not exist a sharp peak instead there was a 
l i t t l e energy distribution. This was probably due to the 
back scattered a-j iarticles from the matel base of the aouroa. 
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h mlemsoopic examinetiaR of tlie ttt<sihttd tmelcs Ixi plastic 
Bhonted 'tracks in tcacks* o£ the back scatterad -particles* 
To avoid these the source ^ s covered with a thin (i2.7;u 
thicJc) £bil o£ Helinex-0 raanu^ctured by I.C.Z. (l^jtidon) 
and again the energy spectniro in the 2 ^ -georttetcy vias 
meaeaared, Xt was Ibund that now there existed a sharp peak 
at the energy o£ 3.6 He^^thus giving us a nonoenergetic 
o<-source. No track in track ai^eared this time as the bade 
scattered oc-particles were absorbed in the degrader« the 
activity o£ this effective source with thin absorber foil 
was £bund to be 37.09 disintegrations per second and without 
fo i l i t was fiound to be 41*44 distintegrations per second. 
Ihe Ronoenergetic -source thus obtained ^ s used to 
irradiate ai l the three kinds of plastics by (K-particles in 
2TT-geoDoetry £br various periods of tins thus giving varying 
track densities which could be found from a calibration curve* 
Small pieces of different plastics (about 10 cm x 1 oa) were 
irradiated at different places for times ranging from a few 
minutes to several hours. (In our preliminary investigations 
on optical density caused h^ o<-particles the source 
941 
was used but later when a more uniform * '•m source became 
available we used this source for final results), ihe lAtoXm 
length of a givim type of plastic was then etched in an 
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appxoprlatci etching aolution (eee Chap. I l l ) at a constant 
tenyxsrature in oraer to ansure similar etching cxinciltlons 
for places having different track uensitiea. The Ultra-
th«iritt>etBt us©d in these expferlroents could maintain the 
temperature constant v l th en accuracy of • 0,1®C (Fig.26). 
Fig. 26. The Ultra-the mo a tat and the etching 
•quipnenta used for etching the plastic 
track detectors which are seen hanging 
fcom the plastic covered copper wires 
in the foregxound. 
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As the bulk etcli rate was fiounci to Increase 
exponentially with teni>erature i t waa necessary to maintain 
the ten^rature ODnstant as accurately as possible* £br a 
ooiqpariaon o£ optioal density caused in places having 
cifferent track densities, the variation of etching rate 
with concentration was controlled by covering the test-tube 
oontainiiig the etching solution with rubber cork. The 
bulk etch rate was also contmlled by measuring the thickness 
at pre-roarked positions of tte detector at various instants 
of tiros during the measurement of optical density* using 
a Carl iieisa optinfieter shown in Fig, 27 which oould measure 
the thickness very accurately upto 0,5 micron. 
Fig, 27. Carl ^eiss Optimeter used for the tneasurtimant of 
vary small changes in the thickness of {plastic 
sheets (in microns) after chemical etching. 
Range of cx-partides in o/r in cms (Curve I.J 
-T 1 1 T » 1 1 1— 
Pangs of <x -part/c/es in air in cms (Curve I ) 
To iirradiete the plastics nomaslly bjf cx^partieles of 
a certain eiiei^ gy in aij: use was mde o£ abaoxtoi^ 
property of a i r using the range^e^ergy curve ior o(.particles 
239 
shown in Fig* 28. lb give an e^ i^tiple* for the Wa source 
wit}K>ut MeXinex foi l the maxlBEttm energy of oc.partidee at 
the surface of the source is S. 15 MeV, Alpha-particlesof 
3 ItoV energy ooul4 be obtained at a distance of 1«95 en a ^ 
of 1 MeV at a distance of 3.1 cm from the source surface, 
lltese distances ere obtained hy subtracttog the ranges of 3 
and 1 HeV oc.particles in a i r from the range of S« 15 HeV 
oc•particles as seen from Fig, 28, 
2d, (See o j ^ s i t e page) • the range<»energy 
curve ipr <x.perticles in a i r at H.T.IP. 
"So avoid the disturbance caused by the acattered 
oC.particles the equipment shoum in Fig* 29 wis used. In this 
eqiaipniant the plastic was fixed by * Cello-tape* on the top 
circular copper plate having • circular hole and supported 
on a single pi l lar , the source was placed ooaxially with 
the hole at the centre o£ the brass base. The distance 
of the plastic the source could be niaasared by sneans of 
a calibrated plastic scale standing opposite to the p i l lar . 
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£he circular copper plate could b« fixed at different 
heights on the pillar* thus varying the aourc»->detector 
distance. I t vas ft»und usefal to maove the plastic 
scale after measurement of the distance in order to avoid 
the scattering of cx-particles as far as possible and 
also to avoid th® e f f e c t of any aboorbeo goses wJien the 
equip!?!ent was us«id in vacuum. 
ng . 29. iiquipraeiit used to irradiate plastic 
track detectors nonaally by cK-particles. 
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th@ 0£f&et of variation of o(«.pertiele» 
on the optical density curves t}i« £»Ia®tieii had to bo 
irraclieted iioa»asiXf by oco'p&rticleB Mm mmim usiag the 
ab$ox%)iRg[ pxopertF ot aluii^JLum mmm thm oonstsocy o£ 
gooii^ti;^ and titecl& osr tM& puepoae m^e 
of the raingo-eziQipgjr cuxrvo of cK.peirticloo in ©lumtuium 
Slg. 30* o|3£06ite peg») • Hie £aiige-*enexxiF 
oairv© tor oi-i>erfcicles in eluiaioiiam. Our 
ceiouXetoa mnge-onergy carve ^r 
o<^pa*ticie« in cellit«T pinetic (aeo 
Appendix l it its elso dxmim. 
Hie irmdiatioQ etiuipnosnt 8ho%tn in Fig«29 vstm i^iaoed 
inside an aii>*tight decicsator evecuated a vsaosum 
to S X 10*^ m of xaerasss ae rae&eRired en ionistatlon 
type vacuum meter (eee Fig* 31). it wae isund that the 
pleetio scale attached to the pi l lar off the equipment 
i^iim in Fig. 29 oonteined sonie absorbed gasee and altered 
the vaoiuia quicHly ^en the decicator vmm insulated £xom the 
atnoi^ere and the vaomm punp* and therefore it: was 
necesaaxy to talce o££ the acole £rom the eqpiptaent before 
starting the irradiation in vacuuto. On doiiig so the vacuvia 
— 2 -mT. 
vas found to rtttmln hutvmmn 10 and 3 x 10 torr Sot 
no re than 43 hours, on insulating the pun«> system after 
half an hour of punping. 
Fig.31* Ihe equipment used irradiation of 
plastic track detectors nomally by 
<X-particles of different energies in 
vacuum using alunsinium foils to ensure 
the constancy of geometry and track 
density. 
ifhen the eqtaipmont shown in Fig« 29 ii^ as under vacaum 
in the equipni^t eihowA in Fig«3i« i t vas possible to op«ncxr 
dose the cx-source mirfiaee by means en iron shutter uscmS 
as lever antS operated front outside by tiieans o£ a etmng 
perraanent magnet (see Fig, 29), thus ensuring the accuracy 
o£ the irradiation time in vacuum, ihe tmck density couid 
be kept constant in this case i f the plastic detectors 
were irradiated in a gi^an geometey* In our investigations 
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the distance between Am source end the piastic vms Ui&pt 
as 2*4 cJBs. "Sh® angle of trance for o<*|Mirticles in this 
geometry varied between SSP 90? 
pbeervationa and Measurements 
2n mast of the applications of plastic trade detectors 
the tmck density (nunflser of tracks per cm )^ mat be 
evaluated, l^en the track density is small i t can be easily 
evaluated by counting under optical roicEOscope using ordinal^ 
negnifications (290 K -> 1000 H). ihe tracks then app^r 
as black dots or oonicail channels against ^Aiitm backgcound. 
fbr counting the oc^tirecks from the ^^Al (d,o<.) ^Sj^ nuclear 
reaction ve used the carl-zeiss loicxosoope (Fig,32) with 750 X 
naignification. soRWtimes the use of dark f ield reflectsid 
light arrangem^t has t»i be used esi^cially for observing 
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very snail etch-pits. Una«r this condition the tracks 
appoar as white specks ©gainst dark beckgroun<j (see Fig, 33) 
Fig,32. carl-^«isa micro8oop« used ^ r observation 
o£ charged particle tracks in plastic track 
detectors. 
I t may be pointed out here that for proper track 
counting a track diameter of 3->S microns has been found to 
be necessary, fbr quick track form observation and track 
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oountlng Carl-iSelas pxojoctlon iniccoaoop« *Lanainet«r* 
(Fig. 34) has p t o v ^ d t o ba quite useful. 
O O 
o* o ^ 
^ o 
Fig. 33* Optical micrograph of etch<£<i tracks of 
nocToally entering <X«pacticl«s of tv© 
uiffer^nt enet^gies in Cellit-T plastic 
observetd under dark field arrangement 
by reflected light. 
Fig. 34. cerl~2.ei«s projection microscope 'Lanoroeter' 
used for quick track shape observation and 
and track counting. 
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t^en the tcadii aeneity is quite Xaxge ^10 tr&elcs/cn^ 
Its ^evaluation b;)^  counting undor optical inicix»soo£>e l>eoaiae8 
vexy tfDublei^iiie* time-coneuinlng and in some o s s o b psaoticaliy 
im^ssible duo to overlapping d£ the tcaciks* tlndar sueh 
a 
o>n<3ition8 howaver« m obsairvad^ticanlueency on the etched 
irradiated surface of the plastics <3ue to strong light 
scattering effect taking place at the etch pits^ this 
translucency iwas visible to naked eye and %ias found to 
increase systematically vith etching time and al^ ss the 
trsck deaisity of the surface etch pits, ihis suggested a 
loethod of trsck density estination by n^suriis^ tlve 
int«tnslty of light scattered by these tracks as sean by 
transmitted light and tempted us to investigate the features 
of the optical density curves for three plastics of different 
sensitivities* naioely the cellulose nitrate* cellulose 
acetate and polycarbonate for o(«particles. 
m measured the intensity of the transioittad light 
using a C^rl-seiss rapid mlcmphoton^tec a XZ {um rig. 35)* 
results of our measurements are presented in terrss of 
the optical density defined by 
© • log —® m t^ 
where « intensity of light transmitted thmugh tim etched 
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unlrrauiat«t<S part of the plastic and « intensity of 
light transmitted through the etched Irradlat^^d pert of 
the plastic. 
i^g.35, Carl-a^elss rapid micropho to meter O XX 
shown oaupled with the potantion^tric 
recorder G1 B1 on the le f t . 
Jb measure the optical density the irradiated etched 
plastic after washing end drying vas kept on the roicroscope 
sllcte of the instrument and the objective was fiocussed t i l l 
vezy clear magnified etch pits were seen on the pzojection 
screen of the microphotoineter. Great care had to be taicen 
not to allow any dust particle or cotton fibre to stick on 
the part to be measured in. In a l l of our measurements the 
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light %>»s allowed to ent«r farom the irradiated eide of 
the pla&tic and the int«ri8ity of transmitted scattered 
light « » s measured, the s e o s o o £ the scale waa every 
tlm adjusted on the etched unirradiated part o£ the 
plastics in order to eliminate any e££ect caused bjr the 
badsgjcound t r a^ s . Ihe reoultant optical densitjr in ttm 
etched irradiated parts could he directly read on 
scale of the instrument, we etched the plastics in 
suitable etchants (Chap. 2X1) ior difi^nite periods and 
then measured the optical density toy the miczophotoineter. 
such etchings and iseasureniBnts were done in suitable 
steps* 'She etch rate iias controlled during such measuretnsnts 
too* Jmf a i r fap between the plastic and tihie faicroscope 
slide iriras not allo%ied to exist as i t was found to affect 
the t!^fi»ired value of optical density, 
the results of our n^sureroants on optical density 
curves for «<;-particles in the case of three plastics 
and the effects o£ a few parapteters on these curws are 
discussed in Oiapter V, Diese results wili. be vezy usei^l 
for quantitative alpha ladiography^^®^^ that can be done 
with plastic tradNL detectors. 
C H A P T S a * V 
cotmaftgivE s w m OF psTacTioti wmwms OF urn mwm 
pUkBTxc^ mn TOE mssiBihiTv OF uyAt^ xYr^ Yivis Aitfjp 
TimTivia mpimm^m with mm 
ItitgexauctAon 
Zii this chapter m^ present the results of the optical 
density {ne&surements for o(-perticles in the oaee of the 
three pleetic detectors namely cellulose nitrate* cellulose 
acetate aniS polycarbonate* end con^re their detection 
featuirea* ft»r a psoper conparison of airnilar curves in the 
case of the different plastics we have plotted the optical 
density (D) as a function of renoved layer (h m r^.tl from 
the eingle surface of the detector and not the etching tiitse 
( tK As the bulk et(^ rate (r^) is different for di£6erent 
plastics* a proper ooe^riaon is not possible under the other 
case* These oirves have been found to be very repxoduceable 
under standard irradiation and etching conditions. Xn 
sequence we will refer to these curves as P (h) oirtnsts* 
Our investigations on the & (h) curves have yielded new 
infortaation for qpiantitative alpha iradiography and in addition 
piovided a single method for studying the registration features 
of plastic track detectorsj 
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im a planning ot an ra<liograpMe 
eKperinient the knowle^e of th@ raqmir^wents £6ir tzactk 
appeacance and track etching Kinetics is essentiaX mo will 
£ir8t aevelope a single tiraek gcowing pxocess Isase^ on our 
obaervationa in plastice before discussing our romilta on 
optical density ai^sureinatits* 
iiB the plastic containing the <Samge tjcaile is etche i^ 
in en appmpriate solution, tho tracka f i rs t appear on th© 
etdied surface only % e^n the end of the etcdiable part liea 
on the detector surface. 2n 2 7T»geoRtetzy clear o>nical 
oc«>traces are seen* l^e direction of entxance o£ the particles 
can be guessed (see Sig.36)« In the case of normal 
incidence circular tracks due to the horissontal section of the 
conical tracks are seen on the etched surface (see fig* 2 (J)# 
33 and 37} • Our continuous observations of nortnally entering 
oc-particle tracks revealed that as the etching is continued 
the txack siase enlarges and a single track reioaine black t i l l 
i t has been etched to the end of the particle trajectory after 
K^ich i t starts paling, t^en the track density is large, 
prolonged etching results into mitual touching of the enlarged 
tracks yet their remains a clear-cut boundaey between them 
(see Pig.37). 
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Fig* 36. optimX idtcjcoi^ fvph o£ ix-jpairticle traces 
in Celllis-T plastic irraaietod in 2rr « 
qmtmtxf with a degrader €oii on tl»B alphap-
^urcii. Conical tracks can be cioarly seen. 
Fig. 37. 0|»tical m i e m g m p h of the over etched 
t r a ^ « of noncolly entering 3 HeV 
oc-particles in Mokzolbi-S plastie.Note 
the clear-cut t>oun^cy between the 
enlazgea touching tmdicfi. 
3b aevelope the track gmving pzocese let ue refer 
to Fig«3d in lAildh m represents the original surface of 
the detector and CD and KF represent the etched surfaces 
- l O S -
after etching tiioee t and (t^^t) reai>ectively. At titm t, 
the point o reaches G 00 that 00 « r ^ t ana at time (t^at) O 
reaches B so that OB « r,j^(t%at}« ht time t the ra<2iua of 
the etch pit on the etched surfece CB is « R and at time 
(t<i>at> the ratiiu® of the etch pit on the etched ^r£ece CF 
Is MH a (M Ito find the rate of increase of radius of 
the etcih pit with etching time, consider the siraiiar triangle© 
jKd and mu, ^ence 
R (r^ - r 0 ) t 
vAiich gives the rate of increase of radias of the etch pit as f - f 
_ Etched Surface at t 
^ Etchea Surface at ft+at) 
~ i . 1 
/ J ct^cftj 
— — 
\ M -^R+clh^ — 
^ \ \ J r ^T 
* 
t 
^^T-r-eUt^ t^l J___ 
B 
D 
F 
rr(ti-<it) 
Particles trajectory 
Fig.38* Initial track gcowing process in plastics.for « 
particle entering normally into the detector* llie 
etch rete r^ and r^ have been esstfnedto be constant 
airing the whole process of etching* 
Ito fina i^tt coiisiaer similar tria««Xes OPO and OKa, 
yAience 
whicli oa solving gives 
I - B^ / yZ 
Ftom (V-l) ®ii<i (V-2) w© get the jpat© of incr«jae© o£ eadius 
of the etc^ pit in the beginning qs 
dt " V c ^ ^ C q 
2t Clear that i f the track etch ret© r^ a»d the 
bulk efcc^ rste r^ are assamed to ba constant under the given 
etching condition, the radius of the etch pit will grow 
linearly with Utne t i l l the whole length of t^e particle 
trajectory le etchea out. i t ahouia be noted that Bq. <V-3) 
can be used to calculate the track etch rate r^ by knowing 
rQ from direct measureniant an^ S finding the slope dfi/^t of 
the meaeurad curve showing the variation of radius of the 
etch pita with tiine Sar nocmlly entering . particles in the 
beginning* (^e have found ttmt. r^ varies e j^n«ntial ly 
towards the end of the o(-particle trajectory in e l l the three 
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Ib £l&a s/t, osasiSer similar triangles OPQ and 
^ence 
^ i e h on «3Dlving gives 
f " b J ^ ^ 
Wwm iV*!) and CV-2} we gat ttie rate of increase o£ rsdius 
of the etdh pit in the beginning as 
f -
I t i s clear that i f the t£®ck etch rete r^ and the 
bulk etch irate r^ ere assaiaed to be constant under the given 
etching condition* the radius of the etch pit will grow 
linearly vith time t i l l the whole lei^th of t^e particle 
trajectory is etched out* Xt should be noted that (V<-3) 
can be used to calculate the track etch rate r^ by Icooving 
rjj from direct measureraent andi finding the slojpe d^dt of 
the measured curve showing tiiie variation of radius of the 
etc^ pits with time &r nomally entering particles in the 
beginning* (We have found that r^ varies ej<ponttntially 
towards the end of the o^-particle trajectory in e l l the three 
- 1 1 0 -
plasties usea hf us, Thm iiqpllcatioiis of this variation 
o£ tcaac mtm wil l he dlacusaea in f^pm^lx, X)« 
2£ I b« the itiaiKlnum etchable cango o£ the perticl® 
ttaiectory then at tifoe 
t ^ - l / r ^ . . . . . . . . CV-4) 
the etdit pit cadUus on the etehea sur£stce o£ the detector 
v i U tm 
a^ w {dV«lt)tQ « ^ ' fa / (r^ + rg) CV-5) 
or- R « 1--S / (V-.6) 
( I t is obvious from the above equations that the rste of 
Increase of rediue of the etch pit on the etched i^rface 
of the detector io a function of preferentieti trade etc^ 
ratio ( r ^ r g ) %Aiich in turn has been Sound to depend upon 
the et<^ing solutiona* its contents* concentration* temperatures* 
end the type of plastic material}. 
After the tifae tiie track etches a l l sound only with 
the bulk etch cate r^ normal to the free surfsoe as shotm in 
fig* 39* but the etch pit continues to have conical surface 
with a l i t t l e spherical bottom t i l l the tiiaa %<hen e l l the 
oonical surface i s etdied out ana there remains only tlMi 
spherical surface ea shovn by the aurfsce HVIJ in Fig. 
Fig, 3d. Track growing procaaa in th« pZaatic 
after a tii&e t^ vhan imxinum etc^ble 
length I haa been etched out. 
iJurlng the interval while there reiaaine a cylindrical aur£ace« 
the irate of growth of diameter with t i m on the etched aurfaoa 
- i i a -
of the detaotor is s t i l l given by Eq. (v^S). Xf this 
time counted after t^ be t* (so that the actuai etching 
time f»om the. •beginning is t^ » t^ • t j K tl»e radius of 
the etdi pit at t^is instant will be 
- f '^o * - ' b J ^ ^ « • ' i ' •••• 
lb find the value of t^ • consider siinller triangles 
OQG and QVO, whence 
t^ - r^ t^ 
.2 
Or 
Putting the value o£ above equation 
from (V-.7) ve get 
tl / • r« • " r l '1 7 T *B 
%ihich on solving g i ^ s 
t i - i . t , b <V-8) 
the actual etcJting time at this instant is given by 
t^ 1 t^ • t; - • fk ^ - il 
or t^ m a (V.9) 
- 1 1 3 -
upto l^e titne given (V*9) t ^ mte o£ ifieresse 
of o£ t^e ete^ pit on the etdtaed surisice o£ tAm 
a«tector be given hf Sq, (V-3) end so the curves 
a^vlng the veristion of etch p i t diameter with etching 
time be linear in the beginning &»r this time 
interval <s«e that e part of everf toeaatired curve in 
Fig,40 is linear in the beginning). 
dl^l 
0 so use /so t CsecJCcuri'eGJ 
0 r 2 3 s 6 ' t(hJ(cur,eC] ^ 
, 50 
tlhj{curvets andM } 
Fig* 40, TxmcK aiemeter growing curves for fission 
fragments (M in fiostaphan plastic etched 
in Zi% mm solution at SO^Cf M and O in 
Muscovite, fsica and glass respectively 
etched in 40^ HF at 22PC) and for 1 MoV 
oc-particles (C in cellulose nitrate plastic 
etaied in 20% iaaQ» at • 
Mter ^ i s time the track grows onl|r spheri^lly* 
I.et the position after a time t* measured after t^ ( t ' > t p 
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b« shown by m w in ftg,39* the radius o£ tho «teh pit 
on the fiurisce of the detector at this instant 
will be given by 
hat t^ w l/jT^ and t* - t^t^ • t-l/r^. vhmtm t is the aotuei 
etching tijmo fcom the beginning to this inst&nt* 
••• « -J "t - 'B - - ' s ' - f ] 
whidi on rearranging gives 
a » / (1 - '^ B far^t - ( i » 5B ) il (v-io) 
fhus# after the etching tiine t j given by (V-9) the 
radius o£ the etch pit on the etched ^ r face of the detectaor 
wil l be given by fiq* (V-lO) which shows that the radius 
growing curve should become ptrabolic in nature (this tendency 
is dearly seen in our laeasured curves shown in llg«40)* 
In the OBse where '^ T » 1 ( for eiHiniple £or oc-tracks 
rg 
in cellulose nitrate etched in NaOB at S^TC)* the radius 
of the etch pits on the etched surface wi l l be given by the 
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appxojGiinette fomuJUi 
R « r^t for t < t j tV-ll) 
andl 
B J2 - for t > t j (v-12) 
t, fttJBi Bq. CV-9) . . . . . tV-13) I *s 
1ft th« case o£ obliqiia Inci^^^ca at an angle i with 
the ouriBace a similar track gcowing pzocasa my l>@ assuroad* 
In thie caae the below the etcdieil surCace at tii»8 t^ 
will be given by -(r^-sifi i - r^ ) insteaa of . (r^-r^) 
aii4 the horieontal section o£ the tmaek will beoonke 
ellipti<3al instead of circular* Itie loimr axis of the 
el l iptic etch pit wil l be given hy 
I fS^'Sin i - r^i 
apto a tima 
t . JL. - (V.15) 
and for t > tj^ i t %illl be given by 
i i n - 2ytr^.sin i - r ^ J [ 2 r g t - (r^ ain i • 
4 6 8 10 12 16 18 
REMOVED LAYER FROM S/NGLE SURFACE 
20 22 rtfjum' 
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aeemtft Jin4 meoagsione the Optical ggfiftitv 
Meafairaneiaitia 
Ihe measuredi optical tenuity in plastics Irradletea 
itdtiii high flux o£ o<-particles <lop«na8* as in nuclear 
eimilfiions* on the entering angle, integrated flux of the 
particles mm t^ l l ae on the etching conditions and the 
t f^pe of the d&teetors* These parair^ters play i r^r tant 
role in the development of the number, ^ p e and aize of 
the etch pits (see our derivations in J^^pendix X) and thus 
determine the aitount of light scattered by them* 
The correlation bett^een the optical density (i:^  and 
tiie removed layer Vh » from a single surface of tlve 
plastic detector irradiated in 2 ^ -geometcy lay cx-particles 
from a thin source has been investigated. The results of 
our measurements are shoum in rig.41« the nuitiber (N) of 
Fig«41« isee opposite page) Optical density iB) 
versus removed layer from single surfacetra* t) 
curves for cellulose nitrate, cellulose 
acetate and polycarbonate plastics irradiated 
in air by o<«pactieles from 241jub soucee. 
ibr irradiation an aluminium foil(3*8 »g/em') 
i»aa placed in between the detectors and the 
source in perfect contact with them. This 
reduced the energy of 5«£> HeV o^-particles to 
2.9 MeV, Hie nun^rs on the curves represent 
the relativ« auo^er of <?<.-particle emitted 
from the source towards the plastic with a 
unit of S.07 X lOS alphaf/cn? Stching 
conditions ere given in Chap.IXX. 
POLYCAfiBONATE CMakroroZ-E) 
ALPMAS/cm' 
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owpartielea «taltted tmm unit area of the sourc* to%iard« 
the detectsor surface in acbltrajry unit liae been used aa 
paeaateter in this £iguea. 'Hie actual integcated flux o€ 
o^.partielee ^ n be calculates! £jR»ni the Ibnnila x lO^x II 
elphafl/cnT 
Fig*42 shows the optical density of piostio 
aetectora irxacliated in -geometry as a function of 
inte^sated flUK of o<-particles with etching time in 
iidinttes as paranteter for idfte etching conditiona mentioned 
in Chap* XZZ, these curves wil l hencefisrth be referred 
to as the curves* 
fig*42* (See opposite page} optical (D) versus 
Integrated o(->flux (0} curves for 
cellulose nitrate* cellulose acetate 
and pol^rcarbonate plastics with etching 
time in ininutes aa parameters* irradiation 
and etching conditions being the same 
as for Tig* 41* 
X) (h) curves for the three plastics irradiated 
in air bsr 3 HeV o< -particles entering the detectors at 
right angles are sho«m in fig*43* The numbers on the 
curves represent the relative track density in arbitrary 
I 
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REMOVED LAYER FROM SINGLE SURFACE 
2 onita* the reail density in trac^e per cm cen be 
calculated Df raaitipi^ing th® nuiaber vlth « factor 
2,S K iO? 
Fig«43* (S«e opposite pago) Optical deneitjr iJ^ 
versus caxoved layer fz^rn tlie single 
mirCace curves for celluioee 
ait£Bte« cellulose acetate and poly* 
oa£l>ooate plagticg irta«3iated in a i r with 
3 tieV <7<»particlea stor ing the detectors 
at right angles, l3ie mtp^rs on tihe 
carma represent the r e l a t i ^ tradfc 
density on the mar^ce of the detectors 
idth a unit of 2.S x lOS t m c k a / e m ^ 
'£h0 etching conditiona are give» in 
Chap* ZIX* 
The effect of particle onergy on the lHh> curves 
t>r the throe plaatica haa alao been investigated by 
irradiating the plastics under aimllar geoioetrical 
conditiona vith o(-perticlea of different energies* JEOr 
this purpoae the three plastica were f i r s t atored for one 
hour in vacuum and then irradieted for 24 hours in 
similar perpendicular geometry in vaoiuro cx-particles 
of different energies as obtained using different 
24l thictoieases of alundnluio fnils* 1!he distance of the Hat 
* Oar e:i^erience shoved that one hour atomge in a vaeuum 
o t ^ lO"' torr urns enough to renpve practicelly moat of 
the free o i^^ gcn present in the detector taaterial* 
POLYCARBONATE (Makrofo/-£) 
A ' J 
5 W fS 20 25 30 
QEMO\/ED LAYER FROM S/NGLE SURFACE 
35 r^ tljuw] 
source (used ouch irradiation) tmm the deteetore 
\m» 2m4 eta in every case. The track density oouM* thue* 
be laaiKteinea as cnnetant (7*0 ac 10® troacs/cm^K Fi9«44 
shows the refittlts of suc^ msaetiretoents* 
Fig. 44, (aee opposite page) Optical density (I^ 
veraae reenoved layer from the single 
(surface (r^.t ) curvee £or eelluloae 
nitrate* cellulose acetate and polycar-
bonate plastics irradiated in vacaum 
for one day by cK«particles of energies 
4.2, 3«S« 2.7 and 1*75 MeV 
entering normally into the detectors* 
The track density nfts t^e sama in a l l 
i^e cases (7.0 x 10» tracks/oa^) * I3he 
nunibers on the curves represent the 
thickness of the aluminiunt ib i ls in 
mg/cm^ used to get the above fsentioned 
energies* £tc^ing conditiona are giv<m 
in chap* ZI2* 
^ e striking features of the 0(h) and O(0) curves 
shoiim in Fig*. 41*44 are eunn^rized belov* 
i ) There exiats a correlation between certain 
features of these curves and the sensitivities of the 
plastic detectors* Front Fig•,41 and 43 i t c»in be se«a 
that the saxiiTuiR value in thi? 0(h) curves becomes constantly 
lower and the place of this mximim shifts towards the 
higher value of the reooved layer i f one uses the plastics 
of lower sensitivities in the order CS —> CA »C* 
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and pXace of the itexiimia 
and the alop* o£ ttm D(h} curves depend upon the ti^ek 
density. I^is dependence is strongest in the case o£ ^ e 
S06t sensitive piestic (cellulose nitzate) and weakest 
in the esse of the least sensitive plastic (polycaKtoonete), 
i i i } ttim position of the D(h) carves alon^ the 
*h* axis for a Qiven track density dep^ds upon the 
particle «»iergy <fig*44), Xn the case of p^toemlsions 
the optical density t&r a givai tce<^ density increases 
vith particle enesgy but in the case of plastic timcK 
detectors* due to their threshold features* this kind of 
dependence i s vi^lid only ft>r particles having enesgy less 
t^an thie critical energy &»r track registcation the 
&(h) cujTVes in Pig,44 for cellulose nitrate for ^f^ich 
tteVK At higher energries than the critical one 
there is only a shift in the position of the iHh) cairves 
(see for example the case of ^ l lu lose acetate in rig.44)« 
In the case of polycazbonate hovever* an especially 
different effect is observed in^ich inay be attributed to 
the vacuum-effect (see Sec.S.4)« 
iv> The relationship between the optical density 
and the tmck density is quite linear fbr shorter etching 
tins (see fig.42). fbr a wider range of cx-es^osure (0) 
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ono mn use th® Sormlm © » '' 
the ntnxiftuia value of the optical density k is a oonsteiit 
e given neterial ciepen<Sing the etching tiise* 
h im aspects o£ the aboi^ observations v i l l now 
be disotssed in seqpenc^. 
I<et us f i rst cnnsiaer the registration efficiencies 
of these detectors* the track registration in these 
detectors i s liinitea by a critical angle « arc 
Under the etching conditions ntentioned Chap. XXX the 
xatlo o(-particle tracks detemdned £rom 
measurefnents based on Sq, Xn the case of cellulose 
nitrate, cellulose acetate and polycarbonate respectively, 
values eciual to 11*9, 8*5 and 5.5 vere obtained, ^ s in 
the above mentioned conditions the calculated values of 
registration efficiencies of these detectors for oc-particles 
will be 9U3« 88.3 and 71*8% respectively as calcalated 
by using £q.(Xl-4). 
On actually counting the track in plastics irradiated 
in 2 -geoiaetry by nonoenecgetic o<-particles one get* 
smaller values of registration efficiency than calculated 
by £;(|«(XX-4}. one of the causes of this ia the fact that 
the tracks of particles having same energy but entering the 
detector at different angles oo not appear on the etclied 
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sarface of the <letectx>r sinultani^asl^f because the 
f irst etchabXe points of the latent tracks are at 
different depths from the detector surface (see Appendix 
Ihe difference between the f i rst and last track appearing 
/ 
times can be calculated by the fontula (A<-Z.5)as givmi 
in i^pendix I. Another reason of getting less registration 
efficiency in actual trac^ counting is that Uie particles 
entering the detector at angles only slightly greater 
than e^ give short etc^ pits Ccf. iiq. (iui, 10)given in 
Appendix I) vhich are very pale and raake i t very dif f icult 
to be distinguished from the background. 
Because of the stzong track paling* the pits due 
to the particles entering the detector at angles slightly 
greater than e^ do not play major cole iji causing the 
optical density in plastic detectors* This tendency is 
reverse of v^at i t is in the case of . photoeraulsions in 
vhich the naxinuin optical density is caused by the particles 
vihich enter the plates at oblique angles and t^e optical 
density in their case is proportional to the cosine of 
entering englesf^®^^ 
An alpha-ray pattern in plastics contains informations 
not only about the track density but also about the energy 
distribution of the particles* in photoenulsions the 
particles of different energies produce the optical density 
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GiRultaneDUsIy. in the case o£ plastic diet^ctors* 
however* th« alpha-jcay pattartis belonging to o^-particles 
of at£ferent enezgiea api»er on the etched surface of 
the detector at dlffecent etching times. This i s 
illustxate<3 In Fig.45 i^hich sbDum the optical micxogsaph 
of a part of alpha-ray pattern in cellulose acetate 
plaatic irradiatedi in perpenaioilar geometcy by a itono-
energetic honDgeneoue o^-aource using a thin alutainium 
jEoil in contact witli the actector and feeing tho source. 
L - r ^ - f T P ^ ffi» » V"! ' 't* f V ' • M 
ng.4S. Optical ncLemgrai^ of a part of alpha-ray 
pattern in cellulose acetate plastic 
irradiated in perpendicular geometry by 
a Bonowiergetic homogeneous (7^-source. 
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In this jpfttotogi^ Fh a jpert with largor ti^eke than in 
the surmundings cen be seen* indicating an inhotrogMieity 
in th# thickness o£ the aluminiiaiB Becamee o£ the 
iecger ^ i c ^ e e s o£ the foi l in tliie pert* the tzacka 
ayppeetced enrXier and t^ the tine the tracks jaeasing 
thxough the honogcoAeous part appeaire<i« the older tracks 
toeoaise ituch larger. Fmis this i t appears that kqr choosing 
a suitable plastic deti^rtor one can get in&nrfoaition about 
the o(-ectivity belonging to particles o£ 4i££erent energy 
in the saioe alpha-ray pattern. This is not jpossible with 
photo eimlsions. 
Xn polycacbonate aetectora i t is £9un<l that the 
nature o£ the 13(h) curtms reimins practically the same in 
the case of pezp«iaicular and 21^  -irradiation geooiatries. 
this can tmsily be seen by cocimring the measured carves 
for polycarbonate in Fig.41 and the carve fsarked with 
nanjber 4 in Fig. 44. In tOiese tm figures the laaaEiniam 
oc-energies were nearly the saiM (2.9 and 2.7 MeV respectively) 
bat in the f i rst case the irradiation was made in 2 tt-geometry 
and in the second ease in perpsndicular geoisetry. As can be 
seen» the shapes and the half widths of the HW carves in 
these two lintited geonetries are nearly the same. This 
indicates that by using this plastic and suitable etching 
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tlB»» i t iB possible to e®l«et even In con^et wiadlograaiB 
the psJtts pmduced Isy oc-particies belonofiiag to different 
enecgies emitted by the oc^aetive sanpie. 
Hie curves shown io Fig. 44 ceonvey veiry iie^rtant 
lii&»nnati0a about the enec<g2r iceeoiutiofi obtainebie fsom 
the three kinde o£ pieetic aetectore £or aipha particles* 
I t is cXeerl^ seen that the least sensitive plastie 
(polyoaxtxinatef wil l give greatest energy i^asolution an4 
the moBt sensitive plastic (cellulose nitrate) will give 
least energy resolution* fhe resolution for the cellulose 
acetate plastic has en intermediate value but is n ^ r 
to that of polyi^rbonate. 
MfPfft iYmoji^f^^f^pppf ffn, 
Fya^yep, P^mf^Sff 
Zt my be expected that the features of the 
unetched daimged region my change due to enviconniesital 
conditions such as presence of different gases* irradiation 
by ultra violet light etc. lb show such effect of 
envimnmental conditions on the tcack registration features 
of plastic tmek detectors* a good paraiaeter connected with 
the track development has to be ciyomm* We fi>und that 
invest^ation of the wriatlon of optical d^sity in a 
•3 .26 -
«2#t«ctar Irradiated with Mgh tmck. density pmvided • 
qttick ana reliable metliod ^ r thie purpose. By tiaing 
this metisod investige^tioiio were mde to study the change 
in the regiatmtion features of celluloee nitrate, 
cellulose aceteto and polyc^iibonate plastic detectors 
%dien they were irradiated in vacuum instead of air. Thie 
effect wil l henc«£Orth be referred to as* vacuum-effectl 
ibr (X-particle trades the vaoiURceffect has eo 
Bar been investigated only by S e e k e r ^ i n the case of 
cellulose derivatives, m irradiated the detectors in 
direct contact with a thick source and investigated 
the «^8nge in relative sensitivities by counting the 
observable nuniber of track etch pits per unit area. The 
repzodaceability of this toethod is given to be only about 
10% • xn tlie case of cellulose nitrate he oQuld not 
find any vacuum-effect. 
for fission fragment txacks a change in the regis-
tration features due to the presence or absence of o»ygen 
airing irradiation was evidenced by Monnin^^ ®^^  in poly-
carbonate* cellulose acetate and polyethylene glycotere-
phthalate* He could also not observe any vaGUun-effeet in 
the case of cellulose nitrate. His inethod was to observe 
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thB difference! in tim appeacance tiioe of fission 
fjraginent tracks registered in the aeteotora in vaoium 
and a i r resi»eetively« 
Below we saansiirisse our observations for the 
chaise in the rc^istxmtion sensitivitiea of the three 
plastic detectors ircaciiatea in vacuum and in a i r 
resjEwctively* as observed the optiasl density enrves 
1 
which have been found to be very repioduceable under 
standard irradiation and etching conditions. Such 
measurenmts were made for detectors irradiated both in 
2 7T as well as in perpendicular geoinetries* llie icnowledge 
of the f i r s t case i s iicportant in n»Hing ocoiadiograms 
men we perform irradiation in vacuum for getting sharp 
alpha*ray patterns, ^ e latter case is interesting when 
the detectors are irradiated in vacuum c^antser of an 
acceleeator visE.« in the stu^^ y of nuc l^ r reaction 
(see Chap* VZ} and investigauons of chanelling effect in 
crystals using plastic tra<^ detectors. 
Xn one of our experiirmnts cellulose nitrate, 
cellulose acetate and polycarbonate detectors were stored 
tor two days in vacuum of about 5 x 10"^ torr so as to 
remove any chemically unbound oaiygen present in the plastics* 
Itoese detectors were then irradiated in 2 71-geometry by 
o^oparticles obtained from a very thin homogeneous c<-source 
CELLULOSE NITRATE 
o stored and irradiated m air 
o Stored and irradiated m mcuum 
5 10 15 
REMOVED LAYER FROM SINGLE SURFACE 
20 rgt:jurnJ 
- 1 2 8 -
241 2 
( *Aitt with a 3.8 wg/asi M-d©greder which reaacea th® 
WixlBum alpha enasgy^  from MaV to 2*9 HaV}. Similar 
detectaore vere also irmdiated in air for tht saiwB tiiwi 
and in the mm gociinatrical conditions aa in vaeuunw On 
tnaaeuring the D(h} curves ior the t w cases systematic 
di f fer^ces have bectn found (see Fig,46} • A shift in the 
position and a decrease in the ^Xue of maxifnum in tim 
0(h) oirvee is &>und for t)ie c^se o£ plastics stored and 
irradiated in vacuum when conpeired to that for those 
stored and irradiated in a i r in a l l t^e three plastics. 
h measurable vacuum*e££ect <»in he seen even in the oase 
of cellulose nitrate. 
Fig*46. (See opposite page), showing the effect 
of absence of a i r tAiring irradiation on 
the optical density versus removed 
layer from single surface (r^.t) curves 
ior cellulose nitrate*cellulose acetate 
and polycarbonate irradiated in 
geometry lay o( -particles from 241^ 
source using a 3.8 ng/em* aluminium 
degrader fo i l . Irradiation and etching 
conditions were the same as for Fig.42. 
The e)gp»lanation of this observation nay be that 
the etch rates along the particle trajectories and/or the 
registration thresholds of the detectors irradiated in 
o3^ge»-free environment are smaller than those in the case 
o£ detectors Irradiated in air. I t should be noted 
that no change found in the bulk etdhi rate of a 
given plastic placed in a i r and in vaouuin of about 
5 X lO"^ torr ^en etched und^r similar conditions* The 
amount of vacuum - effect is found to be maxinixm in the 
case of the least sensitive plastic (polycarbonate) and 
miniimm in the c^se of nost sensitive plastic (cellulose 
nitrate)* The effect is found to be laore pxonounced 
vhen polycarbonate plastic is irradiated with oc-particles 
noCTnally (see Elg,47). 
POL VCA RBONA TE [ Makrofo/ -£ J 
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showing the vacuum-effect on the optical 
density curve for polycarbonate plastic 
irradiated normally with 3 MeV «7<i-particles* 
The track density was kept constant in the 
tMK> cases. 
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Ihe reversibility of the vacuitra -e f fect on the 
optical density curves was also inve8tigate<S« fbr this 
purpose the thr^ plasties wejcts kept in vacuum of 5 x 10 
torr for tva ana then irmdiat^d in 27r -geoR^try 
oc-particles in vacuum &>r one hour* Suc^ irraaieted 
plastics were then stored in air for various tinws (O hour* 
1 hour, S hours# 1 ^ y S days and 8 days) between irmdiation 
end etcjiing. Practioaliy no c^nge in the measured D(h) 
curves S o t these cases have been Bound within eatperiniental 
errors thus indicating the irreversibility of vaeuui»»effect 
for oc-particles-a rc^sult which ia not the saitta v^ich 
Monnin^^®^^ had found for fission fragments. This shows 
that in the case of cx-particles the effect of oaiyg<» on 
the trac^ formation takeis place only in the course of 
irradiation. 
2t ia c l ^ r that due to their repzoduceable character 
under controlled irradiation and et<d}ing conditions the 
optical density curves can be used to study the relative 
detection features of various Icinds of plastic track detectors 
and also any change in their sensitivity due to environmental 
conditions like presence or absence of various gases} 
irradiation ultra violet light, high doses of X-rays or 
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^"XayB etc. Because o£ the l i n ^ r chameter of the 
t r a c k 
optical density versuii/density curves &>t smaller etching 
times* they may he used for o:»unting of oc-ijarticle tracks 
S 7 
in the large track densi^ ri^ion (10 - 3 x 10 } tracks/ 
2 
can Inhere the visual counting becomes practically iicpossible* 
This naturally ^ggests the possibility o£ qaantitative 
alpha radiography with plastic track detect©rsi^*^^^ 
From our experience in alpha radiography using 
plastic track detectors we conclude that the plastics can 
easily replace photoemlsions £or alpha radiographic / lARI 
purposes such as £or studying the activity of rocks 
and solutions* fbr deterndning the spatial orientation 
of radioactive ions in crystals* for the study of activity 
of crystal faces* for auto-radiography of alloys* for 
studying diffission processes in metals* for studying 
creeping of radioactive sources* for studying diffusion 
of radioactive materials in porous media* and also in 
biological appliostions visu* for localisation of lead, 
bisraith* polonium* astatine* radioactive emanations* radium* 
t h o r i ^ Plutonium and other transuranic elements* Ibr 
qualitative work cellulose nitrate plastic is most suitable 
as i t is most sensitive and possesses mlniBum energy 
resolution* Ibr <|uiantitative end energy selective ali^a 
radiography cellulose acetate or polycarbonate plastics 
should be used* 
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Our finding© of a large vaaiuia-effect^^®®^ In 
the esse of polycarbonate plastic detector has a Sreat 
practical iiqplication as this Jclnd of plastic (t<exBii 
polycarljoiiate) i s currently sten^rdised an<i used 
fior the identification of ooswic ray particlesf 
'She callbEatioti carve® for such iaentifications are 
obtained by irradiating the plastic detectors in the 
vacuum chatiibers of heavy ion accelerators i<d.th different 
kind of heavy ions of various energies, Any change 
in the etching features of the plastics due to vacuun^ 
effect Is liable to cause great error in the particle 
idi^tification. 
C H A F T S R - VI 
APgl^ ICATIOfl OF PIASTIC TRACK QSTSCIOa FOR THE BTUIX OF 
> ^^Hg mSCmhH RiiSAiGT10|6l Iti TBS EHERQY RftRC^ 
S^ « feSO - S4Q kmV 
lh« ineaEuronents of the angular diatrlbutione end 
the excitation i&inctions o£ the c<-gcoupa emitted In the 
*'Al(d,o< ) nucl^r reaction below 5 MeV, nore 
6pecl£iGally at bombarding eoetgies 1. 2 - 2,0 Mev}^ ®®* 
1.4 - 2.3 Mev}^ ®^^ 1.5 - 2.3 Mev} '^'®^ 1.5 - 2.6 Mev}^^^* 
2.0 - 5.0 MevJ '^'^ ^ and 2.4 - 2.6 MeV^ *^^ ^^  give results 
characteristic of the statistical csoinpound reaction 
mechanism, l^r individoal oc-gzoups the excitation 
fanctlone show reeonanc®-lik« iobxItbs and the shape of the 
angular distributiona imriee strongly vith the bonlmrding 
energy. Generally these results have been analysed on 
the baaie of the statiatical compound reaction theory. 
Below 1.2 MeV bontoarding deuteiron energy no <tota la 
available for th« '^Mg nuclear reaction. Cue to 
low boni)arding energy aa comics red to the coulooia barrier* 
the cxose-sections In this r^ ion become so low that the 
measurejnent of angular distributions by using single 
sendoonductor detector becomes practioilly infiosslble due to 
large toddcgmutide ana th« ermr® cause<3 aae to the 
fluctuations in thtt bean curr«xit dburlng long accelacator 
time needea to oolloct « i«drthwhil« statistics S^r 
various angular settings of the conventional detectors. 
l^e to their insensitivity to ^-raye» 
pzotonst /(J-particles etc* and suitable energy resolution 
the Cellit-T cellulose acetate plastic detectors could be 
used for angular distribution mc^mireraents of various 
oc-gnaups from ^^AJL nuclear reaction even in 
I g^ v 
the boretoarding energy range « 650 - 540 JceV, The 
discussions of our results and the measuring tec^iciue 
including the probleims encountered in the present 
measurements end the methods used to overoome them will be 
presented in celevaat. detail in this cJiaptec, 
6.2 Ibssibiiity of P(«particle Angular Distribution 
Weasarements %4th P^astip Track Detectors 
Our observation of the feet that <?(•particles of 
different energy entering normally into a plastic tcack 
detector give tradks of different diameters at a given 
etchi)!^ time (see Fig.48 and 33) offers itsel f as a possi-
bi l ity to select different groups ^ t t e d in a nuclear 
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ratetlon wta to moawii:* th«lr mnguXar ^stirilsiitioii*, 
'So eia}30£»t<i this> lat us ooneidttr tht poolilem in • 
l i t t l e mora detail Toy referring to Pig.49, 
r SOA/hr 
fi9«4t* ttoaeiired track diameter gsowlng curves 
for oc-particles of different eiwzgies 
entering noceally into the cellulose 
acetate (Cellit^T) pXastic etdied in 
eolutlon B (see Chap.ZXD at SO^C. Ihe 
imcaneter ie the etching tiiM in hours, 
the f i l led circles represent black trecks 
i«hich can be counted vecy well «(hile the 
open circles denote *pale* tcacks. ilote 
the increasing tendency of the slope iifith 
energy which indicates better enexgy 
resolution at higher energies, ^ e useful 
pert is shown between two dotted lines. 
- n e -
xt baa ftlriiady been mentioned! tn efiapt«c t l 
that out o£ 8 range a(B> of c^-perticle of 
only « length iseasurea ££om the end of th^ 
pertlclQ irajectory has a preferentiai etching an<a as 
a consei3]tt©nce of this, i f the detector i s etc^ied only 
fiom the side of the irradiated aarface <front 
the tcacka of o<*.particlea of energy B wi l l appear 
on the etdhed sarfiace of the detector only after an 
Front Surface 
Back Surface 
fig* 49. Shoving fnaxinun etchable lengths in 
the trajectoriea of oc«particie« of 
different energies (B'<&) entering 
mnmlXy into the plastic track 
detector, She shadowed parts show 
the parts of particle trajectories 
having preferential etch rate* 
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eatlng up of - thleknesfi of the taaterial or 
e£ter an etching tilts© [R<B) - y A g * *'b 
balk etd) rete* Xn this case the maxlnufa etchabXe 
lei^th Is equal to the range aCBc> of o<-particle 
o£ enexgy equal to a critical energy in the imterlal 
corresponding to the critical or RBI;* iaee Chap«lX}. 
Z£ particles of energy eqcual to or less than ati^He 
the surface norraally, the preferential etching along 
the track starts iust fmm the sixrface of the <Setector 
end ip v i l l correspondingly be eqpial to or less then 
the range Rd^) Pf particle having the criti€»;l energy 
Usually the plastic detector is etched by sifoply 
suspending the %4iole film into an etchant and so the 
etching proceeds £rom both the sides of the detector* 
Under these conditions^ tracks of o(-particles of energy 
£ incident normlly on the detector wi l l f i rst appear on 
the irradiated surface of the plastic aftor an etching tiiae 
ra(E) -
t(E) « —' " ^^ i f [R(B) - 1^] < [h - ME)] 
or on the back etched surface of the plastic after an 
etching tima 
turn i f [ a m - > tJi - RU>1 
B 
If ex-particles of tvo different energies B and B^  
(£>s'>JSq} enter the detector surface norimlly* the preferen-
tial et<^ing along these tracks begins at different etching 
times and this time difference (which i«ill be the sams in tha 
case of tracks etching fzom either surface) wil l be given by 
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At At* m [R(B> - a(E' )3A3 
Obviously, the low enoxgy o<-gxoup will appear 
f i rst audi the higher energy one afterwards as observed 
ft^ om the side of the irradiated surface. Eeverse is 
t«ue for trade appearance on the back surface. I t is 
because of this reason that at a given etching time, the 
gsoup which appears f i rst has bigger diameter titon that 
iiiliich appears later, on etching fxoin the irradiation 
side, low energy o< •.group has bigger diameter than the 
high mexgy ones at a given etching time but reverse is 
true for etdiii^ fconi tihe back side (see Fig.SO). If the 
o6»l»rticle8 of energy equal to or less than the critical 
energy E^ enter the detector surface normally, the 
preferential track etcihing starts just from the irradiated 
surface of the detector but even then, at a given etching 
time there remains a substantial difference in the diameters 
of etdied tracks of different energy o<-|mrticles due to 
the fact that the track etch rate r,j, i s different at 
different points of the trajectory (Cf.,£q« (A^z.7)in 
^pendix X). 
F i g .^ . Optical nicxograph and histogram of the etched 
trades of ^(-particles of two different energies, 
B„< « s.e M«V(smaller trades) and B<^-i4.74 MaV 
(bigger tracks) in Cellit-T plastic at 5.5 hour 
etching time in solution B (see Chap.lXZ) at 
60OC. 
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thita ve £lnd that in every case* the o<«»particle6 
of ai££erQnt enextgies entering t^e plastic detector 
norsBlXi^ ve different tmcH diameters on the etched 
suri^ace of the detector at e given etching tiim and i t 
i s poesible to select the d i£ fer^t c<*gcotti»s emitted 
in a nuclear reaction according to their track diameter 
distribution. 
some of our aiciaiitrary experiroents ehonrad that 
Cell it-t plaetic could t»e used to discriminate clearly 
the tsadtee of nonsally entering oc-particles differing 
in energy by about ISO keV above 3 MeV, this suitable 
energy resolution of Cellit-T plastic enabled us to 
loeasure the angular distrilstttions o^ ^ -gxoups 
emitted in the nuclear reaction at very 
low bonS»rding energies E^ « eso, SSS end 540 Jcevi® *^ 
The irradiation chaml^r used in our case is shown 
in Fig. 51, Zn this chanber the flexible property of the 
plastic has been utilised to irradiate the detector 
surface by emitted oc-particles at different lab^ngles 
simultaneously^ thus abiding any error caused due to 
possible fluctuations of the beam current in the 
accelecator during long exjiosures needed for the low 
cross^section nuclear reaction* Xn actual practice* the 
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aiandser essentially consisted of a £lat brass cylinder* 
^ ram in diameter* idhiich could ba fitted in the vsoaum 
chaRd»er of the 800 keV cascade generator of Poom,!^ The 
thin alutniniom target v^s pounted at the cimtre of the 
es^linder rnalcing an angle of with the oollimated ion 
beam that <^tered tiMi chandler after passing a 12 degree 
negnetic analyKer* Tm bent cellulose acetate (Cellit^T) 
CoUmated /on beam 
Detector plate 
Fig*51« Hie irradiation chamber used for the 
angular distribution maasureniants of 
o<«->gxDUp8 emitted in the 
nuclear reaction using plastic track 
detectors* 
plastic sheets used as detectors %rere nounted along the 
curved circular vail of the irradiation chanber* one for 
receiving the oc-particles at the forward angles 
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(20* 30, 43« 60* 75 nod 99 degrees) an^ the other at 
backward a»gias (90, iOS« 13S, tSQ end I6S dagreea 
w«r.t* the ion bti^ nO through circular openinga 4 sbs in 
(liametar in appiopriate positions. Under auc^ geoinatricai 
arranf^nent the ^mittGd (x-particlae entered the detector 
surfaea aloost at right angles and a single long esQposure 
could reoord data at evory leb-anglo sinultaneously* 
Moreover two sets of data -war® a^railable for 
Oitr experience showed that for a proper discri-
mination based on t^e diameter distribution o£ the oc-tcacks 
in Cellit-T plastic the following t ^ conditions maftt toe 
satisfiedt ( i ) the energy o£ the (/-particles to be 
discritcdimted raxat not be less than 1*0 I^V otherwise 
the etdh^  pita on the e^irface a re* pale' and i t becoBies 
dif f icult to discrifninate them from the surfaoe inper-
factions^ and ( i i ) the energy difference b«tween the t%K> 
oc-grotips to be discritoinated oust not be leas tImnlSO keV 
otherwise reliable discrimination is not possible due to 
vezy l i t t l e difference in the dianteters of the traces 
belonging to different energy cK-particles. X n the case 
27 OK 
of A1 ( d ^ ) '^ Mg nuclear reaction the f i rst five oc-groups 
had such energies that they satisfied both of these 
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oondltions (Q^ » 6.706 Q^ m 6,122 MeV, Q^ - 5.730 MeV, 
» 5*095 HsV and m 4.744 MeV) anoi cx>al<l be aiscriminated 
on ^ e basis of dienieter distribution with Callit-T aetaetor. 
Before actually perfbnning the Irradiations for real 
nteamrements mrm preliroinarsf irradiationa and etdiings bad 
to be done to find various interfering effects and real 
|)ossibilitlee. Ttie various preliminary requireiaants wi l l 
now be described in seKjuence. 
^aaowledqe of the fianae-finergy curve of the emitted 
particle ( o^^particlesUn the detector material* 
the range-energy curve for the emitted ec-particles 
in the detector material nust be known in order to be able 
to select different c7<,-9roups with the help of plastic 
detector* In our case Cell it-7 plastic sheets were used as 
detectors because they gave better miergy resolution than 
cellulose nitrate and besides being free from background 
tracks they were in the form of very clean, transparent 
sheets having a uniform thickness of about 97 microns. ®ie 
rangas of <7<-particles of different energies were calculated 
in this inaterial at the Oim-1013 ooRimter of ATOmx for 
^10^14^7 coiqposition using the following fomula^ 
for the rate of energy loss in the ooinpound naterial 
t Wot the derivation of this fomula see App^dix XX. 
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J&. 
aon$ioundi 
l^^ ierQ ana are respectively the relative auniaerii 
of atoms o£ mdi mlemmt ia the ooir^ taii<3 and tho etomie 
weight of the eXeraents, and n i s the total mvebmr of 
elements fbnning the coimpouna. The value of stopping 
power ^^ HeV/gnw an fior various elements of 
the cxirtpound siBterial vma obteined from the data cx»itpiled 
11741 ^^^^ 
toy Williamson et al« lS»e ranges/finally obtained by 
int^rating the inverse of the above eqpation (beoiase 
£iange «J df^K^ ^ gn/cm^}. ftor this purpose nuinsrical 
integration was done mkiag use of Siiqpson appzoxitnation. 
rsE^e-energy curve &>r -particles obtained for 
Cellit^T plastic is sho^ in Fig* and has been tested by 
actually locating ^ e end points of the different Icnoim 
energy (K-particle tracks in this tnaterial* 
As the energy of a given group of o(-particles eiaitted 
in a nuclear reaction varies with lab-angle the o<-partiele 
tracto belonging to the same group do not have equal diasoeters 
at different angles on the etched surface of the detector at 
a given etching tima and as such i t becomes very diff icult 
to select %<rith certainty the tracks belonging to a given 
group acoosrding to their diaiotters. lb avoid this iiqpasse 
was nt&a« o£ different thi<^es6 of a]jualiilum foils 
tx> dtsgemnSe the <7 -^|mrticl.ea of a giv^s) geoup to sudti an 
extent tiiat aIX of thm ha<3 earn enexgy tOiile entering 
tha detector surface at every lab-angle, thus <x*particlea 
belonging to a given group ehovea nearly c ^ a l diatnaters 
at evei:y lal)*angle at a given etching time and the 
different groups eppaared at di f fermt instants on the 
etchea surface of the detector. 
iter caXailating the isuitab^le thickness of degreder 
&>ils» f i r s t the enezigy variation of o^-particlee of a given 
group idth lab-angle had to he calculated at every hoBi£»@rding 
deutexon cmergy. £br this purpose use ^ e made of the %rell 
knovm formula 
y ^ - V • /v^ • w 
V = COS « 
Mb • Hy 
«a<3 MyQ • ( f e - H )^ 
w 
corresponding to the nuclear reaction 
X • a - > y • b • tt 
In our case the reaction equation can be vrltten ea 
4 
fbr is^  « €50 koV the calculeted results are shown a 
in ng»S2 ^r the f i rst fcur <?<-gK)«p ®<2 
fmia tdie resction, siwllar ualculatlona 
20 X w so 60 70 eo 90 too 110 120 m m tso 
e,at, c degrees] 
m ISO 
Vjarlotlon o£ isn^rgy of -particle 
g coups enilttea in the 25h9 
nudenr reaction with lab-cngle at 
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ver@ also made (not sho%m in the Pig.) tor mil the three 
bonibajrciitig ^eiigies (650 keV, S85 JceV and 540 kmVi^ Pmm 
i t is seen that the c<*|»artieie8 belonging to 
receivecS in the iSirection * ^^^ have a miniouiQ enstgy 
oi ebout 5.92 HeV ^ i l e thoee i^^ceivad in the direction 
** ^^^ have an energy o€ about 6.7 MeV and jperticles 
at intemediate angles have inten&ediate flutex^iea. Because 
o£ this reason the oc^particle tracks belonging to sane 
o^-gxDup %dll not appear sinultaneously on the etdied surfaos 
of the detector at every lab-angle. Ito trake them app^r 
sinultaneously on the etched surface and t» get nearly the 
sanae diameters £c»r them at every lab-angle at a given 
etchirtg time* the o<>particle8 belonging to c^«grDup have to 
be.retac^ed to the extant that a l l of them have the saciB 
energy 5.92 mv v^ile entering the detectory in other \iords 
the solid curve (Fig.52) belonging to oC^  has to be brought 
to the desired dotted curve Sindlarly the solid oirve 
belonging to oC^  group has to bo brought to the position of 
the desired dotted curve and on. This tras done by 
suitably retarding the o(-particles with Al - foils toaking 
use o£ the cange* ^ergy curve of <K-partlcles In Al shown 
in Fig.30. I t i s obvious thftt in different regions of O^alf 
different thicknesses of degrader foi ls have to be used, 
fbrtunately in our <»»e, the desired thickness of degrader 
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Sail £37 «3if£6re«it cx-gjeoups at a given not 
veey mic^ different* A oosipsoffilse had to b« toade with 
the M - foi ls available in the laboratosy^ at the tiiaa 
of ineasuretnenta and the desired thic^assea* ivt «>65d keV« 
we uaed 
five different thicknessea of Al—l^iJ.si4«45 vx^/gba 
at " rag/cm^ at ^ ^ ^ « 60®, 
4.07 ing/cm^ at O^^^ « iOS°f 3.90 og/qm^ at ol20®, 
135® f and 3,00 rag/cm^ at • 150®• Using thesa 
thiclaieseea ve could retard the vaclous roups to the 
level of the deaired dotted linea (Fig.52). Ho tea core 
preciaa* after passing the used Al-JBoila at various lab-
angles the 0<.Q-gix»up particles had an energy of mv, 
the oi^  -g«oup had B^^ «> 5.4 HeV, and o< -^gzoup had 
vithin an accuxacy of • 0.1 MaV as shown in fig.53. The 
oorresponding ranges of l^esa oc-groups tcom our csalonlated 
range-energy curve (Pig.30) are found to be f^^ « 36.5;u* 
ao<j •» 31 ;u and ^ oC^  ^ 27.5^ within • l««i. I t i s seen fipora 
Pig.S3 that the carves belongixm to various <=<-groups fn>si 
the ^'m ld,oc) reacUon are paxallal to the 
meaning thereby that the energies of o<-particles belonging 
to a given <x«.group will be the sante at evecy lab-angle after 
passing the degrader foi ls and therefore the <K-particles 
belonging to one group wil l sinsiltaneously appear on the 
• 148-
eta»«d surfec© of the detector at ©very lab-ongi® 
and will have vety nearly eqmal diameters at a given 
©tailng time. Different oc-grottps wil l «H?«ar at 
&i£imrmt time® and I f at any tliaa two <K-g»otti»« wi l l b© 
present/ they wil l different dlametoro explained 
Isi sec. 6.2. 
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rig.Sa, Unmm paeslng through the f i l l ed circles ahow 
the energies o£^^-partlc|^8 of various gxoups 
emitted In the 27Al(d.<K> »Mg reacUon, after 
jgMiaslng the degrader fiolla used at £<|«i6S0lceV« 
as a function of lab^angle* Ihe lines passing 
thzDugh the open circles show the renalnlnQ 
energy varlat^n of oc-gmups emitted in the 
Interfering reaction with lab-angle. 
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t t should be m t ^ d that a t di££Qrent bombarding 
ene ig les a Uttlm d i f f e r e n t thicOtnean o f degrading foils 
had to be used* 
of dteturbjtig effects caused by 
, fi^^ffe^,,,, pfk 
i ) ggQin geactioii - Ir^eliminaxy e j ^ r i m e n t s 
v i t h semiconductor detector revealed the production o f 
oc^particles from the react ion da© to the nitrogen 
conteiQinatlon o f the t a r ge t in the i r r a d i a t i o n chaoiber o f 
the c a s o s ^ generator* These o<*part ic les a l s o gave etchable 
t racks i n the p l a s t i c detectors and loade i t d i f f i c u l t to 
count -with cer ta inty the t racks belonging to the oc »par t i c l es 
from the Ai(d«<'<} react ion. Oreat < » r e had to be taken 
to avoid these und«s i red oc-tracks. in our case the energy 
var ia t ion « i t h l a b - a n g l e o f the and o<j-g«oups emitted 
14 
i n the £t(d, o<) react ion a f t e r passing the used degrader 
f o i l s i s ^ w n i n Pig*53 a t «» 6S0 keV* 2t i s seen that 27 
c< j - g roup pxoduced in the * react ion ene rge t i ca l l y 
mixed %rith - g roup pxoduced in the react ion and 27 the re fo re the oc^>gjcoup fKom the react ion could not 
be discriminated ea s i l y * The o ther three gzoups nataely the 
27 
cXo» o(.i and feoro the Al(d»p<) react ion ene rge t i ca l l y l ay 
-iso-
14 in between th« o(j ar.<a gmupa £mm the * reactloa* 
14 Tftooc i^ina o<j soups fi»ra th« * reacixion lay quite 
27 
<lleta»t the of the reaction an<3 
oouX^ be easily avoided by using 6ucb a thi«)me00 o£ the 
plastic detector tlwt the etchable parts of tOie trajectories 
of those particles pa#sea through the thicJmee® of the 
detector aiid oaaset^ently their trac;^ could not b© aeen 
on etchi»g« fbr thia puzpose m proper thickneae of the 
detected r had to be cdioats^ * Thia done as described iti 
Gec. (d). 
- ^lother diaturbiog 
27 
effect tiidt pr^saent in our esi^erifoenta on the 
reaction idSEia* bo\fmmr» us&A vith advantage. 'Ihe deuteion 
ions coming from the accelerator tube on striKiing the M'-
tacget got eita^ edded into i t due to continuous bonibardnient 
and pjK»<^ €sed the ao-caXlcd duteriua self-target v^ic^ reiaulted 
into the pzoduction o£ "Be particles from the Sollowii^ reaction. 
• fd • ! « • • Qtt 
3 
These Be particles could fiarm distuxbing tracks in the 
plastic, the yield of this reaction is about three orders of 
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inagnitu^^ higher tijan thet of the o<-peirticIes pcoauced 
27 3 in the MC^fCO reaction but as the renge of thee« Ha 
in C^Jlit-T plastic after i^assing thzough the used 
degsaders* %«a6 very srnstll (onSy a few micfons)- imch 
27 
aneller than the xanges of oc^particlea fxom the 
reaction to be ataidied* their tracHa appeared on the etched 
surface of the detector after relatively a shorter etchiisg 
time and pzodtaced translucent circular spots visible to 
naked marlting the boundaries of the deteciu»r surface 
open for irradiation at different lab-angles* to avoid 
their disturbing effect* the tracks of the desired e><-particle 
gxoiQis ^ire etdied from the back side of the detector 
surface* the irrac^ated detector* in fact was f irst etched 3 
from both the sides and wh^ a very dense He tracks 
appeared on the irradiated surface marking the boundaicy 
of the irradiated parts of the plastics* the etching vas 
continued only fxom the backside to reach the desired 
o(-group8* 'Ihe translucent circular arees dema^ted by the 
% 
He tracks at evecy lab-angle open for irradiation were 
used vith advantage for counting the desired o<-tracks from 
27 the Al(d«o<) r«a<stion lying in these areas. 
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Ae Gs^lained in sec*6* 3 ic} thin plastic detectors 
had to be used to 9@t rid of the and comitig 
£rom the reaction* The Cellit-T plastic aimilable 
in our laboratoxy had a unilbna thi<^es8 of about 97 laiczone. 
Before mounting for irradiation i t had to be thinned to 
about (38 ^ ffliccone because the range of disturbing 
cK i^ -gxoup in celiit*ir from the reaction after passing 
the used degrader foils lay between 42-S2.5 miccons oorres-
ponding to their energies of 6.4$ * 7.S5 fteV at t%o extreme 
angles (see Fig* 53) • 
ihe thinning me done in two steps. First the Cel l i t -t 
film was etdied in a solution containing 30 gm. • 95 
ml* oonc* H^so^ i2(} oO. HjO at eo^C. (ure discovered this 
solution as a result of mmy en^irical experinients and 
found i t to give quite a fost and hosogeneous bulk etch rate 
of about i0.5/x/hour* Xt i s iRiortant to note that this 
solution^^ does not etch the -particle trades in Cel l i^T}* 
After about 2»S hour of etching when the thidcness of the 
I 
Cellib-7 film remsined only r^S/x, i t was washed in flowing 
lister and then etched for a l i t t l e nore than 1 hour in the 
Ihis solution was» hoiraver* found to be good for etching 
the fission fragmsnt tracks in Cellit-T. 
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track •tiding solution U (a« R»atioiS9d In Chap«ZIX) 
containing 20 gnu itekOK 16 gp. KOH • 4.5 gnu KMno^  • 90 ad 
H^ mt eO^C in the haxlK etch mt® v&b about S >s/hour* 
A£t0r thia* the plastic vas Sipped in diX.fICi aoiution 
to r^nove the sticking layar of mOj* Finally i t vaa washed 
in noving vater and deled. £inal sheets so obtained 
had a thiduiess of (33 ^ 1) ;a at diffecent places and were 
quite clean. 
Acoording to our ea^rience the thinning up o£ the 
plastic the didhxomate solution trust be slipped about 
S )x before reaching the desired thickness and this reimining 
layer o£ S ;a should be renoved by using the track etching 
solution* This pEocedure is essentially needed because the 
potatsiuia dichzomata solution is found to difaise into the 
surface layer of the plastic and alter i ts bulk etch rate 
resulting into a ditange of the track revealing featums of 
the surface layer as coiqpared to the bulk niaterial. 
Very thin ^ 'M-tar jets were sade by evaporating 
27 
spectroscopically pure in a vacuum evaporator. A thin 
copper backing was necessary to hold the very thin Al-targets, 
lb measure the target thicfkness the 345 keV ^^rip^cx^) resonance 
reaction was utilised and therefore sons W had also to be 
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deposited on th« copper backing* ^ e \ihoXe pmc&date 
wiXX Ibe described in the following steps. 
fibr loaking copper b a e k i n g 7 0 mg of spectxaosoopically 
pure copper vtas pieced in the RDlybdinum boat connected to 
tvfo tertninale having about 39 volt potential difference and 
a current of about 33 to 100 aiep. inside a vacuum evaporator 
(pressure'X/4 x 10*^ son of Ijg). The evaporated copper was 
deposited on two tnicso scope slides placed at about 16 cm 
from the centre of the boat* Fixed with the sl ides and facing 
the. boat were brass plates having circular openings of 
1 cm diameter which allowed circular films to be deposited 
on the micxDscope slides. A.fter complete evaporation the 
whole eqeuipment nms allowed to cool fibr about S minutes and 
then the microscope slides having circular copper films on 
them were placed slantingly in a shallow trough in which 
water level gradually rose upwards dae to water coming into 
the tzough from a bealcar with the help of a cotton-wool's 
aipillacy action connecting the two vessels. As the rising 
water level in the f a l l o w tzough touched the oopper fo i l s 
end passed under them« these fo i ls elided down one by one 
end started floating on the water surface. 
- M S -
Ihe £loeti»g ooisper iol ls vere carefiilXy l i fted up 
ooncentrically on an aioohol-cleaned rectangular thin 
(0.3 fim) ^ t strong a>pp«r £mtm having circular openings 
of^'^l mm diameter. Great care had to be taken daring this 
step so aa i^t to puncture the thin copper films* '£he 
thin Ibils 9o counted on the frames vers carefully dried 
hy thin f i l ter paper and tested fbr any l i t t l e holes W 
holding them against an electric lanp* 1!he punctui^ foils 
were thus rejected and good ones kept for use. the retained 
badcings had a thickness of about O.S mg/coC 
EWPPeUfffi MPLMm. I. 
ae^fm such frames having thin intact copper tracking 
foils laade as described above were* then* fixed on a 
hendsf^erical surfoca of 16 cm radius placed concentric with 
the wlybdinum boai now containing 12 m of CaF^ whie^ was 
19 
then evaporated for the deposition of * F on the thin copper 
foils needed for the thickness laeaMiremmts of the aluminium 
targets to be used in the eitperinents for the s tu^ of 
^Alidfoc) reaction. caiP^ had to be slowly and carefully 
evaforeted in order to avoid its Junking out of the boat« 
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Nov t^ree nounts having (Oi €8^2) films and four 
having only Cia filios vere iiotint@<3 on the hemispherical 
sur£acse describeKS alcove snd placed insi<Se the eva£x>r8tor« 
27 
Some milli gxumimss oi spectxoscxtpieally pure A1 ms 
evapoeated in the usual imnner iawit using a tantalum 
evaporating boat* !£hU8 after cooling etc* ^ u r filrrus were 
obtained having (Qi # Al) end three having (cu * GaF^ ^^ 
layers. iVt least twice the nunik r^ of (Ou Ivl) targets 
actually needed were aad® because 50% of them got destsoyed 
aaring long irradiation time and had to be replaced. 
I^e thickness of the target %ia6 measured in the 
fallowing manner. 
or 
"^jcqst thickness measurement/determination of the 
PFif^ ftK. ffif raffia .^^ Tng ^^fiPi'^^) 
ig 
^ ' f gives a %fell knovn resonance at pxoton 
bondaarding energy of 345.4 KmV, ^[liis resonance reaction has 
been used to measure the thickness of the M-taxgets by 
meamiring the shift of this resonance peak. The shift 
vaa measured for at least three different targets pxodaced 
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in the eain» lot. fbr tiiis puxp08« three tex^ets having 
(Oa • Cdfj^ iasrers and three having (Cu • C a f ^ ^ ^ layers 
iiia<Se as deserlbea al>ove were U6e<S, 
f i rs t a target having (Oi GeF )^ waa nDunted in the 
vaouum irra^ation chaniber of i^e caaoBde generator and the 
pxotons with energy about 330 keV (actually 63 divieiona 
in the zotation tyi>e voltmeter reatSing-this rotation type 
voltameter had a oalibcation curve i^owing the voltroater 
dlvisions as a fianction of s>K>ton energy* 1 aiv m S.12S keV) 
were honajerdedl nonmXly on i t . The i-ray® ICMaV) eiaitted 
by i t were counted lay raeans of a NaKTl) crystal in the 
usual manner (see Fig.S4K the value of proton energy 
(actually the ijoltnteter divisions) was increased in sioall 
steps until about 3S0 keV* Ibr evecy setting of the proton 
nqi Photo Multip/ier Lmear Amp Jntegra/ Discriminator Sca/er 
HV 
Fig.54. Blook diagram showing the equipments ^ e d 
to measure the paak shift ^tt oi the i'r(p*o6V) 
reaonanee reaction for iseaGuring the target 
thickness. 
en^cgy thm nuniittir ot ingKiIses \ma couiit«d §»r 
SO liit«g»ittta ooyntis in ttm VAn&my cap* i t %f«s ISouad 
that ebout 345*4 th«re a peak ot the 
reMonanee reaction, ^ e pxoton enecgy oojrreaponding to 
this peak yam noted. 
Mext a tasget having (Cia ^ ^ ^ iflounted in 
the vaetiiin) irradiation ^^tiSser and siadlarl^* aa above» 
the nttRi^ er of V-ray iiipilaes ior different value of pioton 
beam energy waa noted e^xy time Ibr SO integrated 03>unta 
in the Feraday cup* Xt %ias found that the peak position 
got l i f t e d to a different proton energy* thia peak 
^ i f t %ra6 thus detersiined and io related to the target 
thickness as shown below. (As ve u s ^ the target at 4S^ 
to thi deatemn beafu in actual eiqperiitiants* the effective 
tasget thiacness et 4S^ Kfas calculated fxoia the fomula 
A S(45®) - Afi(M^)/co« 45). 
According to fiethe-Blo^ fomula* the rate of energy 
loss of a particle of velocity v and charge ze in a material 
of atomie mm^er Z is given by 
. . . i vz - i ) 
idiere » is the mass of the electron, x the average excitation 
potential of the atoms of thi absorbing aatei^ial* H the nuzsber 
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of a tonus o£ th« 0b80Zl>ii)9 reat«rlal per cubic c^tltootcr, 
fi m v/c and C^ ia « oorr«ctioii constant. 
X£ nm considsr imcticlAa only with a givan tnaas m 
and dhax^e s i^a aquation (vx-l) teansSormttd to 
the feltotung ftina^^*^®^ 
1 ? ©cfi/cm (VI-.2) 
^ e r a tt/K)^ • 13, tha nuni>ar of atoms in a cubic cantiR»tar« 
f ia tha danaitiTf M the nolacular weight, L 6«0247 x 
tha toac^iait naiabar par gia rdX* and b^j^^^j the specific 
stopping power of the given material fior given type of 
• 
charged partielaa which is a Sanction of only the energy & 
of tha particXas and tha atorndc number 2 of tha atopping 
material* 
I f wa aao r^eaa tha value of tha <|uantity 
in &aV/<gnwat30R/cm )^* the aquation (Vl.2) gata tha following 
form 
ab . t e - ^ L J U d 
iimara e* ia the aurfeca denaity in unit of ga/cm^ and AE 
i s tha energy loss of the particlaa in MaV. 
fiquation (VZ*3) my finally be written in the &>m 
r irn/cmh - ^^y^ . . . (vi-4) 
atopping power (iSSX^lL.) 
( 2 i f the atopping pow#r ia a9Q;>raased in (MaV.cnVgB) aa given 
by Uillianaon at .,(174) 
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Itiiis* meamiriiag ids in MsV from the re^ onancMi 
l^ eak lAiift and seeing the stopping power of 10. ior protons 
of entxgy 0.3S0 MsV (or nore exactly 0«34S5 mv^f the 
surface density ooitl<3 be oalculated. 
give an eacattple, in one case we founa the peak 
shift of 20 kev im^ X lO'^MeV) ana the value of stopping 
power of A1 for pxotons o€ enecgy O.3S0 HeV as seen from 
Ref. 174 is 2.96S x 10^ ( S t i * ^ ^ du^ ^ ^ surface density 
of the target 
. ffl n Mev 
2.96S X 10^ mv.cia? 
gm 
• 6.7i5899 X 10-Sgn/cm^ 
1Snis# knowning the value of surface density f* of the 
target* the nui!i>er of target atoias/ciD could be determined 
the IblJowing et^tion 
H^ - k n^ • k « m - 5 ) 
where li^ is the nuidser of target atoms/en^* n^ i s the 
nuiide>er of nolecules in the target ooinpound per k is 
the nuftdaer of atoms in the nolecule of the target confound 
( & r us M ) and « • L/M • 6.0247 x 10 ^ Vm i^e., the nunAaer 
of tnoiecules in one grenns. 
Bar the •soiiipl* given above* the imraber of texget 
atoma per at? in one of oar eases yrnrn 
m r^n I X 6.765899 x 10"® x 6,0247 x 10^V27 
« X«S09722 X 10^® atoiae/cm^ 
•S H Coxr m 27. 
.l&POff tfte ? 
After irradiations the 38 thick Geliit^T aetector 
sheets were etched in the solution B <29 gm* liaOB ^ 16 gm» 
KiO« • 4.5 9BW i<wn04 • 90 Hd. 8^©) at 60®C in gradual steps 
£xoib hoth the s i ^ s constant observation of o<-trades 
on the back side of the sheets v&m made. With this thidcness* 
the end point of th» o^^-^xoupB oonld be reached after 
renoving a i*5;ta layer of plastie from the bacdc surface of 
the detector by etcfeing. Hc^vever, for track counting under 
nicrosoope the most auitable diameter ( 5 ;a) oould be 
readied after 4 ^  reieoved layer fcom the end point of the 
track. As the plastic etched from both the sides upto 
this sta««* the rensaining thickness 6i the plastic at the 
» t « g « o f oouotiog of o<^-ginup %iae [38-2 (U5#40 « M* 
l!!he ^Ke tracks fxom th« d^d reaction due to the sel^targfet 
of dsut«riuiB# mOm a cleajD-cut boundacy of the irradiated 
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area« on the tmnt earface of the detector enS helped 
In correctly l«iot»lng the areae In vdilch the oc^partlclee 
/ 
27 fxoin the M(d,o<) reaction had to be oounted, The counting 
of the desired c<»track8 was done fxom the backside of the 
a 
detector using/sqpar^ ocular graticule at 750 X magnification. 
As the detector sheet was very thin it had to be adheared 
to the microscope slide ^ t h a thin fUm of %fater zun 
azound its periphery by means of a glass rod dipped in 
water* 
Kh^ the diameter of the o< -^gnoup traces fsom the 27 
Al(d#o<) reaction grew to about 5 m» counting was easily 
done under the micsoscope because the tracks were q^ite 
black and at this stage tracks due to the c<^-g£oup had 
either not appeared or were seen as very small dots* Zt 
should be noted that %^ile counting the <?< -^tradk8 from 
the reacUon, no oc^ " tracks from the 
reaction were seen in the forward angular positionsy in 
the backward angular positions over ctched very *pale* 
o<^-tracks from this reaction could also be seen but they 
could be easily distinguished from the tracks of oc^-group 
27 
of the Al(d*o<) reaction* Counting of o<^-g«>up was 
performed at two different stages of etching and the results 
agreed quite closely to ea<±i other. 
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ito raadi good oouiitebl« aiso jforc?<| and 
27 fxom the reaotioiif i f the plusties «tch«d 
after th« oountlng of the (at 27;ii thlcHaasa) 
fxom both the sides* the remaining thidmesfi of the 
plaatics after etching woald have been 16 and 9 ja 
respectively. Handling of sttch thin plastic films is 
pnctically very diffio&lt* lb get rid of this difficulty 
the of the plastics mm continued only from the 
bacX surface to r ee^ the by sounting tlw 
detector films into plea^glass frames pi?ovided with 
rectangular cubber zings to avoid the reaching of the 
etching solution to the irxediated surface of the detectors 
and allovring only their back surface to come in contact 
with the etdting solution - thus avoiding the gcovth of 
the ®He tracks on the front surface of the detectors as 
well as too cuch thinning up of the plastics whicit might 
have resulted into their tearing o f f . In one case the 
27 
position* vhtm the o<j^roup from the reaction 
was counted, has been ^togcaphed and is shown in Fig.SS. 
Here the small bladi; dots belong to < j^^ *group end the 
larger dots to o<Q-gi»up. l^e background tcanslucenc^ is 
due to the dense ^He trades on the other sur^ce of the 
detector and could be photographed because of very small 
thickness of the plastic sheet at this stage. 
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Fig*55* optioai mlciDgxaj^h of th« tcacko of 
noOTiIlf entoritig and ^ ^^-gzonpti 
in th« 
CQACtloii « t 6a « 650 tkm bigger 
dots belong to o<q and the aiaallor to 
c<| -gcoup. 
I t was fe l t that o^ ^ and ^j-gzoupa fzoro the 
reaction could not be counted becaose the filma beoame 
vec^ thin ( 12 and were dif f icult to handle* 
ihe reaulta of countings of the oc^  and o^ -^gxoupa 
from the reaction at » 6S0 KeV, 58S JceV and 
540 key and presented in table VX« 
Ihe differential cxoaa-aectione for a certain oc^toup 
27 
fSOM ^ e reaction oould be calculated fiost the 
well knovn Ibnaila 
libera* (e) » ilo* of <^-particlea of a certain gs>^p 
«iQltt«d in th« ^iQj^ diJTOctioo in a certain tinwi« 
- f l m solid «zigXe sutotenaed Jsy ttm detector 
on the target, 
^^ • of incident deutecons on the taiget 
in t^e sane ticae fior which the -particles vmm counted* 
and li^ •> £io« of tai?iet nuclei per cm? 
Xf fnany targets ere uaed in one long eaqpoeure 
Ces was necessarsr in our ^ a e due to destruction of 
targets during vesy long irradiations needed to collect 
worthiAiile statistics)* the differential cxoss^sectionsy 
obvioosly* have to he calculated hy the fomula 
f 
ltms# to calculate the differential cross-sections 
the only quantities timt were needed to be known were 
(a) ^ iO) 
CW -Q. 
(c) ^ ^d^ • \ 
Of these«^ by counting the tracks 
in the Cellit-T plastic detectors after etching as described 
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in Sqc* 6*5. Hio ^•t«rmlnfttioii of Hand "^ t 
wlXX now hm deserlb«d below* 
ipetegmtnatton of i As titia d«at«£oo hmm <SitrliM| 
tha raaction did not strike tkm taxgat into a jpoint but 
in a stBBll araa« the folSoMing wall knowi Satmlm waa ttsed 
to oalculata the aolid angle ^ subatendad hn the datactor 
on the tazgat* 
•n. m 2 Tf ooa O <1 • ^ •aia^ 2©)_ 
» sadiua of the apot on which the ion biMini 
atrikea the tasget. 
d m diatance betwemi ttMi detector and the target* 
and, 6 « arc tan ^ 
where a » raditta of the detector aurfiice open for 
receiving the o<-particles. 
In our case, 
r « 1*2 ara (aa aeen by the spot nade on the target 
viaible to naked eye, due to heating up of the 
target) 
d « 45 nm 
and B, m 2.2S mi, 
and BO the value of aolid angle subtended by the detector 
on the target was 
^ m 7« 03472 xlO^^st- radian. 
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* dtttarmloation of 
4 
th« maf(ft>«r of tacget nuclei p«r cm* has a l r a a^ 
baan described in sec. 6.4 (SK 
% diatermtna i.a.f tha nunjoar of incidant dautesons 
ia a cajTtain tiitia« a otirrent integratoir ooimectad to the 
facad&ir c«p was usad bat a prior eaXibratlon of tha 
iiitagj»tor counts was aaadad. To calibrata tha int^rator 
a drcui t sho^ in Fi9«S6 wta usad. 
0-300 K /?C Variable Po^ersupp/y 
To recorder 
fig*56* Showing tha circuit used for tha 
caiibcation of tha current integrator 
needed to datanoine tha nuRbar of 
incident dauterons on tha target in a 
certain time* 
Tha capacitor C %fhosa value was very accurately 
kaonn ims diargad to 2S0 uolt by a &.C. variable povar-
mtpj^y and than connected to the integxator« Tha counts 
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jrecaor^ ed in th« int^rator wajto |K>ted t i l l the m>ltaaotor 
reading f e l l to 150 'Ctma Icnoixiiig thtt int<igr»toir 
comtm corirespoa^ing to a certain c^cga nrhic^ had flo%m 
^zough the intagjcatDr due to the dischacga of th« 
cande&ser C fsom 250 to ISO voiLt* ^ e converaion factor 
o£ the integrator could be cetlculated as ea^lalaed beXom 
Xa our ease* 
AV « 100 
C - 0*S763;af £ 0«1% 
A.vem9e nut^r of i b i s e s recorded in the recorder* 
B M 127*4 iiqpiilisea 
l^e dtorge flown thzough the Jjitegrator 
0 « C, AV 
» 0.S763 x 10 3t 100 
•• 0«S763 * 10"* couloiii> 
The oonveraioR factor of the integjcator 
iC . ^ . 0*5763 X 10"* 
II 127.4 
« 0«4524/U coulonib/iRinalae 
Thua one integrator count co rreejponded to 0.4524 niicxo 
coutonis of enlarge and ao 10«000 integrator counts correa* 
ponded to 0.4524 x 10*^ x 10* m 4.524 x 10*^ coulosib of charge. 
one deutexoo carrieo • chaxge «qiual to chaxg« 
— IS 
o£ an elect son i.e.* 1.5921 x 10 oottloini>, 10^000 
Intcgzator counts %i3)ich correspondea to 4.524 x lO^^ooulonb 
of chaxge vmxm obviously •qaiwalent to 4.524 m 10"V 
1.5921 X » 2*84153 x draitejcons. 
10*000 intriagrator oounts a 2.84153 x 10^^ deutezons 
Iftuiii ^ noting th« Integxator oounts during the 
Irmdietion jperiods end using the above conversion 
factor# the nun&er o€ incident dcAitexons oould tMi 
determined £br eveiey irradiation of the target. 
Knowing a l l the reqiuired qptantities* the 
differential ccose*sections vere calculated using 
the already motioned fomulii. IChe calculated values 
are given in %ble VX* 
As one aouteEOQ oarriea a ctmxgm eqpaal to chaxg« 
—19 
of an alectcon 1.5921 x 10 * Gouloiifl»« 10,000 
lntagm«or cx>unta iribic^ Gorrespondea to 4*324 x 10*^oouloBft} 
o£ chaxge wera obviously aqaivalent to 4,S24 m 10*V 
1.5921 X 10"*^ ® « 2*84153 x 10^ ® amitazons. 
10«000 inragratoc counts s 2.84153 x 10^^ deatexons 
thtta by noting tha integrator counts during the 
irmdiation periods and using tha above conversion 
f a c t o t h e nunber of inoidant deutazons oould ba 
detartninad for avacy irradiation of the target. 
Knowing a l l the required quantities* tha 
differential ozpsa-saetions war® calculated by using 
tha already mentionad fonnila. ^ e calculated values 
are given in liable VX, 
y A a L 8 -VI 
OBSSaVSO iUiSt^LXS 0W W PXSTaXBUTIOti Of 
c^ mo • QmtsBs FSOM mK^^AXid,^) ^ w g MacLawi r s a c t i o h 
mim PhmTiG TmssL mTi^TORs 
-V3E<A), « 6S0 IceVf « 13.841 x 1.0 33 
acoup - ^P in % 
20® 2495 49,95 180.3 3.61 2.00 
30® 2718 52.14 196.4 3.77 1*92 
45® 2874 53*61 297.6 3.87 1.87 
60® 2922 54.06 ' 211.1 3.91 1.85 
2894 53.24 204,8 3.85 1.88 
'O 90® 2724 52.20 196.8 3.77 1.92 
lOS® 2791 52.83 201.7 3.82 1.89 
120® asoa 52.94 202.4 3.83 2.89 
135® 2707 52.03 195.6 3.76 1.92 
150® 2622 51.21 189.4 3.70 1*95 
165® 2561 50.61 185.0 3.66 1.98 
20® 689 26.25 49.779 1. 896 3.81 
30® 661 25.71 47.757 1.8575 3.89 
45® 723 26.89 52. 236 1.9428 3.72 
60® 689 26.25 49.786 1.8965 3.81 A 
75® 681 26.10 49.202 1.8857 3.83 
90® 639 25.28 46.167 1.8265 3.96 
105® 633 25.16 45.734 1.8178 3.97 
120® 662 25.73 47.829 1.8590 3.89 
135® 619 24.88 44.722 1.7916 4.019 
150° 662 25.73 47.829 1.8590 3.89 
165® 631 25.12 45.589 1.8149 3.98 
<?C 
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• S85 « d.0904 x 10 M 
toT 
549 23.43 67.9 2.90 4. 27 
590 24*29 72.9 3.00 4.12 
45^ 574 70.9 2.96 4.17 
60® 495 22*25 61.2 2.75 4.49 
73® 471 21.70 58.2 2.68 4.60 
90® 446 21.12 55.1 2.61 4.73 
105® 441 21,00 54.5 2.60 4.76 
120® 446 21.12 55.1 2.61 4.73 
13S^  442 21.02 54.6 2.60 4.76 
150® 461 21.47 57.0 2.65 4.66 
165® 442 21.02 54.6 2.60 4.76 
20® 198 14.071 24.473 1.730 7.10 
30® 191 13.820 23.608 1.708 7.23 
4S® 175 13.229 21.630 1*635 7.56 
60® 170 13.038 21.012 1.612 7.67 
75® 174 13.191 21.506 1.630 7.58 
90® 182 13.491 22.435 1.668 7.41 
105® 147 12.124 18.169 1.499 8.24 
120® 141 11.874 17^428 1.468 8.41 
135^  145 12.042 17.922 1.488 8.30 
150® 161 12.689 19.900 1.568 7.88 
165® 149 12.207 18.416 1.509 8.19 
- 1 7 2 -
Tabi^-Vl t o , » 540 k«Vi « IS* 28X8 at 10 33 
20® 410 20«25 26.8 1.33 4.94 
30® 440 20*98 28.8 1*37 4.77 
45® 410 29.25 26*8 1.33 4.94 
60® 417 20.42 27*3 1*34 4.90 
75® 358 18.92 23.4 1.24 5. 28 
90® 350 18.71 22.9 1. 22 5.34 
lOS® 387 19.67 25*3 1.29 5.08 
120® 346 18.60 22*6 1*22 5*38 
135® 360 18.93 23.5 1.24 5*27 
ISO® 354 18. ai 23.2 1.23 5* 31 
16S® mt — 
20® 145 11.042 9*488 0.7880 8.30 
30® 143 11.958 9.357 0.7825 8.36 
45® 151 12. 288 9,831 0.8040 8*13 
60® 171 13.077 11.190 0.8557 7.64 
79® 168 12.961 10.993 0.8481 7.71 
90® 145 12.042 9*488 0.7880 8*30 
105® 166 12.884 10.863 0.8431 7*75 
120® 159 12.610 10.405 0,82S2 7*93 
135® 148 12.166 9.685 0*7961 8*22 
150® 140 11.832 9.161 0.7743 8*45 
165® 145 12*042 9.488 0.7880 8.30 
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6.7 Hcaultffl l^amaaiom 
lOim i»«B«ujf««3 ol>«oliit« <3i£f«r«ntlel cn>si>-8«otiofkii 
of the c^ ^ c^j-gttoups £«oin tl»« ^ ^ femction 
in mm emttm^^msm ay«t«m e^ B^ • 585 540 HeV 
teoinbar<lia« ehoim in Fig,S7. bars itk t ^ 
200-
150 
Ea'-esO keV 
5—5 2 5 S g 5 2 5 5 5 
r § 
^ 20-
I 
^ 30-
20 
fO 
i40\ 
20 
)0-
^ ^ i I k ^ 
Ea=585keV 
M—i 5- 1—T 
/5 
10 
5 
^ ^ i ^ ^ i ^ ^ i ^ i 
30° 60' ffO° 12Cf 15Cr 
CENTER-OF-MASS ANGLE 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 r-
30° 60° 90° 120° 150° 
flg*97« Angular <li«tr4b^loiMi and 
ftt botdwr^ng a«ut«n>o enexglM • 650»585 
mad 940 kmV nwaaiankl lay uaing p l « « t ie 
tcacfc datactora* 
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£igure the erxor of tho relative angular 
distrllaution. According to the uneertalnty in the target 
thidcnesa determine tlon, the erjcore in the absolute ezosa-
sections are estitnated to be 35% in general. The eurvea 
in the figure are the least square f i ts o£ the e»iperiRMintal 
points to series of JLegendre polynomials. 
ISible VXI contains the etc. Legendre 
coefficients their ermrs an<l calculated values. 
"Zhe es^perimeotal angular distributions were analyzed Ujpto 
Pj, needed for the best f i t in accordance with the 
experimental ermrs. Ihe IC&ble therejfore contains only 
those coefficients for ^ i c h idhe noxnaliaed X^ values are 
nearly e(®i«l to unity. 
T A B L S -VII 
co&FFxcii^Ts 07 mB ismmsm PoimontMs 
dcr ^ 
= ^ e> 
1= o 
Qxoup K (^lceV) 
650 199.6 • 2 -9.7^2.9 -I3.2;f3.9 0.97 
^o 585 60.1 4.8tl.7 0.80 
540 24.9 +0.5 0.70 
650 49. 7^ 0 .5 0.54 
565 ao.6i0.5 0.70 
540 10.0^.2 0.60 
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FjDom the results i t can be eeen that the angular 
distributions are nearly isotropic as expected at such lov 
bombarding energies. At » 650 and S85 keV« however, a 
sraall' anisotropy can be seen in the case of «?<^ -giaoup, but 
the angular distribution o£ this group averaged over the 
eioiinlned energy range also becx>i»es isotropic. 
These results are in accordance with the previous ^rkm 
at higher energies MeV) and suggest the presuny^tion 
of the statistical coiqpound reaction mechanism £or the 
^^ Wg nuclear reaction. I t is therefore worthwhile to 
examine i f the intensities of the observed oc-gzoups 
correspond to the (21 ^ 1> rule aieracterizing the statistical 
oon^und reaction mechanism, ^ e (22 > 1) rule can not be 
directly aH>lied in our case because the conditions of its 
applicAbility as given by Mac Ibnald^^^®^ are, obviously, not 
satisfied. However, with simplifying condition introduced 
in our experimental circumstances i t is possible to iSbllow 
in detail the fomiation of the statistical weight factors 
for the two measured alpha transitions. 
At these low boitibarding energies in the incoming 
deutezon channel is most pzobable. Therefore, in the 
29 * 
Si compound nucleus only those states can be excited whidi 
have the spins eqpel to the possible channel spin values 
3/2, 5/2 and 7/2 and have positive parities, the transition 
fcom • certain eiscited of the ^ S i * ociiip>un<l 
miol«a« to the S/2 end 1/2 eta tee of the resiciaal 
nucleus o&n take plaoe with di££ei?eat 1* values, i^heire 
1* i s t^e orbital axmular mcisNmtum carried out by the 
emitted o<*pairtiele (fiar eamople* the 7/2 —^5/2 
ti^sitl<»ii can take place with 1* « 1«2, 6 in total 
(2xS/2) * I m anii the 7/2 —^1/2 transition with 1* ••3,4 
in total (2x1/2) • 1 * 2 poasil^le orbital angular xnoiowitum 
values)* According to the parity conservation rule 1* 
mast be even and this forther limits the possible values 
o£ 1*» l^e possible 1* values corresponding to the 
different transitions are gives) in f^ble VXXX* 
. J, s 
SI05SIBLE 1* miiUBS THE TRAtfSZTZONS FHOM THB 7/2'*', 
5/2^ AKO 3/2^ hSV&LS Of mB ^ S i * COMPOONO tiUCtiSUS TO tHJS 
S/2* QmmG simB mo i/2* FiasT mciTso amm or 
— 7/a* 5/2* 3/2^ 
1 \ 
i \ -
5/a* 0,2.4 2.4 
l/S* 4 2 2 
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It gbh be sem £mm this Table that with these 
values o£ i* the txeneltion £mm tOie excitea state of the 
ooRiiouiia iMtcleus to the 5/3gioutid state mnA 1/2^ £ i » t 
excsited state of the residual nucleos can take place in 
eight sm^ three dlffereiit ways respectively. I f 
pimetration lectors in the out 90ing diannels are neglected 
then-because of the assuioe l^ statistical character of the 
piraeess * the tzansitions with eadi possible 1* values 
have equal probabilities. Further* i f the spin aepmdeiice 
of tho level densit^f is also neglected then the intensity 
ratio of the and transitions can be eaqpected to be 
8/3. However* taHieg into account the penetration factors 
of the out goii^ oC^particles this ratio wil l dhtange* the 
penetzntion lectors for the entitted alpha energies iMre 
deteminea tif intezpolation fbr 1* » 0,2«4 using the fable 
given by J.B. Baiaenga and a. J. Igo^^^^^ (the penetfation 
foctor tor 1* » 6 was taken to be sero)* A nore correct 
calculation of the ratio of o<*gxoup intensities was tsede 
by wiBsnlng up the weighted relative frequency of occurrence 
of the possible 1* values by their respective penetration 
fftctors leading to the gxound state and the f i rst excited 
state of the residual nucleus. As a result of this a value 
of 3»04 was derived for the intensity ratio of the tm 
c<-g roups* 
I t the Apin dcj>ena«nc« of tho levwl density in th« 
usual form F^ • (2»yn) •3«» [ - / c ^ ] %«« «lao 
taJcen Into acoount titian oialy less than 49i chengci of ths 
e)3ove f»mtiofi«a intensity xatio vee obtainad, 
Sn thtt latter ealcalAtion « ifalu« o£ the spin 
pftcameter « 6 was used which reproduced satisfoctorily 
27 2S the resuXte of * Ai(d,o<) nuclear reaction at higher 
hocOaarding energies* (176) 
T A 8 B -IX 
ms AND CALOIIATEO mhhTlVSl UifmiBXtZSa OF ISiS 
(kev) 
5/2^ 1/a^ 
680 1 0*24 
589 1 0.34 
540 1 0.40 
Mean 1 0,327 
Relative intensities 
calculated without 
penetration factor 
1 0,375 
Relative intensities 
calcalated with 
penetration factor 
1 0.328 
• 1 7 9 -
17ti« relatitie i.iit«n8iti^ o£ the iMasured <7(<-gxottps 
jUstegcated ov«r th« - XSO^  angular region and thalr mm^n 
vaXuas are displayed in Table XX. 13iis l^ble aleo oontaine 
the relative intensities calculated f i rs t by neglecting and 
then b^ r taking into acodunt the effect of penetration factors* 
ibr a rcttc^ cos^rison the intensity of the gmup is 
nonoalised to unity* 
Although the es^erimentel relative intensities 
chafer* with the hoi^rding energy their mean values are 
found to be in agrseneftt with thoss calculated when ttie 
effect of penetration is included, "^is agreeniant between 
the experiimmtal result and the former stople caloilation 
for the statistical weight factors supports the validity 
of the statistdcal conypound r«8iction mechanism assum^tons 
27 25 
for the Al(d,^) reaction in the esemined energy 
region. 
asBsksj^mst. 
Fcom the above description i t is clear that the 
us* of plastic trade detectors has been quite successful 
in giving new data on the angular distributions of the 
and -groups emitted in the nuclear 
- I S O -
reaction at veiry low lx>icib&i:diiig deuteisn energies 
(K^ • 650, 585 and 540 I t is believed that 
the Cellit*^ plastic vdll be vBx:y useful for studying 
very low cxoss*section nuclear reacrione of the (p»oO# 
and typei^^®* iMr low neutzon energies* 
the stu<S^  of type reactions also appears to be 
feasible but at high neutron energies (above 4 HbV) the 
12 
tracks from the C(n,n») 3o< reacttons due to the 
carbon content of the plastic cause comparable disturbing 
bacl«9 rounds* 
A P g & H O I X . I 
Fxom t^ et point o£ view &t teack develjapinent o£ 
o<.|»rticltt8 in plastic 4«t«ctocs i t i s worthwhile to 
consider the following i&m ceseei 
(i| When the entering pertieie has an enecgy 
(or range a) greater t ^ n the critical energy (or range H i^ 
fi»r trac^ registration at the mteting point of the detector 
surface* end (ii> l#ien i t has an energy less than the 
critical energy* 
The fortMir case being a more general one wil l be 
consi^Bced in nore detail. 
Let us consider an o<.pairticle incident on the 
plvstie detector making an angle e witi) its surfoce. Xn 
this case the pit development wi l l start only after etching 
•way a layer h from i^e detector surfieice in which a part 
X^ of the particle trajectory is also etched o f f (see Fig.58)* 
tchis i s because of the fact that in the course of etching 
the etch pit can £E»m only in that part of the trajectory 
where the £ollowir)g ini»iaality i s satisfied 
iPjd) m . . . . . . . (/V-I.1) 
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if«r« Cg the btt3.ic mtcii of the oetvetor under the 
mtching Gonditione uged, r^ U^) end r^il) are, rmapeetivly, 
the local tiAdc etdi «etee along the particle trajectory 
at diatanoee aiul 1 meaaured £rom the enterlnQ point 
into the detector. 
fig* 58. JSevelopnent of a track etch pit of a 
particle incident at an angle © with 
the detector earface* 
After an etching time dt from the beginning of the 
etd) pit development one can see- a track of observable 
length dl^ (aee f ig . 50) given by 
dl^ - dl dh ain Q ain o t„ -) dl (iw-X.2) 
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the tot«l observable length at a given etching 
tioM or at a given value of r«iovea layer from the eingle 
0»rfaee o£ thm detector can be oalculated by using the 
fomule 
.1 
* (1^1.3) 
Fxoia the point o£ application of plastic txadic 
detector £c»r alpl» radiogzap}^ i t is in^rtant to Jcnow as 
to whet thickness of layer shoaia be renoved in order to 
get the etch pits on the surface of the detector. Pioro 
fig.58 i t can be «e«a that the eteh pits of the particles 
^tering tJie detector at critical angle fbr tra<^ 
registration and at right ai^rlcs will« respectively, appear 
on the etched surface of the detector after renoving the 
layers given by 
\ « sin « a sin (iwx.3a} 
and 
h^o > l^gosin 90 » stmR^  i f R (iWX« 3b) 
or 
hg^ om 0 i f O ^ a R^ 
( i t has been assamed that » a is tzue to iSnm f i rs t 
degree of mpproximtion)• ie ^ e xenge of the o<»particl« 
of energy equal to critical energy B^ corresponding to the 
critical daraage density. 
Obviously* i f < E «in thtt issmnallsr entering 
l»a£ticl«8 («4th R wilJL appear on the etched aurface 
of the detector earlier than thoae incident at critical angle 
ititsa there exiata a tiarniim point Ibr 
track appeai:enoe in a given uaterial depending upon the 
particle energy, Ihia is given by the condition. 
and vice-veraa. 
ft - ^ R ain 
or R ^ —£ 
v^ere t^m l«ein o^^c»lled the r^iatration efficiency of 
the detector. Therefore in a detector irradiated in 2 77-
gaoioetcy by nonoenexgetie cK«>particles one wuld get etch 
pita of a l l the c7^-particlea entering the detector at angles 
greater than on the detector auri^ce after etching for 
a tine 
At m 
R-Rd -a in O j c c . « . * (AP-X.S) 
i f 
or for z^ h » R ain i f O ^  R ^ R, 
£com the f i rat txack appearance tiiaa. ^ i a tiine difference 
ia aeen to depend upon R« a^ and and hence iniat be a 
function of particle*a energy, the type of detector loaterial 
and the etching oonditiona* 
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lb calculate ^ine features of an ettitied tvac^ on* 
neede to )anow r^ f ( l ) the variation of trac^ etch 
rate along the particle trajectory in equation (iwx« 2) 
We tried to determine the nature of thia fkinction 
i^73) 
ftor o<«»i)erticle8 in plastics. Ibr this purpose we used 
Bq. (V*.3} %iiiich» on rearranging* gives 
« f- (iWl.6) 
'^ B 4 r| • 4 
ii^ere r^ ie the average rate of gzo%irth of track diameter 
loeasured at the detector surface in the beginning. Ihe 
value of rjQ waa found by plotting the diameter growing 
curves for ocofmrticles of different energies and taking 
the slope in the beginning part of the curves vihere they 
were linear, thus knowing tj^ and r^* r^ could be 
calculated as a function of particle energy or range R. 
rxom sudh investigations we found that in the plastics 
used by us the variation of track etch rate along the 
c<*particle traiectory in the region a * 1 ^ R could be 
well described within errors uf es^riiiiental faeasarements 
by the formula 
r^ (D^r^^e*"^^^^^ (iwi.7> 
tdher* r^^ (a) thA isaaclnum treclK mt& at th« 
md o f th « jparticl* t ca jee to f^ , mn& R^ • ( a - I^q )^ i . e .v the 
(S^ ttfeafteo fsoin tl)o f i rot tcooic Bppmx&nm plnee to tho ena 
oi tlt« tcejectosy in tha <sase o£ nomal incid«iiee. 
Sttbstimtitig l^om ana r^ in Kq. 
\m g« t the value of C 
"1- la ^ . . . . . Ciwx.a) 
icnowiiig thm above raZotioxis one can c&lcalate all. 
inpaartatit ^mmetera of the developing tcacK vis, the tseolc 
length* tmcic diaEteter etc* ea m function of removed laj'er 
fcom the single sttrfftce of the detector* thue* ueing Bq«» 
i t 
iJ^Xml} and (iWX«7)/ceii be ohown that the value of ( i . e » « 
the distance of the f i r s t etdiahle point fzom the entering 
point into the detector surface foeasured along the trajectory 
of the pectidtt entering at a general angle (e) ia given fajr 
Using and we get the tmMimm 
observable etched track length 
4 To CtfWl) 
C Sin o r ao ^ e 
• R - • 0 ^ C sin « 
r, 
K^ - ^ 
' r^Uo) 
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aad finally using ana (l^I.Q) ana the a«finition 
M. 
a. 
^ - 1 • in .in « 
1 S 
fior ^ W 
In sin e 
(ArX.lO) 
J^ 60 90 
ENTERING ANGLE 
Fig* 59, Showing th« xatio o£ thm rmxXmim olBr«ttrvnbl« 
tmck l«ngth In^Cafifluiaing «n obs«rv«a 
exponential variation of track atdi mta rf> 
to th« iaaally ragiitazabla langth Re (whan 
no variation of is oonsidaraa) for 
oc-particlaa aa a function of antaring angla. 
!l!ha pasanatar is the ratio r ^ x ^ ^Aildh ym have 
found to ba function of the typa of plastic* 
etching conditions and the type of particle. 
thm upper three values of given in this 
figura ace the actual values found for </-particle 
tracks in our es^riments under the etaiing 
conditions described in ChaP.IZZ. 
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Ihe osleuietGd forms o£ this celationsMp are mhovn 
in Fig#59 fiar sonie typical values of the parasaeter 
I t can be seen fieom this figure that the maxiimm observeble 
etched tsecdc lengths in plastics should be a fiinction of 
angle of entc^nce ana should become snaller and smaller 
to^rds ssaller entering aisles* Its value \>dll beooms 
aeio at the critical angle, ihis reswlt Reserves the 
attention of those who are going to use the plastics for 
the identification of oosmic cay particles ^ nmasuring the 
etched track lengths. 
A g, ? fi « I? Pt 
19hi« nol^cttlar stopping pe%i*r a cSantnical cc^ npound 
iiied« of t«io ai££»rGzit kinds of «l«meAt8 A and B is aivttii 
by thm Bmgg's law 
" • » 
whestt Q eo<3 m are the nunSsere o£ etomo o£ the elesMsata h 
ana B respectively in the ooo^ond, end 
ejre the atofiile stopping powers o£ these inaivi<3aaX eXeioents 
A end B given by 
- - ii<A> i -
« W a t o B - - ^(B) i - « « 
Where and ii(B) are the nuittoers of atoms per cm'' in 
the elements A and B respectively end ^ ( a ) and ^ i B ) are 
the respective rates of energy loss of the given particle 
in these eleiMOits* 
Obviously, mm (a-11.4) 
490. 
%fhece ^ is tho the atomic w«ight o£ the 
alemant A and H the AiR»g«dsD*a Bumber, 
Using equations { M l * 21 and (jwiz.3) 
we ean write 
Veing we g©t# 
1 
H fenol 
^ ^ w y i M (A) 
N difx) 
^ « I!1SL JItB) 
n H(A) 
or 
^ ( . J m HtB) dS j Q j 
JlDDl 
or 
n H(A} ^ n M (B) 
IhuB for a ooi^ pound having n element* ae high 
polymQre(viK. CelIit>»T« g^qH^^O^) the above equation for 
the rate of enecgjr loss iwy be gmieraliKed in the font 
d( ^ x) 
ooR i^ottnd 
t>x 
aod ace r^siwctivelsr ttm nuslsttr 
o£ of mda in the coiepoimd ead tha atonio 
of the elensesite* an«l a i s the toteii nuet>er o£ 
nlvmmtm fonsing the eoxi^ t^iiid* 
f l ^ saoge mn be olsftained iDtegntUng 
ifiwxBe o£ the ecpetloii heoaitee ximse • J* 
98l/csn? sior thie pae^ee mtinericai integxetioa nee pmrfymtmA 
using Sis|»eoii appcoxinittioii et the 0£iaiwi0i3 eocisMiter of 
the Xnstitute of l^elear Reeeerdi o£ the akmgeiriea 
of Qelmets, Dsbireces Uftu^es^rK 
"Xhe oiicaliited mn^m Ibr o(»pacticlee of ^rioue 
eaex^iee fleVlin our cellttloee nitcatef eeliuloee 
eeetete iceXiit>1?) jxii^cashonate (HtHcofi>i«*S} pieetiee 
mm giwm in M l e X. l^e etoiaic stoiiping ponnire coss^iled 
in aef* 174 were need for the j^cpeee of oalculetionc* 'Shm 
oc-cenges ia Cellit^>T e» «hoi«ti in Fig* 30 heve toeeo 
veirified hy locetifig the loi«er etchahle pointe imowA 
enecgy o(*pecticies» 
y A B s - y 
afvNaEs mg/cm^ or (n^PARTZcms OF VAassus Bmrnzsa 
za C£tUAJW8B mTtUHTS, CBMAJWSE ACBmTS illiO POI^YCMiBOmTS 
PtASTXCS 
Maergy o£ Rana« of ^-partielas (in ng/cm )^ in 
cK-pftrtlcle Geiluloatt CttlXttlofis Ibiycai^nattt 
in KsV tcinltnite* acetate (Meikeo &>!*£:) 
W u ^ a (C«llit-T>. 
1.5] (sp. gravity 1,2) 
(8F.gjravlt:f 1.3) 
0.10 0.044360 0.035870 0.034829 
0.15 0.076237 0.061947 0.060115 
0* 10348 0.084478 0.081942 
0.2S 0.12842 0.10531 0.10211 
0.30 0. X5210 0.12524 0*12141 
0.3$ 0.17506 0.14471 0.14025 
0.40. 0.19764 0.16398 0.15891 
0.4S 0.22006 0.18322 0.17753 
o.so 0.24246 0.20254 0.19623 
0.55 0.26495 0.22202 0.21510 
0.60 0.28762 0.24173 0.23420 
0.65 0.31051 0.26171 0.25356 
0.70 0.33368 0.28199 0.27322 
0.75 0.35716 0.30261 0.29322 
0.80 0.38099 0.32358 0.31357 
0.85 0.40519 0.34494 0.33430 
0.90 0.42978 0.38669 0.35543 
0.95 0.45478 0.38884 0.37695 
1.00 0.48019 0.41141 0.39889 
1.1 0.53233 0.45784 0.44404 
1.2 0.58627 0.50602 0.49094 
1.3 0.64205 0.55598 0.53961 
1.4 0.69972 0.60777 0.59010 
1.5 0.75933 0.66140 0.64240 
1.6 0.82087 0.71687 0.69654 
1.7 0.88433 0.77420 0.75252 
1*8 0.94975 0.83339 0.81036 
1.9 0.0171 0.89443 0.87002 
2.0 1.0864 0.95731 0.93152 
2.1 1.1577 4.0221 0.99486 
2.2 1«2309 1.0807 1.06000 
2.3 1.3061 1. 1571 1. 12710 
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jODOta,) 
Bner^ of 
in M«V 
R^rPifi^lrffjlfi., .Un 
C«llul08« 
W i A 
(•p.gravity I.5) 
«c«tat« 
!tolyc«Jcboiiat« 
(Hftkxofol-B) 
<=16"M«>J 
(igp* gravity 1*2) 
2.4 1. 3832 1.2274 1.11959 
J.5 1.4S23 1.299S 1.1266 
2; 6 X.5433 1. 3735 1. 3391 
2.7 1. 6262 1.4493 1.4134 
2.8 1.71U 1.5269 1.4895 
2.9 1.7979 1.6063 1.5674 
3.0 1.8666 1.6876 1.6471 
3.2 2.0697 1.8554 1.8118 
3.4 2.2603 2.0303 1.9835 
3.6 2.458S 2. 2124 2.1623 
3.8 2.6641 2.4014 2.3480 
4.0 2.8771 2.5974 2.5407 
4.2 3.0974 2.8003 2.7401 
4.4 3.32S0 3.0101 2.9464 
4.6 3.9598 3.2267 3.1594 
4.8 3.8018 3.4500 3. 3791 
5.0 4.0509 3.6800 3.6055 
S.5 4.704S 4.2841 4.2001 
6.0 5.4016 4.9292 4.8354 
6.5 6.1416 5.6147 5.5107 
7.0 6.9240 6.3400 6.2255 
7.5 7.7481 7.1048 6.9794 
8.0 8.6134 7.9084 7.7717 
8.5 9.5196 8.7504 8.6022 
9.0 10.466 9.6303 9.4701 
9.5 11*452 10.548 10. 375 
10.0 12.479 11.503 11. 318 
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Alpha Radiography with Plastic 
Track Detectors 
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Systematic investigations have been made on the features of translucency observed on etched 
irradiated surface of plastics having a high density of a-tracks ( > 1 0 " alphas/cm^). Quantitative 
data are presented for the correlation between the optical density, etching time and track 
density for three plastic track detectors of different sensitivities (namely cellulose nitrate, 
cellulose acetate and polycarbonate) under different irradiation conditions. The role of some 
parameters (irradiation geometry, particle energy, environmental conditions etc.) in the 
observed a-ray patterns have been investigated. The effect of irradiation in vacuum on the 
optical density curves of the plastics has also been studied. A possibility for making energy-
selective a-radiography by using the less sensitive plastics like polycarbonate has been shown. 
A L P H A R A D I O G R A P H I E A L A I D E DES D E T E C T E U R S 
P L A S T I Q U E S DE T R A C E S 
On a (^tudi^ systi§matiquement les caracteristiques de la translucidit(6 observee sur la surface 
irradie et attaqu^e des plastiques ayant une haute densite des traces a ( > 1 0 " alphas/cm^). 
Quant a la correlation entre la density optique da dur(fe de I'attaque et la density de traces 
donn^es quantitatives sont presentees pour trois detecteurs plastiques de traces de sensibility 
differentes (nitrate de cellulose, acetate de cellulose et polycarbonate), irradi^s dans des 
conditions diffdrentes. On a ^tudie le role de certains paramfetres (la geometric de I'irradia-
tion, I'energie de la particule, les conditions environnantes etc.), dans les a-radiogrammes 
observes. L'effet d'irradiation sous vide sur la density optique mesur6 dans les plastiques 
est ^galement dtudi6. On montre la possibilite d'a-radiographie avec une certaine selection 
d'energie en utilisant des plastiques les moins sensibles, comme par exemple le polycarbonate. 
A J I b O A - P A f l H O r P A O H H C METOf lOM nOJIHMEPHBIX T P E K O B L I X 
flETEKTOFOB 
CHCTeMaTHiecKHe HCCJieflOBanHH 6hjiii npoBe^eHM nna CBOSCTB MaTOBOCTji noJiHiuepHtix 
neTeKTopoB, cCnyMaeMbix aJi>(J)a-iacTHqaMH Sonbmero qHcna HTOSLI nonyiHTb Sojibuiyio 
nJioTHOCTb cjieROB (>10® ajib^a-qacTHqa/cM^ ). npefliCTaBJienbi KOJiKqecTBenHbie RanHbie 
RJIH COOTHameHHH MeJKHy OnTHHeCKOll njIOTIIOCTefi, BpeMGHH TpaBJieHHH H njIOTHOCTett 
CJieAOB RjiH noJiHMepHbix TpeKOBMX HBTeKTopoB (HHTpoqeJiJiiojiosa, aieTHJiqejiJnoJioaa, 
noJiHKapBOHaT) npn paaJiH^Hbix ycjioBHHx oCjiyieHHH. HsyiaeTCH ponb necKOJibKHX 
napaMeTpoB (ycjiOBHH oSjiyieHHH, aHeprHH lacTHi;, oKpyHtaiomaH cpe^ a, h.t.a.) iia naSjiio-
RaeMbie anb^a-paflHorpaMMbi. BjiHHHHe o6jiyienHH B BaKyyiwe na KpHByro onTOTecKoft 
njioTHOOTH noJiHMepHMx HeTeKTopoB Sbijio HsyneHHO. OSnapyjKHBajiacb BosMOWHOCTb 
«HCKpHMHHai(HH no 3HeprHH airb{|a-HacTim B aJibi|)a-paHHorpaMMax HcnojibayHCb MeHbuje 
lyBCTBHTejIbHbIM njiaCTHKOM nOXOTKHbIM Ha nOJIHKapSoHaT. 
A L P H A - R A D I O G R A P H I E M I T K U N S T S T O F F - S P U R E N D E T E K T O R E N 
Es wurden systematische Untersuchungen uber die Eigenschaften der Lichtdurchlassigkeit 
der bestrahlten und geatzten Oberflache von Kunststoffen mit hoher a-Spurendichte (>10^ 
a/cm^) durchgefuhrt. Quantitative Daten beziiglich der Korrelation zwischen optische 
Dichte, Atzdauer und Spurendichte sind fiir drei Kunststoffdetektoren verschiedener Empfind-
lichkeit (Zellulosenitrat, Zelluloseazetat und Polykarbonat) unter verschiedenen Einstrahlungs-
bedingungen prasentiert. Der Einfluss einiger Parametern (Einstrahlungsgeometrie, Teilchen-
energie, Umgebungsbedingungen usw.) auf die beobachteten a-Radiogramme wurde auch 
* Permanent address: Applied Science Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India. 
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untersucht, sowie das Effekt der Einstrahlung unter Vakuum auf die Durchlassigkeitskurven. 
Es wird auf cine Moglichkeit fUr encrgieselektive a-Radiographie bei der Anwendung weniger 
empfindlichen Kunststoffe (wie Polykarbonat) hingewiesen. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
M A N Y dielectric materials are KNOWN in which 
the tracks of heavy charged particles can be 
revealed by suitable chemical etcl^ing. I f the 
damage produced by the particles along their 
trajectories is greater than a critical one required 
by the material the damaged p'art can be 
etched preferentially as compared to the bulk 
material and may be enlarged to such a size as 
to be visible under ordinary microscopes. 
These so-called dielectric track detectors are 
being used in many scientific dist^iplines after 
a study of their basic f e a t u r e s . I t i most of the 
applications of these detectors the density of 
the etch pits must be evaluated. This can be 
easily done in the case of low tr^ck densities 
(less than 10® tracks/cm^) by simple counting 
under a microscope using ordinary magnifica-
tions, but in the case of larger tr^ck densities 
track counting becomes very troublesome and in 
some cases practically impossible due to track 
overlappings. In the case of high tr^ck densities, 
however, a translucency is obsefved by the 
naked eye after etching; this is due to a strong 
light scattering effect by these etch pits. This 
fact calls attention to the possibility of using 
the dielectric track detectors for inapping the 
local distributions of different kirid of radia-
tions.<2-3) 
The dielectric track detectors have a number 
of advantages over nuclear emulsioi^s when used 
for such investigations; for example they are 
insensitive to ordinary light, X-ray#5 y-rays and 
electrons, thus allowing the alpha radiography 
in the presence o f lightly ionizing radiations. 
Moreover, these detectors do not require any 
dark room processing, thus making the whole 
process all the more easier. 
As can be seen from Table 1 these detectors 
l iave been used for the so-called alp'nagrapny 
and fissionography but no detailed investigations 
have so far been carried out on the tJasic features 
of this effect. This led us to use alpha-sensitive 
plastic detectors to make detailed quantitative 
investigations on translucencies caused by x-
pardcles. The features and limlt^itions of the 
alpha-ray patterns (a-radiograms) in these 
TABLE I. Compilation of alphagraphy and fissionog-
raphy done so far with dielectric track detectors 
Applications 
Type of with reference 
radiography number 
Detector 
material Evaluation 
used* method* 
B and Li dis-
tribution in 
and in A L < " ) 
CN, 
CAB, PC C, D 
-a 
•a 
Pu distribu-
tion in re-
actor fuel<2'i5) 
Pu diffusion CN 
in reactor 
fuel con-
t a i n e r ' i * ' 
C,D 
Fast neutron 
flux distri-
bution in a 
reactor'®' 
Lattice defect 
investigations 
by channell-
ing effect in 
metals and 
single cry-
stals'®-®' 
PC D 
CN 
Thermal 
neutron flux glass, PC R,D 
distribution 
in a reac-u 
^ tor(3.i5-i7) 
o 
' i Pu contamina-e tions in bio- PC .— 
logical 
samples'^ ®' 
* C: track counting, D : optical density measure-
ment, R: measurement of the intensity of reflected 
light, CN: cellulose nitrate, CAB: cellulose acetate 
butyrate, PC: polycarbonate (Makrofol-E or 
Lexan). 
plastics as a function of some irradiation and 
track etching parameters (viz. particle energy, 
incident angle, track density, etching time. 
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absence and presence of air during irradiation 
etc.) have been studied. 
The above investigations yielded new in-
formation for quantitative alphagraphy and in 
addition provided a simple method for studying 
the registration features of the plastic track 
detectors. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
2.1 Detector materials 
The translucency observed after etching the 
a-irradiated plastics was measured in three 
plastic detectors of different sensitivities namely 
cellulose nitrate (basic material of old Texo -R 
X-ray film), cellulose acetate (Cellit-T manu-
factured by V E B Filmfabrik, Wol fen) and 
polycarbonate (Makrofol-E manufactured by 
Bayer A G , Leverkusen). The translucencies in 
these plastics have been studied systematically 
under similar irradiation conditions so that a 
ready comparison could be made between the 
optical density curves of the plastic detectors. 
2.2 Irradiation conditions 
The translucency obviously depends on the 
irradiation conditions: irradiation geometry, 
particle energy, incident angle, track density 
etc. In the following we mention these con-
ditions in our investigations. 
A vacuum evaporated ^^^Am source with an 
active area of 7 mm diameter giving 5-07 X 
10® ± 2 per cent a-particles/cm^ min in 277-
geometry was used as an a-source. For irradia-
tions in air and in vacuum a suitable equipment 
was designed which facilitated the irradiation 
of different plastics simultaneously under similar 
geometrical conditions. 
In the present investigations two limiting 
cases of irradiation geometry were used which 
will henceforth be called the 277 and perpendic-
ular geometries. From the point o f view of 
practical applications of plastic track detectors 
these two geometries are specially interesting. 
In 277-geometry the source and the detectors 
are kept either in direct contact or a thin 
absorber is placed between them. The first 
case is used for making alpha autoradiograms 
in photo-emulsion works; but in the case of 
plastic track detectors it is sometimes useful to 
place an absorber foil between the a-active 
sample and the detector. Since the plastic 
track detectors are threshold detectors the 
tracks belonging to a-particles of different 
energies and/or different entering angles do 
not appear on the detector surface simul-
taneously at a given etching time. By decreasing 
the energy of the a-particles to a suitable value 
one can get quite sharp alpha-ray patterns on 
the etched surface of the plastics after a rela-
tively shorter etching time. In our investigations 
a 3-8 mg/cm^ aluminium degrading foil, which 
reduced the energy of 5-5 M e V a-particles to a 
maximum energy of 2-9 M e V , was used for 
irradiation in 27r-geometry. 
In the perpendicular geometry the a-particles 
enter the detector surface nearly at right angles. 
Such an irradiation can be made by suitably 
choosing the distance between the source and 
the detector. In our investigations a distance 
of 2-4 cm has been used for irradiations in 
vacuum. The optical densities have been mea-
sured on the detector surface facing the center 
of the a-source. The minimum angle at which 
an alpha particle could enter the evaluated 
spot of the detector was ~ 8 2 deg to the surface 
of the plastics. From this kind of irradiation 
it was intended to get information about the 
registration features of these detectors in such 
conditions as are used in the study of nuclear 
reactions. 
Recently translucency investigations using 
plastic detectors have become specially in-
teresting in geometries in which a single crystal 
having a thickness comparable to the range of 
a-particles is used between the a-source and the 
detector. Such investigations can give valuable 
data for the features of alpha-ray patterns of 
channelling and blocking effects in a crystal 
(channellography).'®"®' W e actually did not 
perform such investigations but the results 
given in the case of perpendicular geometry will 
be useful for such studies. 
2.3 Track etching conditions 
The etching conditions for the plastic track 
detectors were chosen in such a way as to 
satisfy the following requirements: 
(1) The bulk etch rate should not be too 
small (it should not be less than 4 [xxnjhv) so 
that the investigation of the optical density as a 
function of removed layer from single surface of 
plastic may not be too long. 
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(2) The background optical density of the 
etched unirradiated surface should be very 
small (Do < 0-05). 
(3) The etching should give \vell defined 
single tracks suitable for counting. 
The etching conditions which fulfilled the 
above requirements are summarized in Table 2. 
In the quantitative alphagraphy the re-
producibility of the optical density curves is 
very important and mainly depends upon the 
etching conditions. T o obtain good repro-
ducibility the present investigations were per-
formed in well controlled track etching 
conditions. Fresh etching solutions having a 
much larger volume than the size of the detectors 
to be etched in them were used. These solutions 
were stored for few hours before being used. 
During the etching, the temperature of the solu-
tions was maintained constant to within ± 0 ' 1 ° C . 
T he irradiated plastic sheets were suspended by 
means of plastic covered copper wires in the 
etching solution. In the course of etching the 
test-tube containing the etching solution was 
kept closed in order to avoid the evaporation 
of the solution and the consequent change in the 
etch rates. Th e etchings were performed for 
definite periods after which the plastics were 
removed from the solution, washed in flowing 
water and dried. Finally the optical density 
of the translucent part was measured by a Carl 
Zeiss rapid microphotometer. The bulk etch 
rate was controlled during these measurements 
by measuring the change in the thickness at 
pre-marked unirradiated parts of the plastics 
after every etching using a Carl Zeiss optimeter. 
In Table 2 the bulk etch rates (r^) obtained 
from these measurements are also given. 
In most of our investigations the removed 
layer from a single surface of the detector 
{h = Tg .t) has been used as one of the variables 
instead of the etching time {t) in order to 
compare the features of the optical density 
curves for the three plastics of different sen-
sitivities. This is a better parameter than the 
etching time in that it eliminates any error due 
to possible changes of environmental and 
etching conditions on the bulk etch rate. 
2.4 The evaluation of alpha-ray patterns 
The evaluation of alpha-ray patterns can be 
made by track counting as well as by measuring 
the intensity of reflected or transmitted light by 
the etched detector surface. In our investiga-
tions the intensity of the transmitted light was 
measured by a Carl Zeiss rapid microphotome-
ter. The results of our measurements are 
presented in terms of optical density defined 
hy D — logj^g Igjlt where /q and /< are the 
intensities of light transmitted through the 
etched unirradiated and etched irradiated 
parts of the detector respectively. 
3. RESULTS 
3.1 The features of alpha-ray patterns in plastics 
The translucency of the etched surface of 
plastic detectors having high density of a-tracks 
depends, as in nuclear emulsions, on the incident 
angle, integrated flux of the particles as well as 
on the etching conditions and the type of the 
detector. These parameters play an important 
TABLE 2. Etching conditions used 
Detector material Etching solution and temperature 
Bulk etch 
rate in 
/xm/hr 
Cellulose 
nitrate 20% (244 g/litre) NaOH, 55°C 4-5 
(Texo-R) 
Cellulose 
acetate 24-4 g.NaOH + 100 cm^ 'Hypo',* 75°C 4-25 
(Cellit-T) 
Polycarbonate 15 g .KOH + 55 g.(68-6 cm^) C2H5OH 11-7 
(Makrofol-E) + 30 g . H p , 50°C 
* 'Hypo' is a detergent available in Hungary for domestic cleaning containing 
53-6 g.NaOCl/1. 
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role in the development of the number, shape 
and size of the etch pits and thus determine the 
light scattering and absorbtion caused by them. 
The following experimental data are pre-
sented for the effects in the case of three 
alpha-sensitive plastic detectors. Our experi-
ences in connection with this new technique 
of a-radiography are also discussed. 
The correlation between the optical density 
(D) and the removed layer {h = rj^ .t) from a 
single surface of the plastic detector irradiated 
in 27T-geometry by a-partides from a thin 
homogeneous source has been investigated. 
These curves will henceforth be referred to as the 
D{h) curves. The results of our measurements 
are shown in Fig. 1. The number of a-particles 
emitted from unit area of the source towards 
the detector surface in arbitrary units has been 
used as a parameter in this figure. The actual 
integrated flux [alphas/cm^] can be calculated 
from the formula <f> = 5-07 X 10^ x N, where 
N is the number on the curves. 
Figure 2 shows the optical density of plastic 
detectors irradiated in 27r-geometry as a 
function of integrated flux of a-particles with 
etching time in minutes as a parameter for the 
etching conditions mentioned in Table 2. 
These curves will henceforth be referred to as 
curves. 
From a knowledge of the curves shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2 one can carry out quantitative a-
autoradiography for thin monoenergetic a-
active samples having thicknesses negligible 
as compared to the range of a-particles in them. 
In the case of thin samples the a-radiograms 
made with plastics show the real distribution 
of local a-activity (as an example see Fig. 3). 
For thick a-active samples the shape of the D{h) 
curves are affected by the energy distribution of 
the a-particles emitted from the sample. The 
effect of particle energy on the D{h) curves can 
be seen in Fig. 4 which shows these curves for 
the three plastics irradiated in vacuum in 
perpendicular geometry by a-particles of dif-
ferent energies. 
The striking features of the D{h) and D{(f>) 
curves shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 4 are summarized 
below: 
(1) There exists a correlation between certain 
features of these curves and the sensitivities of 
the plastic detectors. From Fig. 1 it can be seen 
that the maximum value in the D{h) curves 
becomes constantly lower and the position of 
this maximum shifts towards the higher value 
of removed layer if one uses the plastics of 
lower sensitivities in the order cellulose nitrate — 
cellulose acetate —> polycarbonate. 
(2) The value and position of the maximum 
and the slope of the I){h) curves depend upon 
the track density. This dependence is strongest 
in the case of the most sensitive plastic (cellulose 
nitrate) and weakest in the case of the least 
sensitive plastic (polycarbonate). 
(3) The positions of the D{h) curves along 
the 'A' axis for a given track density depend 
upon the particle energy (see Fig. 4). In the 
case of photo-emulsions the optical density for 
a given track density increases with particle 
energy but in the case of plastic track detectors 
due to their threshold features, this kind of 
dependence is valid only for particles having 
energies less than the critical energy for track 
registration (see the D{h) curves in Fig. 4 for 
cellulose nitrate for which E^ c^ 3 MeV ) . A t 
higher energies than the critical one there is 
only a shift in the position of D{h) curves (see 
for example the case of cellulose acetate in 
Fig. 4). In the case of polycarbonate a very 
different effect has been observed which may 
possibly be attributed to the vacuum-effect 
(see Section 3.3). 
(4) The relationship between the optical 
density and track density is quite linear for 
shorter etching times (see Fig. 2). For a wider 
range of a-exposures one can use the 
formula D = Z)max(l — e" '^^ ) where ZJ^ax is the 
maximum value of the optical density D, k is a. 
constant for a given material depending upon 
the etching time. 
3.2 On the possibility of energy-selective 
^.-radiography 
An alpha-ray pattern in plastic contains 
information not only about the track density 
but also about the energy distribution of the 
p a r t i c l e s . I n photo-emulsions the particles 
of different energies produce the optical density 
simultaneously. In the case of plastic detectors, 
however, the alpha-ray patterns belonging to 
a-particles of different energies appear on the 
etched surface of the detector at different 
etching times. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 
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FIG. 1. Optical density {D) vs. removed layer from single surface {r^.t) curves for cellulose 
nitrate, cellulose acetate and polycarbonate irradiated in air by a-particles from 
source. For the irradiation an aluminium degrader foil (3-8 mg/cm^) was placed in between 
the detectors and the source in contact with them. The numbers on the curves represent the 
relative number of a-particles emitted from the source toward the plastics with a unit of 
5-07 X 10® alphas/cm^. Etching conditions are given in Table 2. 
which shows the micro-photograph of a part 
o f an alpha-ray pattern in cellulose acetate 
irradiated in perpendicular geometry by a 
monoenergetic homogeneous a-source using a 
thin aluminium foil in contact with the detector 
facing the source. In the photograph, a part 
with larger tracks than in the surroundings 
can be seen, indicating an inhomogenity in the 
thickness of the aluminium foil. Because of the 
larger thickness of foU' in this part the tracks 
appeared earlier and by the time the tracks 
from the homogeneous part appeared the older 
tracks became much larger. From this it 
appears that by choosing a suitable plastic 
detector one can get information about the 
«-activity belonging to particles of different 
energies in the same alpha-ray pattern. 
In polycarbonate detectors it has been found 
that the nature of the D(/i) curves remains 
practically the same in the case of perpendicular 
^ l ind '2w^i i r^ i^ ioh 'geomSr i^ . This^arTeasily 
be seen by comparing the measured £>(A) 
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FIG. 2. Optical density (D) vs. integrated a-flux {j>) curves for cellulose nitrate, cellulose acetate 
and polycarbonate with etching time in minutes as parameter. The irradiation and etching con-
ditions were the same as for Fig. 1. 
curves for polycarbonate in Fig. 1 and the curve 
marked with number 4 in Fig. 4. In these two 
figures the maximum a-energies were nearly the 
same (2-9 and 2-7 M e V respectively) but in 
the first case the irradiation was made in l-n-
geometry and in the second case in perpendicular 
geometry. As can be seen, the shapes and the 
half-widths of the D{K) curves measured in these 
two geometries are nearly the same. Therefore 
by using this plastic and suitable etching times 
it is possible to select, even in contact a-radio-
grams, the parts produced by a-particles 
belonging to different energies emitted by the 
a-active sample. This possibility is illustrated 
in Fig. 6 which shows the contact a-radiogram 
of a Th (B + C ) source at two different etching 
times. 
3.3 Effect of oxygen on the optical density curves 
The absorbed dose deposited by a charged 
particle in a plastic detector is very high in a 
cylindrical zone of 10-100 A radius around its 
trajectory; for example in the case of a 3 M e V 
a-particle it lies in the range 500-0-5 Mrad.'^" ' 
As a consequence, in this region the local 
physical and chemical features are strongly 
changed, viz. the excitation and ionization 
of the atoms in the polymer-chains, and the 
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FIG. 4. Optical density {D) vs. removed layer from single surface (rg . t) curves for cellulose 
nitrate, cellulose acetate and polycarbonate irradiated in vacuum for one day by a-particles 
of energies 4-9, 4-2, 3-5, 2-7 and 1-75 MeV entering normally into the detectors. The track 
density was the same in all the cases (7-0 X 10® alphas/cm^). The numbers on the curves rep-
resent the thickness of aluminium degrader foils in mg/cm^ used to get the above mentioned 
energies. Etching conditions are given in Table 2. 
effect of secondary electrons (^-rays) of energies 
less than a few keV (such as the degradation 
of polymers due to breaking of polymer-chains, 
production of free radicals, evolution of ab-
sorbed gases etc.) lead to a strong increase in the 
chemical reactivity of the damaged part. It is 
for this reason that the damaged part has a 
preferential etch rate compared to the bulk 
material. 
It may be expected that the features of the 
unetched damaged region may change due to 
environmental conditions such as the presence 
of different gases, irradiation by ultra-violet 
light etc. T o show the effect of environmental 
conditions on the track registration features of 
the detector a suitable parameter connected 
with the track development has to be chosen. 
We found that the variation of optical density 
(a) (b) (c) 
1IG 3 Photogiaphs of a-radiograms prepared with cellulose nitrate foils showing the local 
distribution of a activity in thin a-sourccs (a) •^^ A^m source made by vacuum evaporation, (b) 
239py source made bv dropping method, and (c) ^^^Crn source made by dropping method For 
making these photographs the actual a ladiograms m plastics were used as negatives 
1 IG 5 Microphotograph of a part of alpha-ray pattern in cellulose acetatc irradiated m per-
pendicular geometry by a monoenergelic homogeneous a-source A thin aluminium foil which 
was not very homogeneous was used in contact with the detector facing the source The larger 
tracks show the foim of a thicker part of the aluminium foil 
9^6 
(a) (b) 
FIG. 6. Photographs of an alpha autoradiogram of Th 
(B + C) source prepared in Makrofol-E shown for 
two different etching times (a) 2 hr and (b) 4 hr. The 
source was made in an emanation camera on a 1 mm 
thick polished metal disc whose side wall and one 
surface possessed the radioactive material. The a-
particles from the side wall, which passed through the 
edge of the disc marked the boundary of the source 
even at 15 min etching time because of their decreased 
energy. After long etching time when the tracks due to 
direct unstopped particles appeared, the tracks of high 
density in the boundary got over-etched and had much 
smaller translucency. As a consequence of this a black 
circle can be seen in Fig. 6(b). For making these 
photographs the actual a-radiogram in plastic was 
used as a negative. 
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in a detector irradiated with high track density 
gave a quick and reliable method for this 
purpose. By using this method investigations 
were made to study the change in the registration 
features of cellulose nitrate, cellulose acetate 
and polycarbonate detectors when they were 
irradiated in vacuum instead of air. This 
effect will henceforth be referred to as the 
vacuum-effect. 
For a-particle tracks the vacuum-effect has so 
far been investigated only by Becker '^^' in 
the case of cellulose derivatives. He irradiated 
the detectors in direct contact with a thick 
source and investigated the change in relative 
sensitivities by counting the observable number 
of track etch pits per unit area. The reproduci-
bility of this method is stated to be only about 
± 1 0 per cent. In the case of cellulose nitrate 
he could not find any vacuum-effect. 
For fission fragment tracks a change in the 
registration features due to the presence or 
absence of oxygen during irradiation was 
found by MONNIN'^"' in polycarbonate, cel-
lulose acetate and polyethylene-glycolthereph-
thalate. He was not able to observe any 
vacuum-effect in the case of cellulose nitrate. 
His method was to observe the difference in the 
appearance time of fission fragment tracks 
registered in the detectors irradiated in vacuum 
and air respectively. 
Below are summarized our experiences for 
plastic detectors irradiated in vacuum and in 
air. 
(1) In one experiment cellulose nitrate, 
cellulose acetate and polycarbonate detectors 
were stored for 2 days in vacuum of about 
5 X 10"^ torr so as to remove any chemically 
unbound oxygen present in the plastics. These 
detectors were then irradiated in 277-geometry 
in vacuum by a-particles from a homogeneous 
a-source. Similar detectors were also irradiated 
in air for the same time and in the same geo-
metrical conditions as in vacuum. On meas-
uring the D{h) curves for the two cases syste-
matic differences have been found (see Fig. 7). 
A shift in the position and the value of the 
maximum in the D{h) curves belonging to the 
detectors stored and irradiated in vacuum, and 
stored and irradiated in air has been found for 
all three plastics. A measurable vacuum-effect 
can be seen even in the case of cellulose nitrate. 
The explanation of this observation may be 
that the etch rates along the particle's trajectory 
and/or the registration thresholds in the de-
tectors irradiated in oxygen-free environment 
are smaller than those in the case of detectors 
irradiated in air. It should be noted that no 
change was found in the bulk etch rate of a 
given plastic placed in air and in vacuum of 
about 5 X 10"^ torr, when etched under similar 
conditions. 
(2) The plastics were kept in a vacuum of 
about 5 X 1 t o r r for 2 days and then 
irradiated in a vacuum by a-particles in 2n-
geometry for 1 hr. Such irradiated sheets 
were then stored in air for periods of time 
ranging from 0 to 8 days before etching in 
order to study the reversibility of the vacuum-
effect. Practically no change in the D{h) curves 
for these cases was found within experimental 
errors. This suggests the irreversibility of the 
vacuum-effect for a-particles, a result which is 
not the same as found for fission fragments. 
This means that, in the case of a-particles, 
the effect of oxygen on the track formation takes 
place during irradiation. 
(3) The plastics were also stored for 1 
hr in a vacuum and then irradiated for 1 day 
by a-particles of different energies (obtained 
by using aluminium absorbers) in the same 
perpendicular geometry thus keeping the track 
density constant. One hour storage of these 
plastics in a vacuum of about 5 X 10"^ torr 
was found to be sufficient to remove most of 
the free oxygen present in the detectors. 
As can be seen from Fig. 4 the maximum 
value in the D{h) curves belonging to a-
particles of different energies are not the same. 
In the case of cellulose nitrate and cellulose 
acetate it should be noted that this effect is 
observable only below the critical energy E^ for 
track registration. The obvious reason for this 
is the fact that below E^ the etchable lengths of 
the tracks are different for particles of different 
energies. In the case of polycarbonate, how-
ever, this effect is seen to exist above the critical 
energy E ^ ^ 1-6 M e V , as well. This may have 
two explanations: either (a) there is a difference 
in the features of polycarbonate at various depths 
due to pressure rollers used during fabrication or 
(b) different amounts of oxygen remain arrested 
in its various layers when this plastic is kept in 
298 G. Somogyi and D. S. Srivastava 
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REMO\/ED LAYER FROM SINGLE SURFACE 
20 rjt[/j.m] 
FIG. 7. Showing the effect of absence of air during irradiation on the optical density vs. 
removed layer from single surface curves for cellulose nitrate, cellulose acetate and poly-
carbonate irradiated in 277-geometry by a-particles from ^^^Am source using a 3-8 mg/cm® 
aluminium degrading foil. Irradiation and etching conditions were the same as for Fig. 1. 
a vacuum and the observed effect is due to a 
vacuum-efFect. A more controlled experiment 
to decide the real cause in polycarbonate is 
under progress. 
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I . INTRODUCTION 
Because of very low reaction cross -sect ions the data 
on angular d i s t r i but ion of •<-groups emitted in many nuclear 
reactions are conpletely missing for low bombarding energ i -
es in the l i t e r a t u r e . The obvious d i f f i c u l t i e s in such 
measurements are la rge backgrounds and the e r ro r caused due 
to changes in the beam current for d i f f e r e n t angular s e t t -
ings of a conventional detector during long exposures. The 
discovery of d i e l e c t r i c track detectors in which the track 
diameter i s a very sens i t ive function of type and energy 
o f p a r t i c l e opens new p o s s i b i l i t i e s fo r such measurements!^^ 
These detectors have the added advantages of g iv ing perma-
nent record of p a r t i c l e tracks without fading and of being 
insens i t i ve to /8-particles, ^ - r a y s . X-rays l i g h t rays etc. 
In a previous paper^^^ we have establ ished the accuracy of 
p l a s t i c detectors in angular d i s t r ibut ion measurements by 
comparing the i r r e su l t s with those measured by a semicon-
ductor detector in the case of ) ^^O nuclear r eac -
t i on . In this paper we present experimental data f o r the 
angular d i s t r i bu t ion and y ie lds of oQ, and oCj groups emitt -
ed in the ) ^^Mg nuclear reaction at E^=.650,585 and 
540 keV measured by using p l a s t i c track detectors . For this 
reaction no data i s ava i l ab l e below E^sl.2 MeV. Some typ ica l 
problems encountered during the present measurements w i l l 
a l so be b r i e f l y described along with the i r so lut ions . 
I I , EXPERIMENTAL 
A'Col l imated beam of deutezons accelerated in the cas -
cade generator o f the Ins t i tu te of Nuclear Research,Debrecen, 
was allowed to f a l l at 45° upon a very thin A l - ta rget mount-
ed in the centre of the vacuum i r rad ia t ion chamber s imi la r to 
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on« described in Re f . l . The target was made by evaporat-
ing spectroscopical ly pure A1 on thin c o ^ e r backings of 
about 0.3 rng/cm .^ The target thickness was determined by 
measuring the f-peak s h i f t of the 340 keV reso-
nance l ine as described elsewheref* ' Two bent cel lu lose 
acetate p l a s t i c sheets ( Ce l l i t -T , manufactured 
lifyljidMW used as detectors were mounted Along the curved 
c i r cu l a r wal l of the i r radiat ion chairi3er» o n ^ o r receiving 
the ©(-particles at the forward angles (20°-90^) and the 
other at the backward angles (90°-165°). In sucb a geome-
t r i c a l arrangement^^^ the emitted -par t ic les entered the 
detector surface at r ight angles at every>lab-angle. 
Some preliminary i rradiat ions and etchings showed 
that on the i r radiated surface of the detectors*.tracks 
due to ^ e pa r t i c l e s were also formed. These partifclis* 
were produced due to d ,+ 'd reaction taking place on the 
deuterium s e l f - t a r g e t developed on the Al target . These 
tracks had very large density and due to their low energy 
they appeared on the etched surface of the detectors a f t e r 
a r e l a t i v e l y shorter etching time. Because of their large 
track density these tracks produced c i rcular opal spots 
marking the area of the detector exposed at every lab -ang l « . 
This was used with advantage to count the desired o<-tracks 
lying in this area. 
As the energy of a given group of <»(-particles v a r i -
es with . lab-angle, the tracks belonging to <)<-particles of 
same group did not appear on the ietched surface of the 
detectors siirultaneously and did not have equal diameters 
at a given etching time. This d i f f i c u l t y was overcome by 
suitab ly retarding the o<-particles at various lab-angles 
using Al f o i l s of appropriate thickness so that thay had 
nearly same (minimuir) energy (within + 0 . 1 Meii') at a l l l a b -
angles as at 165°. 
IXie to long\exposure time in the vacuum chamber of 
the accelerator a layer of AlN got developed on the surfacse 
o f the Al target and resulted into disturbing o(-particles 
from the (d, ) reaction. The o^ and •<! groups from the 
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^^Al iOtOCy^^Kg reaction to be studied lay energetical ly 
between the and cCj gro^Ps from the ^^N (d»«<) reaction. 
To avoid the disturbing e f f e c t of nitrogen otjgroups the 
thickness of detector sheets were chosen in such a way 
that their etchable part passed through the sheets and 
their tracks could not be etched. Thus before mounting i t 
as detector the thickness of the avai lable 100/u thick 
Ce l l i t -T p las t ic had to be reduced to about 39 /a. This 
was done in two steps? f i r s t by etching i t ihto a solution 
containing 30 gm KjCtjO^ + 95 cc HjSO^ + 120 cc H^O, at 
eO^C for about 2.5 hours l,ts thickness was reduced to 45/tt 
and then the remaining 6 /a were removed in the track etch-
ing solution (20 gm NaOH + 16 gm KOH + 4 . 5 gm'KMnO^ + 90gm 
HjO) at 60°c. This two step process was found necessary to 
avoid any change in track growing features of the p las t i c 
caused by the possible d i f fus ion of the dichromate solution. 
Further, the bulk etch rate in the dichromate solution was 
very large and i t did not etch any background tracks pre -
sent in the p las t ic which might cause error . On etching 
the p l a s t i c detectors from the back side the tracks belong-
ing toe<Q and oCj^  groups from the Al (d,<<) Mg nuclear 
reaction appeared in succession and could be counted. 
To i l l u s t r a te the planning of such measurement by 
p l a s t i c track detectors the rea l situation at the bombar-
ding energy E^ » 650 keV w i l l now be described. Using 
suitable Al f o i l s we could so adjust that the energy of 9*7 
" ( -part ic les at every lab-angle from the group of Al 
25 
(d ,o ( ) Mg reaction would be ^0(0 " MeV, from o<j 
group i t would be E = 5.4 MeV and from 0(2 group i t 
would be Eo(2= 5.0 MeV with in '+ 0 , i MeV. The ranges of ( 
these part ic les from our calculated range energy curves^®' 
were fbund to be ^oCg" 36.5 /i, Rcf^" and 2 7 , 5 ^ 
within ± 1 / 1 . With the absorbing f o i l used in this case 
the energy of the disturbing o '^j group from {d,«<) r ea -
action lay in the energy region 6.45-7.55 MeV at various 
lab-angles corresponding to a range in C e l l i t of 42-52.5 
After knowing this , (38 ± 1 ) ^ thick Ce l l i t p l a s t i c sheets 
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wer® usea for actual lueasurementii. With ,tW.« thicknesg the 
•nd-point^  of tha tracks could be reached after removing 
1.5^ thick a^yer of plastic from the back fide of the det-
ector ^ etching jMt for track counting "ttnafr „ j^tical micro-
r^ ppe dlame:|e^  reached 
after removed l|iyer froth tile' ehcl-R6i4t bf tlie'*fcc«'<s1e^ » 
the plastic^ iiras etched from both t^ e aldis upto thif stMj* 
the remaining thlcknels of the plaStlc a^t the stage of i^h-
tlng ofe<p group was 3^8-2 (1.5+4>3 "21/1. on reaching. 
good countable size for c(. and oC, grou^js frpm the ^'^iJ.i^ifiO 
25 
Mg nuclear reaction, the remaining thickness a f te r ^tc'^ittg 
would be 16 and 9 }x respectively. Hanailng of su«h thltt 
p l a s t i c s i s p rac t i ca l l y very d i f f i c u l t . To ayoi^^this .diiff i 
culty the p l a s t i c was f i r s t etched frofc both ihe 
when the '^ He tracks marked the boundary of the i r t l 
area to be counted in and the oi^ grouf> had appeared 
back surface, the counting' of the wis perfbffoedr-aAdf tT%n 
the etching of the pla^stlc was continued only from the back 
side of the detector to reach thecK^ group thuis avoiding too 
itiuch thinning up of the p l a s t i c detector as wel l ss the grow 
th of the otherwise disturbing ^He tracks. The twsasureroent 
of group could not be made as very thin p las t i c sheets 
( 1 2 ^ ) were l e f t a f t e r the counting of group. 
I I I . RESULTS 
The absolute d i f f e r en t i a l cross-gections of the 
and groups emitted in the nuclear react-
ion in the centre-of-masg system at E^ « 650, 585 and 540 
keV bombarding deuteron energies are shown in the f igure . 
The bars in the f igure represent the error of the re lat ive 
angular d istr ibut ion. According to the uncertainlties in 
the target thickness determinations, the errors in the 
absolute cross—sections are estimated to be 35^ in general. 
The angular distr ibutions which are nearly isotropic have 
been analyzed in terms of the Legendre Polynomials as pub-
l ished elsewhere^*' The curves in the f igure are the least 
square f i t s of the experimental points to the series of 
liegendre Polynomials. Assuming s t a t i s t i c a l compound reac-
tion mechanism the re la t ive intensity rat io of the two 
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measured o<~ groups could be reproduced^*' by a s inpla 
ca lcu lat ion g iv ing the s t a t i s t i c a l weight f ac to r s f o r th « 
alpha t rans i t ions concerned. 
I t i s be l ieved that the method described can b© need 
f o r the study o f (p,o( ) , (d»o< ) , and (t,«>< ) nuclear reac -
t i ons . At low neutron energies the study of (n»o< }nuclear 
reactions i s a lso f e a s i b l e . At high neutron energies^ 
however, the o(-tracks from the )3o(reactlon due to the 
carbon content o f the p l a s t i c s cause disturbing background. 
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In the ^^Al (d, .<) ^^ Mg nuclsar reaction at bombarding 
deuteron energies E^ - 6S0, 585 and 540 keV as measured 
by using p las t i c track detectors. 
DISCUSSION 
M,R. Bhldayt 1) Have you made an estimate of energy 
resolution? 2) What is the exact method of this est i -
mation? 
D.S. Srivastava; 1) Yes, It is 150 keV at 3 MeV. It 
is also different for different plastics and Varies 
with etching conditions viz . , cellulose nitrate gives 
least resolution, cellulose acetate more and polycarbo-
nates most. For a given plastic the resolution increa-
ses with etching time. 2) It is based on our experi-
mental experience. It can also be seen from our 
measurement of T>Qit) curves to be published in "Interm 
Journal of Radiation and Isotope". 
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INVESTIGATION OF 2'Al(d, NUCLEAR REACTION 
IN THE ENERGY RANGE Ed = 650-540keV USING A 
PLASTIC TRACK DETECTOR 
By 
I . H u n y a d i , B . S c h l e n k , G. S o m o g y i and D. S. S r i v a s t a v a * 
INSTITUTE o r N U C L E A R RESEARCH OF THE H U N G A R I A N ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, 
DEBRECEN 
(Received 4. VI. 1970) 
The angular distributions of the « „ and a^  groups from the -'Alf'd, a^^Mg nuclear reac-
tion have been measured at deuteron energies = 650, 585 and 540 keV using plastic track 
detector techniques. The angular distributions which are nearly isotropic have been analysed 
in terms of the Legendre polynomials. Assuming statistical compound reaction mechanism 
the relative intensity ratio of the two measured alpha groups could be reproduced by a simple 
calculation giving the statistical weight factors for the alpha transitions concerned. 
1. Introduction 
Recent ly the extensive study of the properties of plastic track detectors 
leads to their increasing use in experimental nuclear physics. In certain plastics 
the track diameter o f charged particles entering the detectors at right angles — 
under suitable etching conditions — depends strongly on the energy and t ype 
of particles [1, 2] . B y measuring the diameter distribution of the track holes 
an energy resolution of 200 keV can be reached for monoenerget ic alpha 
particles under opt imal conditions. 
A possible use of these detectors, as r ecommended 'by us earlier, is the 
measurement of angular distribution of alpha particles emitted in nuclear 
reactions. A complete angular distribution can be measured b y a single irradia-
tion using bent plastic sheets around the target. This method enables experi-
mental investigations of v e r y low yield nuclear reactions emitt ing alpha par-
ticles to be made. B y using proper etching techniques it is possible to distin-
guish the desired groups of « -part ic les f rom the unwanted ones (p , t, d) emit ted 
f r om the background reactions. In our previous work we have already proved 
the ut i l i ty of this detection method in the case of i®F(d, a ) " 0 nuclear reaction 
[3, 4 ] . I n this paper, we describe a further use of this method in the study 
of 2'Al(d, «)25Mg reaction. 
The measurements of angular distributions and excitation functions of 
a-groups emitted in the 2'Al (d, a ^ M g nuclear reaction below 5 MeV, at bom-
* Permanent address: Applied Science Deptt, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, 
India. 
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l ,arding energies 1.2—2.0 M e V [5] , 1.4—2.3 MeV [6] , 1.5—2.3 MeV [7] , 1.5— 
2.6 MeV [8] , 2.0—5.0 M e V [9 ] and 2.4—2.6 MeV [10], g ive results character-
istic of the statistical compound reaction mechanism. For individual a-groups 
the exc i tat i^ , ' funct ions show resonance l ike maxima and the shape of angular 
distributions j|aries strongly with the hombar(i ing energy. General ly these 
results have ^ ^ n analysed on the basis of the statistical compound reaction 
theory. 
B e l o w ^ M e V bombarding deuteron energy no data are avai lable for 
^•'A^d, a)^®Mg nuclear reaction. Owing to the low bombarding energy compared 
w i th the Coulomb barrier, the cross-sections in tlnis region become so l ow that 
the measurement of angular distribution b y the tradit ional methods becomes 
pract ical ly impossible. Using plastic track detectors we have been able t o 
measure the angular distributions of the a^ and a^Ngroups f rom the ^ 'Al (d, 
nuclear reaction even in the bombarding energy range 650—540 keV. 
2. Experimental method 
Deuterons were accelerated b y the cascade generator of the Inst i tute 
of Nuclear Research, Debrecen. The high vo l tage of the cascade generator was 
measured to 1 % accuracy wi th a rotary- type vo l tmeter calibrated wi th {p, y) 
resonances on ' L i , and ^'Al. A f t e r passing through a 12° magnet ic analyzer 
and coll imating system, the ion beam hit the target placed in the centre of the 
vacuum chamber used for angular distribution ineasurements [11]. 
The aluminium target was evaporated on to copper backing foi ls of about 
0.3 mg/cm^ thickness. The target thickness was determined b y measuring the 
shift of the 340 keV " F { j p , a y ) resonance line. UAder suitable geometrical con-
ditions the aluminium was evaporated f rom a point source on to the copper 
backings and copper backings hav ing a thin 5ftg/cm^) C a F j f i lm . I n the 
latter case the energy shift of the 340 keV c^y) resonance line correspond-
ing to the energy loss of protons in the aluminium layer was measured. The 
number of target nuclei per cm® was determined by using the dEjdx tables 
g i ven b y C. F . WILLIAMSON et al. [12] . T he thickness of the aluminium targets 
was 25—30 keV. 
The bombarding ion current was measured with a current integrator 
connected to a Faraday cup. 
The cellulose acetate (T-Cel l i t ) plastic detectors were irradiated in the 
reaction chamber mentioned. T w o detector sheets, one in the angular range 
20°—90° and the other in the range 90°—165° were f i x ed on the outer side 
o f the curved wal l of a stainless-steel cylindricij l holder of diameter 90 mm 
having circular openings of 4.5 m m diameter at the desired angles. The emitted 
alpha particles passing through the openings entered perpendicularly in the 
surface of the plastic detectors. 
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The energy dependence of the emitted alpha groups on laboratory angles 
was eliminated within an accuracy of + 0 . 1 MeV by using suitable Al-degrad-
ing foils on the inner side of the cylindrical holder in the position of the circular 
openings. 
The ®He particles emitted from the d -f- d reaction produced a track 
density on the entering surface of the detcctors about three order of magnitude 
higher than the examined a-groups from the ^'Al(d, (z)^®Mg nuclear reaction. 
The tracks of the low energy ®He particles having a range of only a few microns 
in the detector material appeared after a very short etching time. The large 
track density of the ®He particles resulted in circular opal spots on the irradi-
ated surface of the detectors marking the exposed areas at various angles. 
Owing to nitrogen contamination on the targets, only the Xg and 
groups from the 2'Al(d, reaction could be distinguished from the dis-
turbing a^ and aj-groups of the nuclear reaction by etching the 
plastic detectors from the back surface. In this case, detectors of a thickness 
equal to the range of the aQ-group in the detector material had to be chosen. 
As the T-Cellit available in our laboratory had a thickness of about 100 /u, it 
was reduced to the required thickness by etching it in the following solution 
at 60° C: 
30 g KaCr^O, + 95 cm^ H^SO^ + 120 cm^ H^O. 
In this solution the thickness of T-Cellit reduced uniformly at quite a fast rate 
(21 jLi/h) but according to our experience the thickness reducing process had 
to be stopped before about 5 /j, of the required thickness. The remaining layer 
had to be removed by etching in the track revealing solution [3]. This change 
was needed because the dichromate solution was found to diffuse a few microns 
in the detector surface and change its track revealing features as compared 
with the rest of the material. 
Using the above mentioned process the thickness of the detector was 
reduced to such an extent that almost the whole of the etchable part of the 
aj^-groups from the " N ( d , reaction passed through the detector thickness. 
On etching the detector f rom the back the tracks of the Xq and (Z^-groups from 
the ^'Al(d, reaction appeared in succession and they could be distin-
guished from each other owing to the difference in their appearance time and 
diameters. 
I t should be mentioned here that the detectors were first etched from 
both §ides for a short t ime and when the dense ®He tracks marked the boundary 
of openings on the irradiated surface of the plastic sheets then the etching was 
continued only f rom their back by f ix ing them in a suitable plexi frame in 
order to avoid too much thinning of the detectors. 
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3. Results and discussion 
Fig . 1 shows the measured absolute di f ferential cross-sections of the a^ 
and a^^-groups f rom the -•'Al(d, nuclear reaction in the centre-of-mass 
system at Ea = 650, 585 and 540 keV bombarding energies. T he bars in the 
f igure represent the error of the re lat ive angular distribution. Accord ing to the 
uncertainty in the target thickness determination the errors in the absolute 
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Fig. 1. The angular distributions of the a^ and a, groups of the ^ 'Al(d, nuclear reaction 
Ea = 650—540 keV 
cross-sections are est imated to be 3 5 % in general. The curves in the Figure 
are the least square f i ts o f the experimental points to a series of Legendre 
polynomials. 
Tab le I contains the A^ , A^, . . . etc. Legendre coef f ic ients Avith their 
errors and the calculated values. The experimental angular distributions 
were analyzed up t o P ; needed for the best f i t in accoj-dance wi th the experi-
mental errors. Therefore, the Tab le contains only those coeff icients for which 
the normal ized yj^  values are near unity. 
F r om the results it can be seen that the angular distributions are nearly 
isotropic as expected at such low bombarding energies. A t = 650 and 
585 keV, however , a small anisotropy can be seen in the case of ao 'group, but 
the angular distribution of this group averaged over the examined energy range 
also becomes isotropic. 
These results are in accordance with the previous works at higher energies 
{E^ < 5 M e V ) and suggest the assumption of statistical compound reaction 
mechanism for the •''Al(d, nuclear reaction. I t is, therefore, worth while 
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Table I 
Coefficients of the Legendre polynomials 
77 
JE^(keV) A, 
a„ 650 199.6 + 2 --9.7 + 2.9 —13.2 + 3.9 0.97 
585 60.1 + 1.1 4.8 + 1.7 0.80 
540 24.9 + 0.5 0.70 
a, 650 49.7 + 0.5 0.54 
585 20.6 + 0.5 0.70 
540 10.0 + 0.2 0.60 
t o see if the intensities of the observed alpha groups correspond to the (2 J -(- 1) 
rule characterizing the statistical compound reaction mechanism. The {21 -f- 1) 
rule cannot be applied direct ly in our case because the conditions for its 
applicabil i ty as given by MAC DONALD [13] are, obviously, not satisfied. H o w -
ever, with the s impl i fy ing condition introduced b y our experimental conditions 
i t is possible to fo l low in detail the format ion of the statistical weight factors 
f o r the two measured alpha transitions. 
A t these low bombarding energies in the incoming deuteron channel 
/ = 0 is most probable. Therefore , in the ^'Si compound nucleus only those 
states can be excited which have spins equal to the possible channel spin values 
3/2, 5/2 and 7/2 and have posit ive parities. The transition f r om a certain excited 
leve l of the ^Si compound nucleus to the 5/2 and 1/2 states of the residual 
nucleus can take place with di f ferent I ' values, where I ' is the orbital angular 
momentum carried b y the emitted alpha particle. (For example the 7/2 ^ 5/2 
transition can take place with Z' = 1, 2, . . . 6, in total 2 - 5 / 2 + 1 = 6, and 
the 7/2 1/2 transition wi th I ' = 3, 4, in total 2 - 1 / 2 + 1 = 2 possible 
orbital angular momentum values.) According to the par i ty conservation rule 
I ' must be even and this further l imits the possible values of V. T he possible 
I ' values corresponding to the di f ferent transitions are given in Tab le I I . 
Table II 
The possible /' values in the transitions from the 7/2+, 5/2+ and 3/2+ levels of the '^Si compound 
nucleus to the 5/2+ ground state and 1/2+ first excited state of ^^ Mg 
J 
I 
7/2 + 5/2 + 3/2 + 
5/2 + 2, 4, 6 0, 2, 4 2, 4 
1/2 + 4 2 2 
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I t can be seen f r om this Table that with these values of V the transition 
f r om the excited states of the compound nucleus to the 5/2+ ground state and 
1/2+ f irst excited state of the residual niicleus can take place in eight and three 
di f ferent ways , respect ively. I f the penetration factors in the outgoing channels 
are neglected, then — because of the assumed statistical character of the 
process — the transitions wi th each possible I ' va lue have equal probabilit ies. 
Further, if the spin dependence of leve l density is also neglected then the 
intensity rat io of the a^ and a^ transitions can be expected to be 8/3. However,, 
taking into account the penetration factors of the outgoing alpha particles 
this rat io wi l l change. The penetration factors for the emitted alpha energies 
were determined b y interpolation for I ' = 0, 2, 4 using the Tables given b y 
J. R . HUIZENGA and G. J. IGO [14]. (The penetration factor for Z' = 6 was 
taken to be zero.) A more correct calculation of the ratio of alpha group inten-
sities was made b y summing up the weighted relative f requency of occurrence 
of the possible /' values b y their respective penetration factors leading to th e 
ground state and the f irst excited state of the residual nucleus. As a result, 
for the intensity rat io of the two alpha groups a value of 3.04 was derived. 
I f the spin dependence of the level density in the usual f o rm F^ = (2J + 
- f 1) exp [ — ( J + I j^f ja"^] was also taken into account then only less than 
4 % change of the above mentioned intensity ratio was obtained. 
In the latter calculation a value of the spin cut-off parameter a^ = 6 was 
used which reproduced satisfactori ly the results of a)^®Mg nuclear reac-
t ion at higher bombard ing energies [13]. 
Table III 
The measured and calculated relative intensities of the a„ and a^  groups 
Ei(keV) 
650 
585 
540 
Mean 
Relative intensities calculated with-
out penetration factor 
Relative intensities calculated with 
penetration factor 
5/2 + 
1 
1 
1 
1/2 
0.24 
0.34 
0.40 
0.327 
0.375 
0.328 
In Tab le I I I the re lat ive intensities of the measured alpha groups inte-
grated over the 0°—180° angular region and their mean values are shovr-n. 
This Tab le also contains the relat ive intensities calculatcd b y neglecting and 
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b y taking into account the e f fect of the penetration factors. For ease of com-
parison the intensity of the aQ-group is normalised to unity. 
A l though the experimental relat ive intensities change with the bombard-
ing energy , their mean values are found to be in agreement wi th those calcul-
ated, when the ef fect of penetration is included. This agreement between the 
exper imental result and the former simple calculation fo r the statistical weight 
factors supports the va l id i ty of the statistical compound reaction mechanism 
assumption for the ^'Al(d, a)25Mg nuclear reaction in the examined energy 
region. 
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HCCJIE^IOBAHME Jlj^EPHO'H PEAKUHH 2'Al(d, a)25Mg B HHTEPBAJIE 3 H E P r H H 
Ea = 650-540 K3B nOCPE^lCTBOM nJlACTHKOBOrO TPEKOBOFO 
^lETEKTOPA 
H. X Y H J l f l H , B . l U J I E H K , T. l U O M O J I H h A . C. C P H B A C T A B A 
P e 3 10 M e 
H.3MepBi0TCji y r j i o B b i e p a c n p c f l e j i e n H H rpynri a.„H<x^B H f l epHO i i peaKqHH ^^ai (d , a)25ivig 
npH 3HeprH5ix pcfiTepHji E^ = 650, 585 h 540 K3B c noMoinbio njiacTHKOBOro TpeKOBOro fleTCK-
Topa. y r j i o B b i e pacnpCAejienHH, K O T o p u e HOMTH HSOTponHu, paanaraioTCji B pHfl npH noMomn 
noJ iHHOMOB J l o K a H f l p a . n p e A n o j i a r a n CTaTHCTHiec iCHH cocTaBHOH M e x a H H S M p e a K H H H , cooTHO iue -
HHe OTHOCHTejIbHOH HHTeHCHBHOCTH fl,ByX HSMepCUHblX aj lb^ja—Tpynn MOKHO BOCnpOHSBOAHTb 
npo cTb iM BbiMHCJieHHCM, s a f f aBa j i CTaTHCTHiecKHe s e c a ajt^j paccMOTpeHHbix ajibiJia-nepexoAOB. 
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